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Abstract 
_________________________________________ 
 

Emerging quantum technologies are currently limited by the development of robust 

hardware components to create, distribute, and readout quantum information. Single photon 

emitters are among the most fundamental components for most quantum information 

technologies. Among the most promising single photon sources are atom-like systems such as 

defects in solid-state materials, which can produce on-demand streams of single photons, are 

suitable for on-chip integration, and offer efficient spin-photon interfaces. As a result, materials 

such as diamond and silicon carbide have been intensely studied due to their bright and 

photostable emission, however, efficient integration methods remain a critical challenge.  

An intriguing alternative is the use of atomically thin materials which lack dangling 

bonds allowing for facile integration with nanophotonic components, display extremely 

efficient light-matter interactions, and be utilized to produce designer quantum states such as 

by stacking into van der Waals heterostructures. Here I study the 2D material hexagonal boron 

nitride (hBN) which can host ultra-bright single photon emission arising from point defects in 

the lattice.  

In this thesis I study the bottom-up fabrication of single photon emitters in hBN in great 

detail, demonstrating the incorporation of bright and optically stable emitters in large scale 

films comprised of only a few atomic layers. It is demonstrated that during growth we can 

reduce the inhomogeneous distribution of emission energies by over an order of magnitude and 

simultaneously control the density of incorporated single photon emitters. The smooth few 

layer nature of the films enables facile integration with nanophotonic components and with van 

der Waals heterostructures. I perform emission tuning studies on hBN thin films utilizing both 

Stark and strain methods, demonstrating record shift magnitudes for a 2D quantum light source, 

and revealing critical information on the level structure of the emissive defect. Finally, I study 

the structural nature of the defect finding a carbon based center is likely, a central question 

which has been debated since their initial discovery in 2015 and demonstrate optically detected 

magnetic resonance from these defects at room temperature for the first time. 
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1 
Introduction 

_________________________________________ 
 

The desire to control the world around us is at the very core of what makes us human. 

As we have progressed from the manipulation of stones to the understanding of their 

composition, we now find ourselves at the precipice of a new quantum realm, one which is ripe 

for controlling. It’s chalked full of philosophical contradictions and the fantastically 

confounding, yet we are slowly learning to navigate this alternate reality. “Nature isn't 

classical, dammit, and if you want to make a simulation of nature, you'd better make it quantum 

mechanical, and by golly it's a wonderful problem, because it doesn't look so easy.” -Feynman 

 

1.1 Context and scope 
In 1947 the development of the transistor helped to kick start the burgeoning computing 

revolution, while today we stand at a similar place in the drive towards quantum technologies. 

We require a new set of hardware components, not simply the quantum equivalents of 

transistors, but a whole new infrastructure to transmit this quantum information as well, one 

capable of controlling each signal at the level of a single particle, or loose it entirely. 

 One of these critical quantum hardware components is the single photon emitter. A 

quantum light source whose fundamental limit is sending one piece of information at a time. 

This limitation, however, permits us to properly prepare, encode, transmit, and readout this 

fragile information. While several schemes now exist to generate single photon sources, one 

intriguing route is utilizing crystal imperfections in solids, which can act as deterministic single 

photon sources. One such source are defects in the two-dimensional material hexagonal boron 

nitride. In this thesis I will focus on the fabrication of these SPEs in hBN through bottom-up 
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growth techniques, controlling the emission properties of these defects, and investigating their 

structural origin. 

 

1.2 Thesis content 
In chapter 2 I provide background concepts necessary for understanding the results in chapters 

3-5. This includes an introduction to the statistics of different light sources and how they can 

be measured. I discuss common sources for generating quantum light and focusing on the 

fundamentals of its generation from solid state materials. I review the material hexagonal boron 

nitride, its material properties, methods for fabricating, and the characteristics of single photon 

sources hosted within. Finally, I discuss the basics of confocal microscopy and the 

experimental setup used to grow hexagonal boron nitride. 

 Chapters 3-5 contain experimental results obtained during this PhD. Each chapter is 

structured around a broader goal which unites the individual papers which comprise it, except 

for chapter 4 which contains only a single published work. The beginning of each chapter 

summarizes the topic, its relevance to the broader thesis, and the content to follow. Each 

subsection then details an individual paper which is presented semi-independently, displaying 

an associated abstract, introduction, methods, results, and conclusions. I am the first or co-first 

author on each paper discussed in this thesis. 

 In chapter 3 I discuss our original efforts on the bottom-up fabrication of hBN via 

chemical vapor deposition, and how one can controllably incorporate quantum emitters during 

the process. I will focus on the optical properties of incorporated single emitters for a given 

growth method, such as their emission energy. Finally, we will discuss techniques to modulate 

the incorporation of these defects and control their optical properties during growth. 

 In chapter 4 I describe our results from a collaborative effort I lead into the structural 

nature of single photon emission from hBN. We were able to provide compelling evidence that 

the defect is comprised of a carbon-based impurity. We further demonstrate the formation of 

dense ensembles of hBN defects for the first time and realize optically detected magnetic 

resonance on these defects at room temperature for the first time. Finally, I discuss the 

electronic structure calculations performed to explore the structure of the carbon-based defect 

center. 

 In chapter 5 I describe our efforts towards the emission tuning of hBN single photon 

sources through both Stark and strain shift methods, utilizing CVD grown hBN thin films in 

each. I discuss the observed record shift magnitudes for a 2D quantum light source, the 
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potential to mitigate blinking and spectral diffusion using these methods, and the modification 

of other photophysical properties of the defects because of the applied fields. Finally, through 

collaboration we establish a theoretical foundation for our strain tuning results, which is 

applicable to any 2D system, and as a result can confirm a key detail about the level structure 

of the defects. 

 In chapter 6 I discuss the general conclusions of the work, and future work to be 

conducted. 
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2 
Background 

_________________________________________ 
 

This chapter introduces background concepts critical to understanding the content of 

this thesis. I will introduce single photon emission and known sources, the material properties 

and growth techniques for hexagonal boron nitride and the optical properties of defects 

incorporated within. 

 

2.1 Quantum Light 
Optical technologies are of critical importance to the modern world, such as providing 

the backbone of the internet. These advances have been largely facilitated by the development 

of robust and controllable classical light sources (i.e. lasers and light emitting diodes). 

Recently, there has been a push to explore the development of sources of non-classical light 

emission, or quantum light, where the light sources emits only a single photon at a time. These 

sources of non-classical light are of critical importance for a range of emerging quantum 

information technologies.1-12 The perfect quantum light source would emit only a single photon 

in response to a controllable excitation event with a near unity quantum efficiency.13 

Furthermore, for many applications the emitted photons need to be indistinguishable, meaning 

the source needs to emit photons having identical spatiotemporal profiles, energy, and 

polarization states.14 Other applications such as quantum cryptography do not require identical 

photons.15 Given the fundamental importance of quantum light sources to quantum 

technologies, the race for developing efficient and scalable single photon sources has driving 

a lot of research and development over the last two decades. This section will briefly outline 

the basic physical properties of quantum light sources. 
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2.1.1. Historical Context 
The quantization of light was first explored in the early 20th century considering 

experimental findings which could not be explained using a classical wave picture. The first of 

these experiments was published by Max Planck on blackbody radiation in 1901,16 finding the 

spectral distribution of the radiation source in equilibrium follows 

      E=nhv     (Eq 2.1) 

where n is an integer number describing the number of energy quanta hv, and v is the frequency, 

while h—which would go on to be called Plank’s constant in honor of his contributions—is a 

proportionality constant equal to 6.626*10-34Js. Despite this critical result, the theoretical 

description offered by Plank still conformed to a classical wave like picture using Maxwell’s 

equations. It was not long before this picture was challenged, however, in light of Einstein’s 

seminal experiment on the photoelectric effect, which definitively demonstrated the quantized 

nature of light.17 These experiments kickstarted the quantum revolution, leading to the 

development of quantum mechanics, and a quantized description of the electromagnetic field.18 

 Today we understand that light is emitted in quantized packets, or photons. While the 

quantum description of light can still often be directly approximated using a classical 

description, there are some uniquely quantum phenomena, such as non-classical light emission, 

which completely lack an equivalent classical description. As the primary aim of this thesis is 

the generation and investigation of quantum light sources, the following section briefly reviews 

the statistical classifications of different light sources. 

 

2.1.2. Photon Statistics and Types of Light 
 Light sources, comprised of individual quantized photons, can be analyzed, and 

classified statistically by measuring the temporal relationship between constituent photons. 

Practically we can measure these statistical properties of light by analyzing the arrival times 

and temporal fluctuations of individual photons hitting a detector. We can subsequently 

identify three types of light emission, each with a distinct statistical nature, namely thermal or 

bunched light, coherent or Poissonian light, and sub-Poissonian or quantum light. Below we 

briefly discuss each. 

Thermal light: Incandescent light bulbs which operate based on the emission of light 

from passing a current through a resistive metal wire, is a classic example of chaotic or thermal 

light sources. The electromagnetic field of such a source is a superposition of many incoherent 

waves, whose collective amplitude and phase are strongly fluctuating in time. The statistical 
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nature of bunched light can be described a Bose-Einstein distribution of black-body radiation 

where (𝑛#) is a mean value of photons in the mode.19 

    𝑃! =
(!#)!

(%&!)"#!
     (Eq 2.2) 

 Coherent light: Laser light is an example of coherent light emission, where the electric 

field does not display fluctuations in either amplitude or phase. However, the number of 

photons in a coherent state does fluctuate, and follows a Poissonian distribution, meaning the 

probability of 𝑛 photons within the beam follows 

     𝑃! =
(!#)!

(!!)
𝑒(!#      (Eq 2.3) 

Quantum light:  Quantum light arises from light sources whose fluctuations in the 

number of photons follows sub-Poissonian statistics. Unlike typical light sources, quantum 

light sources display anti-bunched emission statistics with only a single photon emitted at some 

regular time interval and does not follows a classical statistical distribution, hence representing 

a quantized state of light. The statistics of such light sources follow a “sub-Poissonian” 

distribution 

    𝑃! = (01				
)*+	!-!#
)*+	!.!#

    (Eq 2.4) 

Single photon sources such as those discussed throughout this thesis display sub-Poissonian 

statistics. The means for experimentally verifying the photon statistics of a light source are 

discussed in the following section. 

 

2.1.3. Quantifying Single Photon Emission 
To verify the quantum nature of light we need to measure the second order coherence 

of the emission, or the second order autocorrelation function. The first order coherence of a 

stream of photons, 𝑔(%)(𝜏), measures the coherence of two separate electric fields. The second 

order correlation function, 𝑔(/)(𝜏) reveals temporal fluctuations of the emission, and as a result 

is an efficient means to classify a light source as displaying sub-Poissonian emission statistics. 

When considering a perfect quantum light source, and the time between photons is (t + 𝜏) where 

t is the previous photon, we can represent the 𝑔(/)(𝜏) equation in terms of 𝜀(𝑡), the time-

averaged electric field at time t, or 𝐼(𝑡) the time-averaged intensity at time t.20  

     𝑔(/)(𝜏) = 	 〈1
∗(2)1∗(2&3)1(2&3)1(2)〉

〈1∗(2)1(2)〉〈1∗(2&3)1(2&3)〉
 (Eq 2.5) 

     𝑔(/)(𝜏) = 	 〈5(2)5(2&3)〉
〈5(2)〉〈5(2&3)〉

   (Eq 2.6) 
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Assuming the source emits with a constant intensity, we can simplify to  

     𝑔(/)(𝜏) = 	 〈5(2)5(2&3)〉
〈5(2)〉%

   (Eq 2.7) 

This formalism can be extended to single photons (expressed as Gaussian wave packets) 

separated in space or time, where the photon number state is represented by 𝑛, and where 𝜏 

represents the time delay between individual photons. Expressing these operators in terms of 

photon number states, and their creation and annihilation operators (𝑛1 = 𝑎16𝑎1), we can rewrite 

in terms of these quantum operators 

     𝑔(/)(𝜏) = 	 〈78
&(2)78&(2&3)78(2&3)78(2)〉

〈78&(2)78(2)〉%
 (Eq 2.8) 

     𝑔(/)(𝜏) = 	 〈!8(!8(%)〉
〈!8〉%

   (Eq 2.9) 

So, for an arbitrary input, such as the photon number state of a value n we get 

     𝑔(/)(𝜏) = 	 !(!(%)
!%

   (Eq 2.10) 

 

Placing arbitrary input values for different photon number states (n) we can easily determine 

the corresponding value of the second order autocorrelation we would expect. For the three 

statistical states of light, mentioned about we can expect the following results. 

   Thermal light:   𝑔(/)(0) > 1 

   Coherent light:  𝑔(/)(0) = 1 

   Sub-Poissonian light:  𝑔(/)(0) = 1 − %
!
 

Experimentally, we can determine the second-order autocorrelation function of any particular 

light source by employing a Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometer, such as is depicted 

schematically in Figure 2.1. An incoming stream of photon events are recorded at each 

avalanche photo diode (APD), and by correlating the subsequent arrival times recorded at one, 

and then waiting until a photon arrives at the other (giving a single correlation event), we can 

experimentally construct the g(2)( τ) curve for any light source. For example, a coherent light 

source such as a laser, would result in a flat g(2)( τ) curve, and a g(2)( 0) = 1, where the arrival 

time of the second photon at the second detector follow Poissonian statistics. The schematic 

representation below demonstrates the occurrence of an anti-bunched light source, where a 

stream of single photons, after hitting one APD cannot hit the other APD until after some time 

interval, which in the case of a solid-state single photon source will correspond on average to 

the lifetime of the excited state. By convention recording a g(2)(0) <0.5 for a given light source 
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is suggested as evidence of quantum emission.21  Next we will discuss common sources for 

quantum light.  

 

2.2 Sources of Quantum Light 
In order to reliably produce streams of single photons a number of physical systems 

have been employed, including atoms and trapped ions, small molecules, spontaneous 

parametric down conversion, quantum dots, and defects in wide-band gap semiconductors, see 

Figure 1.2.22 Each possesses inherent advantages and drawbacks and may be best suited to a 

potential application subspace. The scope of this thesis, and by extension the focus of the 

following section is on defects in wide band gap semiconductors. I will briefly discuss leading 

systems which are widely employed, such as defects in diamond, silicon carbide, and some 

basic operation principles of these systems. 

 

Figure 2.1—Hanbury Brown and Twiss Setup Schematic. Schematic representation of  
Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometer, which is used to perform second order 
autocorrelation measurements. Reproduced from Ref[94].  

Figure 2.2—Common Solid State Single Photon Sources. Commonly employed single 
photon sources. Reproduced from Ref[22].  
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2.2.1. Overview of Quantum Light Sources 
The first demonstration of a single photon source was achieved with sodium atoms,23 

and aided by advances with controlling and positioning these sources trapped ions and atoms 

continue to this day to be highly investigated sources of quantum emission.24-28 These sources 

provide near perfect qubits, with each atom or ion producing indistinguishable photons at 

cryogenic temperatures, however, their operation is complicated by the incredibly complex 

setups needed to trap and operate the sources, which can lead to slow operation rates. 

Non-linear methods to generate single photon emitters, such as spontaneous parametric 

down conversion have also been extensively employed for single photon generation and 

subsequent quantum optical experiments.29, 30 These sources are regarded as heralded photon 

sources, and the generation of one photon confirms the presence of a second photon, and while 

these sources provide entangled photon pairs, the probabilistic nature of the process coupled 

with a wide range of losses limit their potential for some applications. 

A great deal of effort is now-being place of developing atom-like systems, such as 

single molecules, 31, 32 quantum dots, 33-37 and defects in semiconductors. 38-42 Single molecules 

provide a well understood source of single photon emission, and additionally provide a great 

deal of functionality such as designer compounds with pre-conceived emission and spin 

properties. Despite this the need to encapsulate these molecules in host materials, and in general 

low photostability have limited applications. Semiconductor Quantum dots (QDs)such as 

InAs/GaAs are among the best single photon sources in terms of their outstanding optical 

properties, and as result have been among the most studied typically being utilized for proof-

of-principle demonstrations, however, critically the requirement of cryogenic refrigeration for 

operation, and the high refractive index of the host provide significant hurdles for technological 

deployment. Finally, defects in wide-band gap semiconductors are among the most promising 

sources for many quantum applications, offering a fully controllable spin-photon interface, and 

being ideal for on-chip integration, however, also suffer from significant complications due to 

the material environment.  Defects in wide-band gap semiconductors are discussed in more 

detail in the following section as they comprise the focus of this thesis. 

 

2.2.2. Defects in Wide-Band Gap Semiconductors 
 Defects in wide-band gap semiconductors provide a promising platform for bright and 

deterministic single photon sources, provide an efficient means of manipulating spin-photon 

interactions,2, 7 and are ideal for on-chip integration.9, 43 However, of course they are plagued 
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with challenges as well.44-46 Principally interactions with the surrounding material environment 

can have dramatic effects on the optical properties of the center, and in large part are not easily 

controlled and can be difficult to compensate for. Electron-phonon interactions between the 

optically active defect center and the environment, can significantly modify the defect leading 

to inhomogeneous emission properties, decoherence, blinking, and bleaching of the defect 

centers.47-49 This means that the most well behaved defects are found in materials like diamond 

and silicon carbide which can be fabricated with extremely high material qualities. Basic 

principles of this types of single photon source are discussed in the following section. 

 

2.2.2.1. Operational Principles 
Defects in these materials introduce new and discretized energy levels within the 

bandgap of the host material.50 Particular sub-band gap defects whose energy levels are 

positioned sufficiently far from both the valence and conduction band of the material can act 

as isolated atomic systems with a high degree of photostability. The localized energy levels at 

these defective positions display transition energies which can be optically excited with optical 

pumping below the band gap of the material in question, meaning that by appropriately 

choosing the energy of the excitation laser, one can excite these quantized transitions 

selectively, and receive a stream of corresponding single photons as a result.3, 5, 21, 22, 51, 52 

Figure 1.4 displays the fundamental process of optical absorption and emission from 

an isolated point defect acting as a two level system, where the incoming laser excites the 

closed system before a spontaneous relaxation event returns the electron to the ground state 

emitting exactly one photon with an energy corresponding the separation between the ground 

and excited states. As a result of the surrounding material environment, the non-resonant 

excitation and emission of the defect center can typically be approximated using a Huang Rhys 

model with two electronic states,53 depicted in Figure 1.3,54 which takes into account the 

vibronic material environment in which the defect sits.55 Transitions to and from the ground 

state (µ) and excited state (µ*) in this model are mediated by lattice phonons. In the figure, the 

nuclear coordinate (Q) which accounts for the lattice configuration represents the total energy 

of the defect-lattice system. The offset between the two states, i.e. the zero-phonon lattice 

ground and excited states, differ due to the unique electrostatic potential in each case. When 

the system in the ground state absorbs an optical photon while occupying a particular electronic 

state µ with a vibronic component of n phonons—with an occupation probability governed by 

the Bose-Einstein distribution—it undergoes a rapid thermalization event to the excited state 
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µ* with an occupation of n* phonons. The Frank-Condon approximation, which assumes rapid 

electronic reconfiguration outpaces slower lattice reorganization, can be applied to 

approximate transition rates. Emission into the zero-phonon line (ZPL), meaning no phonons 

are created and or annihilated only corresponds to transitions where n=n*, while all other 

vibronically mediated transitions result in and contribute to emission into the phonon side band 

(PSB). In this model, the shape of the absorption and emission bands are mediated by the 

overlap integral between the displaced harmonic oscillators of the ground and excited states, 

and the corresponding emission fraction into the ZPL or PSB is governed by the Debye-Waller 

Factor.56, 57  

The relaxation event can be promoted by the presence of a vacuum field even in the 

absence of a light field, and the corresponding decay rate of this state is dependent on the 

particular defect system. Consequently, the decay rate of the corresponding excited state in the 

absence of a driving field, and relaxation is promoted only by the constant perturbations of a 

vacuum field, the decays rate will then also be constant, with excited state occupation, ne 

following the exponential law20  

     𝑛9(𝑡) = 𝑛9(0) ∗ 𝑒
( '
()    (Eq. 2.11) 

Where 𝜏9 is the lifetime of the state. If the system has N states, the lifetime can be determined 

starting from |𝑖⟩ as the reciprocal sum staring from over the available decay rates 

     𝜏9 =
%

∑ ;*+,
+-",+/"

    (Eq. 2.12) 

If the system radiatively decays, the corresponding lifetime can be measured experimentally 

using a pulsed laser with a reptation rate sufficiently slower than the emission lifetime.  

 In reality, most solid state SPEs do not act as perfect two-level systems and instead 

are more accurately modeled as at least three level systems, with the additional level being a 

meta-stable state. These meta-stable states are those in which the electron can become trapped 

following occupation of the excited state and a subsequent transfer process into a meta-stable 

state. Meta-stable state occupation can result from a change in spin multiplicity (e.g., transition 

from a singlet to triplet state), transition to states that cannot be excited optically due to 

selection rules, or due to change in the charge state of the defect. Three level systems undergo 

what is known as bunching, which is observed in the second order autocorrelation experiments, 

and tends to be a power dependent process. However, these states are actually critically 

important to many features of solid-state defect, for instance the observation of ODMR requires 

an additional meta-stable state so that a change in spin multiplicity can be determined optically 
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through charges in the rate coefficients of transfer to the meta-stable state from the alternate 

spin-sub levels.  

 

2.2.3. Atomically Thin Quantum Light Sources 

Recently, sources for non-classical light emission resulting from van der Waals crystals 

and atomically thin materials have been explored.8, 58 SPEs embedded in 2D materials have 

inherent advantages for scalable quantum technologies including the lack of dangling bonds, 

their high light-matter interaction efficiency, versatility, and unparalleled opportunities to 

engineer quantum states in these materials such as through the use of van der Waals 

heterostructures.  

 SPE in 2D materials can arise from localized excitonic recombination,59, 60 as well as 

from lattice impurities.61, 62 Additionally, emerging methods such as the creation of Moire-

Figure 2.3—Huang-Rhys Model. Huang-Rhys model for light absorption and emission in 
solid state materials. Reproduced from Ref[54]  

Figure 2.4—Classifications of 2D material Single Photon Sources. Two types of quantum 
emission from atomically thin materials. Reproduced from Ref [8]. 
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heterostrutures due to the relative twist environment and interlayer excitonic transitions present 

novel means to potentially engineer quantum conferment which is not possible using 3D 

materials systems.63-66 However, we limit the following discussion to more well-studied 2D 

SPE systems. 

 In general, we can classify 2D SPE sources in two categories (Figure 1.4),8 those which 

behave as color centers, such as defects in hexagonal boron nitride and tungsten tri-oxide,61, 62 

and those which as quantum dots, such as observed in WSe2, WS2, and MoS2 for example.60, 

67-77 The former can produce single photon emission up to room temperature,78 while the later 

typically require cryogenic conditions to observe quantum emission, however, we note this 

limit is being slowly lifted in recent studies.79 Quantum dots based emission originates from 

confinement of exciton recombination by a potential field such as through the advent of local 

strain or pinning at a crystal defect. Upon excitation, a free exciton is generated, where 

subsequent recombination of the quasi-particle can be localized, at these sites. This has been 

shown in many narrow-band gap 2D materials such as family of transition metal 

dichalcogeides. Alternatively, in color centers such as defects hBN, defect produce deep 

electronic levels lying within the band gap,78, 80-92 which can be selectively excited using sub 

band gap excitation. The following section discusses the material properties, fabrication 

methods, and optical properties of hBN defects in more detail, as this comprises the focus of 

the thesis. 

 

2.3 Hexagonal Boron Nitride 
This section describes the materials, growth, and optical properties of hBN, the material 

platform for which the rest of this thesis will be centered. hBN was first synthesized in 1842, 

making it among the oldest of the discovered semiconductors, when the British chemist W.H. 

Balmain reported the synthesis of a fragile powder.93 In the time since, hBN has become a 

material or choice for its electrical, mechanical and optical properties for a wide range of 

applications.94, 95 The following section describes basic properties of the material, fabrication 

methods (focusing on epitaxial growth), and the optical properties of incorporated defect 

centers. 

 

2.3.1. Material Properties 
hBN has been widely used as an inert material, with high thermal stability such as in 

ceramics engineering for decades. hBN is a centro-symmetric D6h crystal, and structural 
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analogue of graphene, with alternating boron and nitrogen atoms arranged in a honeycomb 

lattice. Unlike many 2D materials it displays polar-covalent bonding given the 

electronegativity differences between B and N. It has a wide and indirect bandgap of ~6eV.96 

hBN possess extreme thermal and superior mechanical properties with a Young’s Modulus of 

~0.865 TPa and a fracture strength of 70.5GPa.97 Furthermore, unlike graphene whose material 

strength is degraded with increasing layer thickness, the polar-covalent bonding nature of hBN 

provides a much higher barrier to layer slippage, making these properties insensitive to 

thickness of the crystal.97 Adjacent hBN layers typically observe an AA’ stacking 

configuration, while AB stacked hBN has only recently been reliably synthesized.98 Stacking 

configurations may be important for the optical properties of defects in hBN as interlayer 

bonding is known to only take place at boron vacancy sites for AA’ stacked but not AB.99 

Despite the indirect band-gap, the high quantum efficiency for deep UV emission (up 

to 40%) has made it useful as a robust source for UV emissions. 96 The highly anisotropic 

nature of the crystal is manifested in the splitting of the dominant optical phonon modes into 

two branches with significantly different energy ranges. This unique feature has given rise to 

a number of extremely interesting applications for hBN in supporting surface phonon 

polaritons.100-102 hBN also displays strong optical non-linearities which are layer dependent,103, 

104 and it has become an indispensable platform for 2D based electronics and optics,105-107 as 

well as recently in the creation of Moire-heterostructures by controlling the twist angle.108, 109 

Of course, in addition to these exciting applications, a number of single photon sources have 

now been discovered in hBN, ranging from the UV,110 to the visible,61 to the near IR.111 The 

following sections discuss established fabrication methods for hBN. 

 

2.3.2. Fabrication Methods 
Despite the first reported synthesis of the material over 175 years ago, recent and 

reliable synthesis methods for hBN, and its subsequent employment for a range of applications 

can be traced back to the mid 2000s. In 2004 high pressure high temperature (HPHT) 

fabrication techniques became widely deployed,112 yielding high quality hBN crystals. In the 

time since hBN has since become fabricated reliably by many other techniques, and while 

HPHT growth methods still offer unparalleled hBN material quality, the small area nature of 

the resulting van der Waals crystals remains primarily useful for proof of principle 

demonstrations only. More recently a great deal of effort has been placed on bottom-up growth 

techniques which can produce high quality large area hBN, such as metal organic chemical 
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vapor deposition (MOCVD),113, 114 molecular beam epitaxy (MBE),115, 116 and chemical vapor 

deposition (CVD).117-119 These bottom-up growth techniques comprise the subject of the 

following section.  

 

2.3.2.1. Bottom-up Growth of hBN 
 The meteoric rise of graphene,120, 121 and the subsequent effort towards the bottom-up 

synthesis of large area 2D films of high quality has set the scene for other atomically thin 

materials, such as hBN. A range of techniques have been successfully employed for fabricate 

hBN in a bottom-up fashion, most prominently CVD, MOCVD, MBE, and VLS122 methods. 

 The principal advantages of bottom-up growth methods are epitomized in the 

realization of large cm scale continuous hBN films and the ability to reliably transfer these 

films to arbitrary substrates for device construction or additional measurements. Furthermore, 

bottom-up growth methods enable additional functionality such as doping during growth, 

precise control of the material thickness, and even control over the layer stacking orientation 

have been demonstrated via bottom-up methods. The following chapter focuses in more detail 

on CVD growth methods for hBN as this comprises the principal growth technique utilized in 

this thesis.  

 

2.3.2.2. Chemical Vapor Deposition 
CVD growth of 2D materials provide the most practical method for large scale 

fabrication, offering high functionality during growth, good materials quality, and at a low cost. 

CVD growth of hBN is most commonly performed on catalytic metal substrates,123, 124 

however, growth on dielectric materials has been explored more recently.125  

To date mono- and few-layer hBN have been grown with a diverse range of precursors 

and on a number of metallic substrates including Cu,117 Ni,126 Co,127 Fe,128 Ru,129 Pt,130 Pd,131 

graphite,132 and on dielectric substrates such as Si, Al2O3, and SiN.125 Among these Cu has 

been the most heavily studied and is the platform in which the growth mechanism is best 

understood.133 The mechanism of precursor decomposition and growth are known to be highly 

dependent on the chamber pressure and the furnace temperature,134, 135 among other parameters. 

Higher growth rates—often achieved through higher pressures to increase precursor 

concentration, or through higher temperature growth—lead to faster growth kinetics, and 

typically thicker hBN films, but with rougher surfaces with more polymerized precursor 
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nanoparticles embedded within the resulting film.134 But perhaps the most critical process in 

controlling the growth is the diffusion and interactions between the catalyst and the precursor. 

Kimdambi et al [131] used in-situ characterization techniques such as x-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction during growth to provide the most complete understanding 

of the growth mechanism to date.133 They observed that hBN nucleation is an isothermal 

process, that is largely controlled by the diffusion of boron within the Cu catalyst, while 

nitrogen diffusion is negligible. B diffusion increases the lattice constant of copper and restricts 

the supply of B atoms for growth to precipitation from the catalyst, meaning all grown layers 

(even for few-layer films) occur at the interface. This also makes the cooling step post-growth 

of critical importance, as significant amounts of boron are precipitated as solubility in Cu 

decreases. This central role of the diffusion makes it among the most sensitive parameters to 

control during the growth process. 

There have indeed been a number of successful attempts to do just that, for instance by 

creating alloyed metallic catalysts, such as by doping Cu with increasing amounts of Ni, the 

grain size and growth kinetics can be significantly modified.133 Further attempts have 

demonstrated that by creating a composite catalyst with a Fe top layer sputtered onto a Si/SiO2 

substrate, that the diffusion of some Si atoms into the Fe layer can actively modulate the growth 

of hBN and yield large single crystal domains. 134 

Recently breakthroughs using cleaver growth techniques such as precipitation based 

hBN growth, controlling hBN nucleation via catalyst substructure, and growth on metals with 

high energy surface grain orientations can achieve wafer scale single crystal hBN 

monolayers.136-139 In chapter 3 of this thesis we further development the field of bottom-up 

hBN growth, and CVD methods in particular, for nanophotonic applications in particular.  

 

2.4.2. Optical Properties of hBN Single Photon Sources 
We briefly mention atomic defects operating in UV and near-IR regions. UV single 

photon emission at ~4.1 eV has been observed via CL, making it the highest energy SPE source 

to date (Feb. 2021).110 Additionally, a defect emitting in the Near-IR region has been identified 

and definitively assigned to the negatively charged boron vacancy (VB-), making it the only 

2D SPE source which has been unambiguously assigned to a structure.111 This particular defect 

is exciting as it displays a triplet (S=1) ground state, and large zero-field splitting (~3.5 GHz), 

making it ideal for spin-based quantum information applications. Room-temperature coherent 

spin manipulation and readout have been demonstrated and spin-lattice relaxation times (t1) 
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~18 µs, and spin coherence times (t2) ~2 µs have been extracted.140 As the work in this thesis 

is only concerned with the defects emitting in the visible region, we will restrict our discussion 

to this defect family from here on. 

 hBN SPEs operating in the visible to NIR spectral range have been widely studied 

since their first report by Tran et. al in 2016,61 due to not only their 2D crystal host, but also 

their outstanding optical properties.78, 82, 89, 141-155 Some of the key properties of hBN SPEs are 

summarized in Figure 1.5, reproduced from Ref[61,80,87,152,159]. hBN SPEs display 

extremely bright emission rates (>1*106Hz) and with plasmonic enhancement up to ~20MHz 

has been observed,82 a high internal quantum efficiency up to ~87%,83 extreme sensitivity to 

external electric (Stark) and strain shifts,84, 156-161 high purity emission at room-temperature,78, 

152 a linear polarized dipole,61, 162 weak electron-phonon coupling and a high fraction of 

emission into the ZPL,91, 163 high chemical and photo- stability over long time periods as well 

as a high tolerance to γ-radiation,78, 164 room temperature ODMR and the observation of rabi 

oscillations,80, 165-167 and finally there exists evidence suggesting some defects can be 

mechanically decoupled from their environment permitting resonant excitation and the 

observation of FT limited lines at room temperature.81, 87 Additionally, the 2D nature of the 

host material opens up opportunities for facile integration (due to the lack of dangling bonds), 

provides a potentially extremely sensitive electronic probe of the environment, the potential to 

achieve increased functionality and control upon integration with van der Waals 

Figure 2.5—Optical Properties of hBN SPEs. Summary of exciting optical properties of 
hBN SPEs. Reproduced from Refs [61, 80, 87, 152, 159]. 
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heterostructures,168-170 and great promise as a fluorescent probe, such as was recently 

demonstrated in visualizing individual proton hoping events recently for the first time.171 

 

2.4.3. hBN Single Photon Sources, Challenges 
Despite this promise a consistent issue with hBN SPEs has been the large 

inhomogeneity observed in their optical and photophysical properties. The emission energy of 

SPEs is distributed across ~1eV.91, 146, 172 Furthermore, other photophysical properties of the 

defects are similarly variable, including the degree of phonon coupling,91, 173 brightness, 

quantum efficiency,83 and photostability.174 To date these variations remain unexplained. 

Curiously the other two known defects in hBN display no such environmental sensitivity,111, 

175-177 displaying consistent lineshapes, and emission energies, with the ~4.1eV emission center 

displaying less than <0.5meV and <1meV variation in the ZPL energy and FWHM 

respectively.178 

These large variation presents a major problem for future quantum technological 

applications of the defects, significantly complicating efforts for integrating with nanophotonic 

components, despite the desirable 2D host crystal. Other challenges to be overcome include 

the instability of SPEs in monolayer and few-layer films,61, 179 and mitigating ultra-fast-spectral 

diffusion which has limited optical coherence times to 6-80ps,85, 180 precluded the observation 

of identical photons,85, 181 and made resonant excitation experiments difficult.180, 182-185 

The defect structure itself also remains an outstanding question, as does the number of 

defects responsible for the observed visible region emission. Many experimental works,186, 187 

as well as atomic resolution imaging and CL/PL comparisons have been attempted,188-190 

without much definitive information occurring as a result. Variations in the emission energy, 

and photophysics from defect to defect have been argued to be consistent with a single defect 

structure, potentially where there exist multiple charge states,191 that the defects are highly 

influenced by their environment and shifted via strain and Stark shifts,157, 160 or that that 

neighboring defects fundamentally modify the emission properties.142 Alternatively, the 

suggestion that a family of defects is responsible for the observed emission has also been 

frequently made,91, 187, 192 however, forces an explanation of suspiciously similar properties 

across the entire range—line shapes,173 a linear trend for ZPL/PSB detuning with ZPL 

energy,173 lifetimes,162 and the misalignment of excitation and emission dipoles when not 

exciting through LO assisted transitions.162 Recently, even evidence for photochromism in 

hBN SPEs, and the potential of 2 optically active ZPLs has been observed, where the 
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prevalence of the two peaks varies upon prolonged laser pumping.193 While many theoretical 

works have been devoted to investigating this problem as well,90, 194-203 the large range of 

emission properties has meant sorting through these candidates is an extremely difficult 

problem as the model must account for these variations within a single species, or find multiple 

defect candidates with near identical emission properties. Most of these attempts have focused 

on native and anti-site vacancies complexes, defects with carbon or oxygen impurities, and 

dangling hydrogen bonds. 

Finally, the controlled fabrication of the defects has presented another challenge to their 

study, and complicated integration with nanophotonic components. A number of methods have 

been employed: high temperature annealing,91, 204 plasma treatment,152, 205 strain activation,206 

electron beam irradiation,91, 153 ion implantation,207 and focused ion beam (FIB) irradiation.208 

Despite this, no straightforward technique currently exists, and the insight into the structure 

from these experiments have been largely inconclusive and, at times, conflicting. Considered 

in their entirety, previous results largely suggest that preexisting emitters are activated rather 

than created in hBN.204 Despite the ability to create SPEs through these methods, we cannot 

rule out impurities such as oxygen or carbon as a result, as even the highest quality hBN 

material, grown by HPHT methods, is known to incorporate carbon and other impurities.209 

Still today the most common means of creating these defects in a top down fashion relies of 

stochastic creation mechanisms like high-temperature annealing and plasma processing, 

however, these techniques create or activate defects in random positions, and result in a 

inhomogeneous distribution of the optical properties. 

The focus of this thesis is on the deterministic fabrication of hBN SPEs in smooth few-

layers cm scale films through bottom up means, leveraging this platform for the effective 

integration with nanophotonic components and van der Waals heterostructures, overcoming 

inhomogeneous emission properties through Stark and strain shifts, and investigating the defect 

structure to address many of the above issues. 

 

2.5. Experimental Methods 
Detailed experimental procedures and protocols are discussed in the corresponding 

results chapters which follow; however, this section will briefly outline some basics of confocal 

microscopy and our setup for CVD hBN growth as they comprise the two most central 

techniques employed throughout the thesis. 
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2.5.1. Confocal Microscopy 
Confocal microscopy is at the center of this work, and is the workhorse tool we use to 

analyze, and characterize the emission properties of hBN SPEs. Conventional optical 

microscopes typically utilize the lens system to create a wide field image of a homogeneously 

illuminated sample, however, in a confocal microscope the lens is utilized to only illuminate 

one spot on the sample of interest. This can be accomplished by aligning the excitation and 

collection paths of the system before the objective. To then separate the collected emission 

from the excitation source the simplest solution is to separate the signals spectrally, such as 

using a dichroic mirror of optical filters to remove the excitation light from the collection path. 

For more complicated experiments such as with resonant excitation schemes when the signals 

display the same energy, more complicated approaches such a separation based on the 

polarization can be employed. The next critical feature is the removal of other unwanted 

emissions from your signal. This is achieved using an additional image plane in the detection 

path, and then filtering stray emissions through a pinhole. The pinhole can be introduced either 

through free space components or by aligning the collection path with an optical fiber whose 

core diameter effectively operates as a pinhole. The result of this pinhole is to filter out any 

collected or stray emissions which originate from outside the collection spot. The optimal 

background reduction, and resolution of the system is set by the choice of the pinhole size, D, 

which is governed by the relationship; 

      𝐷 = <)
+

     (Eq. 2.13) 

where λ is the wavelength, f is the focal length, and r is the beam radius. Additionally, the 

optical resolution of the setup, which represents the minimum distance between places on the 

sample which can be distinguished, is governed by the point-spread function of the microscope. 

As a result, the lateral resolution of the confocal microscope, r, follows;210 

      ∆𝑟 = 0.61 <
=>

    (Eq. 2.14) 

where NA is the numerical aperture of the objective lens. 

 Finally, the description to this point has focused on a static collection, however, 

throughout the thesis, we will employ scanning techniques to an image of the 

photoluminescence intensity across a sample, after which point the position of interest can be 

chosen. There are two principal ways we can achieve this scanning functionality in our 

microscope. The first is to place the sample of interest on a sensitive stage which can be moved 

in the xyz directions, such as a piezoelectric stage which can have nanometer resolution. In this 

case the optical components are static, and the sample is scanned in x and y to create 
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photoluminescence maps, while control over the z component controls the focusing of the 

system. Alternatively, we can scan the excitation beam with a galvanic or scanning mirror and 

utilizing a 4f-configuration. In this system the tilt angle introduced to the beam path is 

translated to the back-focal plane of the objective through two lenses each set a distance f (one 

focal width) from the scanning mirror or objective, respectively, with a distance of 2f between 

the lenses. As a result, small changes in the tilt angle of the beam path are converted into 

position changes on the sample image plane, functionally allowing the beam to be scanned 

across a static sample.  

Figure 1.6, reproduced from Ref[91], displays the scanning confocal microscope setup 

utilized in the majority of these experiments, with small modifications made depending on the 

goal. The system utilizes a scanning mirror and a 4-f system to scan the sample, and collected 

light is passed through a dichroic mirror, and through additional long pass filters depending on 

the excitation energy to remove stray laser light, before the light is passed through a multimode 

fiber which acts a pinhole (62.5 µm). Finally, a flipping mirror allow us to pass the collected 

emission to either a spectrometer, or to two APDs through a 50:50 beam splitter for 

autocorrelation measurements. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6—Scanning Confocal Setup. Summary of exciting optical properties of hBN 
SPEs. Reproduced from Ref[91]. 
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2.4.2. hBN growth 
Growth experiments detailed in sections 3.1 and 3.3 of this thesis were performed on a 

furnace setup I constructed during my PhD. The growth technique uses a low-pressure CVD 

(LPCVD) technique in a ceramic tube furnace (Labec HTF50/12) with a 50-cm long heating 

zone. Mass flow controllers were used to meter the flow of Ar and forming gas (Ar/H2, 5%) 

gas respectively. The system was evacuated by an oil-free scroll pump attached to the quartz 

tube (Advalue Technologies) with a diameter of 36 mm. The pumping speed was controlled by 

a throttle valve to control the growth pressure. The system has a base pressure of ~0.05 mTorr. 

The precursor, ammonia borane (BH3NH3), was stored in a high-temperature, stainless steel 

ampule (Swagelok), and isolated from the growth chamber by a shutoff valve prior to the 

growth period. The precursor (and gas delivery line leading to the tube) was heated using a 

resistive heating belt to 95 ˚C during growth. The system is shown schematically in Figure 1.7, 

reproduced from Ref [161]. Actual growth recipes, protocols, and sample preparation are 

discussed further in chapter 3 in the associated methods sections. 

Figure 2.7—Schematic of CVD System. Schematic diagram showing the setup used for 
all CVD growth described in this work. The resistive heating belt was wrapped around the 
precursor ampule, as well as the entire stainless-steel manifold leading from the precursor 
to the quartz tube which was also wrapped with the heating belt to ~5 cm before the furnace 
opening. The heating belt was then wrapped in aluminum foil to ensure a well distributed 
heating profile. Precursor temperature was monitored by a thermocouple attached to a 
multimeter and measured at the precursor ampule. Additional multimeters were 
occasionally attached upstream of the ampule in the stainless-steel manifold to measure 
the temperature of the manifold, which were typically about 30 ˚C less than the ampule. 
Mass flow controllers were connected to an Arduino and fed to a computer where they 
were controlled by a customized Labview (National Instruments) program. Reproduced 
from Ref[161]. 
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3 
Bottom-up Fabrication of hBN Single Photon 

Emitters 

_________________________________________ 
 

This chapter focuses on the bottom-up fabrication of hBN using CVD growth methods. 

The goal of these experiments was to create a bottom-up growth method to reliably incorporate 

SPEs in hBN during growth. In this chapter I will cover the results from three separate 

publications which demonstrate the reliable fabrication of high quality SPEs in hBN during 

growth. These works demonstrate the isolation of SPEs within few nm thick films, control over 

the ZPL distribution of the incorporated SPEs and their relative density, as well as the potential 

to spatially control the incorporation. 

 

3.1 Engineering of quantum emitters in Few-Layer Hexagonal 

Boron Nitride 
This section summarizes our initial work on bottom-up growth of hBN SPEs. We 

demonstrate the isolation of high quality SPEs within a few atomic layer host, while reducing 

the spectral range of ZPLs by over an order of magnitude. This work was published in ACS 

Nano in 2019[161].161 I am the first author of this work, and my contributions involved growing 

the hBN material, performing all optical and materials characterization of the films, analysis 

of the results, and writing the manuscript. Some parts of the text in this section are reproduced 

from the published manuscript.161  
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3.1.1.  Abstract 
Quantum technologies require robust and photostable single photon emitters (SPEs) 

that can be reliably engineered. Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) has recently emerged as a 

promising candidate host to bright and optically stable SPEs operating at room temperature. 

However, the emission wavelength of the fluorescent defects in hBN has, to date, been shown 

to be uncontrolled. The emitters usually display a large spread of zero phonon line (ZPL) 

energies spanning over a broad spectral range (hundreds of nanometers), which hinders the 

potential development of hBN-based devices and applications. We demonstrate a bottom-up, 

chemical vapor deposition growth of large-area, few-layer hBN that hosts large quantities of 

SPEs: ~100–200 per 10 × 10 μm2  (whether single emitters or ensembles are considered, 

respectively). Remarkably, more than 85% of the emitters have a ZPL at (580 ± 10) nm—a 

distribution which is over an order of magnitude narrower than previously reported. The 

emitters retain the desirable properties of hBN SPEs—including ultra-bright, stable, and 

narrow-band emission–overcoming prior issues of stability spectral broadening in mono and 

few-layer hBN. Our results constitute a definite advancement towards engineering hBN single 

photon emitters embedded within a near-atomically thin film for deployment in scalable 

quantum photonic and hybrid optoelectronic devices. 

 

3.1.2. Introduction 
Solid-state, single photon emitters (SPEs) are fundamental hardware components for 

scalable quantum photonics with proposed applications in quantum cryptography, quantum 

repeater technologies and entanglement distribution.4, 7, 22, 35, 211 In the past few years, major 

advances have been achieved in the characterization of single defects in wide-bandgap 

materials,4, 7, 22 as well as single molecules,32 quantum dots,35 carbon nanotubes,212 and more 

recently layered van der Waals materials61, 172, 174, 186—which has resulted in a vast library of 

available SPEs. However, one of the overarching challenges across all platforms is the inability 

to readily engineer large area (centimeter-scale) materials with uniform spatial and spectral 

distributions of SPEs. Such a platform is highly desirable for scalable quantum photonic 

architectures. 

To tackle this challenge, two-dimensional (2D) materials which can be fabricated by 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) are highly advantageous.136 They can be grown at low cost, 

using conventional furnaces and precursors, over large areas. However, to date, 2D materials 

synthesized via this method have not been shown to possess high enough densities of SPEs to 
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be desirable for scalable, integrated technologies. The fabrication of quantum emitter arrays 

has been pursued by positioning exfoliated flakes of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) 

on top of lithographically-predefined pillars,59, 60, 206 as well as through localized He-ion 

implantation.75 This process is expensive as it requires e-beam lithography and a subsequent 

reactive ion-etching step; the size of the 2D material is also limited due to the exfoliation 

process resulting in smaller flakes. Moreover, the method has only worked reliably with 

WSe2,60 for which the fabricated emitters operate solely at cryogenic temperatures and cannot 

be transferred to different substrates for device integration, since the SPEs require activation 

via the strain field induced by the pillars. Similar attempts with other 2D materials (e.g. hBN) 

have so far been shown to be inconclusive.144, 206 

Here we demonstrate that these limitations can be overcome by bottom-up fabrication 

of hBN using low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). The technique yields large 

area (centimeter-scale), high-quality hBN films that host a high density of bright and 

photostable SPEs. The method stands out in terms of scalability and low cost—which are 

especially desirable for the engineering of integrated devices based on SPEs in 2D materials.117, 

119, 124, 135, 213 Remarkably, the as-grown hBN SPEs exhibit a narrow, uniform distribution of 

ZPLs, which makes it attractive for device integration.  

 

3.1.3. Methods 

 

3.1.3.1. LPCVD Growth and Transfer 
Cu (0.25-mm thick, 99.8%-purity Cu foils (Sigma-Aldrich)), Ni (0.125 mm, 99.9% 

purity (Sigma-Aldrich)), and Fe (0.1 mm, 99.9% purity (Sigma-Aldrich)) were smoothed by 

polishing with a commercial metal polisher (Brasso) for ~15 min prior to growth. This step not 

only provides a smoother growth surface, but also removes residual oxide layers from the 

surface. Next, the polished substrates were sonicated first in a dilute HCl solution, and then in 

acetone and isopropyl alcohol for 15 min each, and subsequently blow dried with N2. The 

substrates were immediately placed in a quartz boat which was positioned in the middle of the 

furnace after cleaning. The precursor vessel was placed 25 cm away from the heating zoon, 

giving a total distance of ~50 cm between the precursor and the growth substrates. The 

precursor, which was stored under dry nitrogen, was loaded into the ampule 10 min after the 

entire CVD system reached base pressure. After that, the precursor ampule was backfilled with 
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Ar to the desired growth pressure (2.0 Torr) before sealing from the tube prior to system 

purging. 

The LPCVD system (which is shown in detail in section 2.4.2) was then purged with 

argon (99.999%) for at least 30 min at a flow rate of 500 sccm. The temperature was ramped 

up to 1030 ˚C at a rate to 20 ˚C/min under a constant flow of 300 sccm Ar/H2 (5% H2) at a 

pressure of ~1.2 Torr. Once the growth temperature was reached, the metallic foil was annealed 

for 2 hours (1030 ˚C, 300 sccm Ar/H2, 1.2 Torr) prior to growth. To coincide with 2 hours of 

annealing, the precursor was heated at a rate of 10 ̊ C/min to 95 ̊ C. Prior to growth, the pressure 

was adjusted to 2.0 Torr, and the gas flow rate changed to 50 sccm Ar/H2. Growth was then 

performed for 1 hour using a fixed pumping rate. After the growth period, the precursor 

isolation valve was shut off, and the gas flow was changed to 50 sccm Ar/H2 and 500 sccm Ar 

Figure 3.1—Growth profile and precursor partial pressures. a. Diagram illustrating the 
heating, annealing, growth, and cooling procedures utilized during the five growths. b. Partial 
pressures of argon, hydrogen, and ammonia borane during growth, calculated using observed 
rise in system pressure recorded manually by monitoring an in-situ convection enhanced 
Pirani gauge. The initial pressure spike is due to the isolated heating of the precursor until 
the growth temperature is achieved, prior to opening to the system. The partial pressure spike 
of ammonia borane decomposition products at ~15 min is due to the decomposition profile of 
NH3BH3 at 95˚C, which changes with time. Similar partial pressure profiles were found across 
the five growths. 
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while maintaining a pressure of 2 Torr. The growth substrates were allowed to cool slowly 

from 1030 ˚C to 650 ˚C at a rate of 5 ˚C/min, before being moved down the runners of the 

furnace to cool rapidly from 650 ˚C to room temperature under an Ar flow rate and pressure of 

500 sccm and 2 Torr, respectively. Once at room temperature, the samples were removed from 

the quartz tube. 

The growth performed in the five samples analyzed in this work followed the 

temperature and gas flow procedures detailed in Figure 3.1. The partial pressure for both 

ammonia borane decomposition species and hydrogen are calculated during growth. Partial 

pressures were calculated by monitoring in-situ pressure fluctuations manually using a 

convection-enhanced Pirani gauge (CVM211 Stinger, InstruTech) that was calibrated prior to 

use. Gas flow and pumping rate were held constant throughout the growth stage. Ammonia 

borane does not display a consistent decomposition profile at 95 ˚C giving rise the pressure 

spike around 15 min.214 

The as-grown hBN was transferred to arbitrary substrates using a wet-chemical 

polymer assisted technique. The hBN on Cu sample was spin-coated with PMMA (Microchem 

A3) at 2500 rpm for 1 min to form a ~200-nm thick PMMA film and then baked on a hotplate 

at 90 ˚C for 3 minutes to increase adhesion between the hBN and the polymer film. The 

substrate was then placed in a 0.5-M solution of ammonium persulfate to etch away the metal. 

After the PMMA/hBN film was detached from the metal substrate, it was then washed first in 

dilute HCl, before being washed with Milli-Q water three times, and subsequently picked up 

on the desired substrate. The transferred film was then placed on a hot plate at 100 ˚C for 10 

min, to promote adhesion of the hBN to the substrate, before the PMMA was washed away 

using acetone on a spin coater. Occasionally, when required to ensure complete removal of 

PMMA, the substrate was baked in a tube furnace (Lindberg/Blue M 50/60) using a quartz tube 

dedicated to PMMA oxidation at 550 ˚C in air for 2 hours to remove any residual PMMA. 

 

3.1.3.2. Materials Characterization 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).  AFM images were collected in tapping mode with 

a silicon cantilever (MikroMasch, 8 nm tip radius, CSC17/Ti-Pt back-coating) on a Veeco 

Dimension 3100 scanning probe microscope. The resolution for all scans was set to 512×512 

pixels. The software Nanoscope Analysis 1.5 was used for all topological analysis, involving 

step height and surface roughness with parameters Ra and Rq denoting average surface height 

deviations and root-mean square averages. 
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Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). SEM imaging was done using a Zeiss Supra 

55VP system. Samples were analyzed after transfer to Si/SiO2 was performed. 

Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy measurements were carried out on an In-

Via confocal Raman (Renishaw) system using λexc = 633 nm excitation source. The calibration 

of the Spectrometer was carried out on a Si substrate to 520 cm-1. The peaks were then fitted 

to a Lorentzian line profile, from which the corresponding peak center position and full width 

at half maximum (FWHM) were extracted. Samples were analyzed after transfer to SiO2. 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). Infrared spectra were measured 

using an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) setup (Nicolet 6700, Thermo-Scientific). Spectra 

were collected while the hBN films were still on the copper.  

 

3.1.3.3. Optical Characterization 
Optical studies of hBN single photon emitters: PL studies were carried out using a 

home-built scanning confocal microscopy with continuous wave (CW) 532-nm laser (Gem 

532, Laser Quantum Ltd.) as excitation. The laser was directed through a 532 nm line filter and 

a half-waveplate and focused onto the sample using a high numerical aperture (100x, NA = 

0.9, Nikon) objective lens. Scanning was performed using an X−Y piezo fast steering mirror 

(FSM-300). The collected light was filtered using a 532-nm dichroic mirror (532 nm laser 

BrightLine, Semrock) and an additional long pass 568-nm filter (Semrock). The signal was 

then coupled into a graded-index multimode fiber, where the fiber aperture of 62.5 μm serves 

as a confocal pinhole. A flipping mirror was used to direct the emission to a spectrometer 

(Acton Spectra Pro, Princeton Instrument Inc.) or to two avalanche photodiodes (Excelitas 

Technologies) in a Hanbury Brown and Twiss configuration, for collection of spectra and 

photon counting, respectively. Correlation measurements were carried out using a time-

correlated single photon counting module (PicoHarp 300, PicoQuant). All the second-order 

autocorrelation g2(τ) measurements were analyzed and fitted without background correction 

unless otherwise specified. The same time-tagging module was used in conjunction with a 

supercontinuum laser (Fianium WhiteLase) to perform time-resolved PL measurements.  

Wide-field EMCCD imaging of hBN: Quantum emitters in various hBN samples were 

recorded on a EMCCD camera with an exposure time of ~200 ms for 100 acquisitions. 

Excitation was done with a continuous wave 532-nm laser using a power of 3 mW, recording 

an area of approximately 5×5 μm2. Video file showing the region of CVD hBN in figure 3d is 

included in external supplementary information file. 
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3.1.4. Results and Discussion 

Figure 3.2a shows a schematic illustration of our growth setup (see section 2.4.2). 

Briefly, the growth was performed in a quartz tube furnace using ammonia borane (BH3NH3) 

as a precursor, at a temperature of 1030 ˚C, with Ar/H2 as a carrier gas. Notably, the conditions 

utilized a very low partial pressure of H2 gas ~0.05%, and a relatively low gas flow rate of 50 

sccm during growth. These conditions (see section 3.1.3.1) yield high-quality, uniform hBN 

films (typically less than 10 monolayers) over length scales greater than a cm, we believe larger 

area, up to wafer scale can be achieved with a bigger tube. An optical image of a hBN film on 

a Si/SiO2 substrate is shown in Figure 3.2b, and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image 

of the hBN film is shown in Figure 3.2c. Periodic wrinkles and grain boundaries are visible—

which is typical of hBN grown by CVD.118, 124 The thickness of the films was determined by 

Figure 3.2—LPCVD Growth and material properties of hBN films. a. Schematics of 
LPCVD setup and hBN film on copper. Ammonia borane is used as a CVD precursor. b. 
Optical image of the as-grown hBN film transferred onto a Si/SiO2 substrate marked with 
gold numbers, showing uniformity of the film. Inset: photograph of the hBN film on copper 
substrate prior to transfer, showing the cm2-scale growth area. c. An SEM image showing 
the morphology of the hBN domains transferred onto the Si/SiO2 substrate. d. An AFM 
image of the hBN film on the Si/SiO2 substrate. Inset: height profile of hBN film edge 
extracted from the white dash line, showing a 1.4-nm step, 
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AFM (Figure 3.2d) and shown to be 1.4 nm for this particular growth, corresponding to a stack 

of three-to-four monolayers of hBN. Additionally, sample thickness is shown to be consistent 

across the sample (Figure 3.3), which was confirmed by analyzing three film edges, each 

spatially separated by a few millimeters, all of which were found to fall within the range 1.4–

2.7 nm. Surface roughness analysis shows different areas of roughness attributed to the 

effectiveness of PMMA removal during transfer. Lower roughness values correspond to an 

increased level of PMMA removal resulting in less pronounced surface features, and thus a 

cleaner, pristine area of the hBN film. The high quality of the as-grown hBN was confirmed 

by Raman (Figure 3.2e) and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Figure 3.4). A 

Raman peak centered at 1369 cm-1 is clearly visible, which is characteristic of the E2g mode of 

few-layer hBN, while the peak at 822 cm-1 in the IR spectrum is attributed to the longitudinal 

optical (LO) A2u vibrational mode.215 To confirm the repeatability of the growth method 

utilized we performed 5 growth using the same conditions, characterizing the Raman and FTIR 

spectrum from each, Figure 3.4. 

To perform further optical characterization, the as-grown hBN was transferred to a 

SiO2/Si substrate using a polymer-assisted wet transfer technique (see section 3.1.3.1). When 

present, hydrocarbon residues remaining after transfer were removed via additional annealing 

in air at 550 ̊ C for 120 minutes. In contrast to prior reports,61, 89, 91, 172, 174 post-growth annealing 

Figure 3.3—AFM profiles across an hBN CVD sample transferred to SiO2. a. Optical 
image of transferred CVD-grown hBN films onto a SiO2/Si substrate. Red circles indicate 
the positions of the characterized areas (b), (c), and (d) by AFM. The step-heights given 
in (b), (c) and (d) correspond to their white dash lines across the hBN film. Roughness 
parameters Ra and Rq values are given for each characterized area. White features 
observed in (b) and (d) are attributed to residual particulates from the transfer process.      
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was not necessary to activate or stabilize the quantum emitters. The optical properties of the 

emitters were studied at room temperature using a lab-built scanning confocal microscope with 

a 532-nm excitation laser (see section 3.1.3.3). The collected emission was filtered using a 568-

nm long pass filter, allowing for the observation of hBN emitters at longer wavelengths. Figure 

3.5a displays a histogram of the emission ZPLs measured for 248 individual narrow-band 

emitters at room temperature. The inset shows PL spectra from a subset of seven single emitters 

with ZPLs in the range ~575–590 nm. All emitters display a phonon sideband located 

approximately 165 meV below the ZPL energy. More than 78% of the emitters were measured 

to have their ZPL wavelength localized in a narrow spectral window, (580 ± 10) nm, and up to 

56% in the narrower spectral window (580 ± 5) nm. Such a narrow wavelength distribution 

constitutes an order of magnitude improvement in the spectral localization of hBN defect 

emission, which is typically reported to span over two hundred nanometers in the current 

literature.91, 172, 174 

Figure 3.4—Raman and FTIR spectroscopy from 5 growths in figure 2. a. Raman 
spectrum taken from as-grown hBN displaying characteristic E2g in-plane stretching mode 
excited with λexc= 633 nm. Full width at half maximum (FWHM), and peak maximum are 
indicated. b. ATR spectra of the 5 growths characterized for ZPL histogram distribution, 
showing the ~822 cm-1 peak, characteristic of the longitudinal optical (LO) A2u mode of 
hBN. 
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Importantly, the obtained narrow distribution is consistently reproducible over multiple 

growths. Figure 3.5b shows similar ZPL wavelength distributions—centered on 580 nm—of 

single emitters measured in hBN samples fabricated in five separate growths, using nominally 

identical conditions. To investigate whether the catalytic decomposition of amino-borane on 

Cu plays a role in the observed narrow ZPL distribution by energetically favoring a certain 

type of defect formation, we also performed growths using nickel and iron foils as growth 

substrates, keeping all other parameters the same. Figure 3.5c shows an example of spectra 

recorded from hBN on each substrate. We found that on all three metals the preferential 

formation of defects with a ZPL in the range of (580 ± 10) nm is observed. This shows that the 

underlying process that yields SPEs in this spectral region is robust and suggests that it is not 

related to catalytic processes at the substrate surface. One explanation for this is the different 

adhesion strengths of 2D materials to the three metal growth substrates used,216 which will 

modify the level of surface oxidation of the metal support. The observed localization suggests 

the preferential formation of a particular structural defect; however, the structural nature of this 

defect remains unclear. 

Figure 3.5—Spectral distribution of emitters in CVD-grown hBN. a. Histogram of hBN ZPL 
wavelengths produced using a bin size of 5 nm. A total of 248 emitters from five different hBN 
films (i.e., growths) were used to generate the histogram. The shaded area highlights the 
range (580 ± 10) nm, which contains 86% of the emitters. Inset: characteristic room-
temperature emission profile of an emitter grown on Cu but transferred to a Si/SiO2 substrate. 
b. Individual ZPL distribution histograms from five different growths with nominally identical 
experimental parameters, showing the robust and reproducible ZPL localization achieved by 
the LPCVD growth technique (bin size = 5 nm). c. Three representative emitters characterized 
on metallic growth substrates, Ni, Fe and Cu. The linewidth and background of characterized 
emitters decreases from Ni to Fe to Cu, resulting from the increasing oxygen intercalation to 
the metal surface in the same order. 
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In addition to the narrow ZPL energy distribution, the density of emitters in the as-

grown films is high and uniform. This is critical for device scalability and integration. For 

instance, the high density of quantum dots (>10 per μm2) in GaAs/InGaAs wafers has enabled 

coupling of single dots to photonic crystal cavities owing to the high probability of spatial 

overlap between an emitter and a fabricated cavity.34 In our experiments, the emitter density 

was probed by confocal photoluminescence (PL) imaging. Figure 3.6a is a 5×5 μm2 confocal 

map of the sample. Red and green circles indicate the locations of ensembles and single 

emitters, respectively (classified using autocorrelation measurements). The quantum nature of 

Figure 3.6—Single photon emitter density in our CVD hBN films and comparison with 
traditional hBN sources. a. A confocal photoluminescence map of a 5×5 μm2 area where 55 
emitters were characterized. b. Characteristic autocorrelation measurements of ten SPEs 
within the scanned region: the dashed lines indicate the 0.5 threshold (g(2)(0)≤ 0.5) for single 
photon emitters. The curves are not corrected for background luminescence, nor spectrally 
filtered during the measurement. The plots are offset vertically for display purposes. c. 
Histogram of the characterized emitters displaying the total (blue bar), ensemble (red bar), 
and single (green bar) photon emitter occurrence frequencies found in the confocal scan. 
The overall emitter densities are 2.2 emitters/μm2 and 0.84 single emitters/μm2. d-g. Wide-
field EMCCD imaging of hBN sources. Scale bar: 2 μm. d. CVD hBN grown using the 
conditions described in this work, showing a high density of emitters that was uniform across 
the sample. e. Tape exfoliated hBN flakes showing regions of high emitter density at the grain 
boundaries. No emitters were observed inside the flat region of the flake. f. Commercial 
CVD-grown ‘multilayer hBN’ purchased from Graphene Supermarket, showing no quantum 
emitters in this region. g. CVD-grown monolayer hBN purchased from Graphene 
Supermarket, showing a sparse density of emitters. 
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SPEs was confirmed by recording the second-order autocorrelation function, g2(τ). Figure 3.6b 

shows representative g2(τ) measurements for ten emitters in the area mapped in Figure 3.6a. In 

all cases, the intensity at zero-delay time, g2 (τ = 0), is below 0.5, confirming the quantum 

nature of the emission. Note that the g2(τ) curves in Figure 3.6c are not background-corrected, 

or spectrally filtered–this is deliberate to showcase the high purity of the SPEs and their 

suitability for practical devices. Our results show, across all characterized samples, an overall 

density of 2.2 emitters/μm2 and a single emitter density of 0.84 emitters/μm2 (Figure 3.6c). 

Both values constitute significant improvements over previously published results on emitter 

densities in hBN,89 including in commercially-available sources. To further confirm the SPE 

uniformity and density, images of the hBN CVD samples were taken using a wide-field 

EMCCD setup (Figure 3.6d). The emitter density measured using this method is even higher, 

at 3.25 emitters/μm2. It is impossible, however, to determine the number of single emitters 

using this technique. We also compared our CVD hBN with several other common types of 

hBN used as SPE sources (Figure 3.6d-g). The density of SPEs is an order of magnitudes 

higher, constituting a vast improvement over other available hBN sources. 

Remarkably, the emitters in our films are not concentrated preferentially or exclusively 

at grain boundaries or other large-scale defects (Figure 3.6d)—a characteristic that is typical 

of exfoliated hBN flakes (Figure 3.6e).159, 186, 207 The emitter density is also higher than other 

commercially available multilayer and monolayer CVD materials (Figure 3.6f,g). This is a 

substantial advantage for incorporation of the emitters in devices. Furthermore, the narrow ZPL 

energy distribution suggests that the growth conditions favor the incorporation of a particular 

type of defect—in contrast to the majority of other hBN samples studied to date, which exhibit 

broad ZPL energy distributions and are likely the result of multiple defect species. The 

chemical/atomic structure of the emitters is, in fact, still unknown and a matter of much debate 

in the field.90, 197, 198 Samples grown using LPCVD therefore offer a promising avenue to shine 

new light on the problem, both because the SPE energy distribution in our nominally-undoped 

samples is narrow, and because the dopants and growth conditions that affect defect formation 

energies can be controlled during LPCVD growth.  

The LPCVD material surpasses many of the practical limitations of other available hBN 

sources which are currently hindering their use in integrated photonic devices. For instance, 

commercially available hBN material in the form of small flakes, currently the most studied 

hBN samples, are usually drop-casted onto substrates, which results in random dispersion. 

Tape-exfoliated hBN from crystal sources results in unreliable thicknesses and highly 

nonuniform emitter distributions that are concentrated at flake edges, wrinkles, and grain 
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boundaries—none being suitable for device integration. Moreover, previous studies of thin 

hBN layers, down to monolayers, suffered from a low concentration of emitters and emission 

instability,61, 217 hindering the use of hBN as a promising 2D material platform for 

optoelectronic devices. In contrast, the LPCVD process yields hBN with controllable thickness 

and a uniform distribution of emitters over large length scales, which is imperative to realizing 

the full potential and expected superiority for 2D material-based quantum devices over SPEs 

hosted by traditional three-dimensional hosts. 

Given the poor optical performance reported in previous studies for SPEs in mono and 

few-layer hBN samples, it is important to further characterize the photophysical properties of 

the SPEs. Figure 3.7a shows the extended autocorrelation function which is important to 

understand the dynamics of the emitters over longer time scales up to ms. All the emitters show 

consistency with the double-exponential decay fit in the extended plot, implying the existence 

of two decay rates and corresponding metastable states—further showing that the uniformity 

of emitter’s ZPL is associated with a consistent electron energy level structure. The emitters’ 

lifetime was fit to a double-exponential function, with τ1 and τ2 denoting the total decay time 

Figure 3.7—Photophysics of CVD grown hBN emitters. a. Extended g2(τ) measurements of 
three selected emitters, all fitted with a double exponential function suggesting a uniform 
level structure among the emitters with ZPLs located in the λemission= 570-595 nm. b. Lifetime 
measurement of a representative emitter with ZPL at ~580 nm. The emitter lifetime was 
calculated to be τ2 = 3.05 ns. c. Stability traces from three selected emitters with ZPLs located 
in the λemission= 570-595 nm region, displaying the range of measured stabilities in the CVD-
grown hBN. Most emitters were stable. A bleaching emitter is shown for comparison. d. 
Power-dependent PL measurements acquired from a representative hBN SPE showing a 
saturated count rate of ~1.4 Mcps.  
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of background fluorescence and emitter emission, respectively. The decay rate of the 

background was measured just off the emitter (τ1) in an adjacent region and kept fix for the 

fitting with the double-exponential function. The average emitter lifetime of the as-grown CVD 

hBN was measured to be τ = 3.05 ns (figure 3.7b). 

The SPE photostability was also investigated. From all emitters across the sample, a 

total of three emission behaviors were observed. 1) Stable emission with varying degrees of 

PL fluctuations, 2) intermittent fluorescence whereby the emission count rate reduces to 

zero/background (i.e., blinking), and 3) complete photobleaching after a period of continuous 

excitation. Figure 3.7c displays the stability data of three representative emitters. 

Approximately 85% of the characterized emitters were shown to produce stable emission, 

without blinking. Approximately 15% of the characterized emitters were shown to blink, with 

5% of these ultimately photobleaching. Note that these percentages were determined within a 

stability measurement window on the scale of a few minutes. We also performed power-

dependent PL measurements on the samples (figure 3.7d). The saturation intensity of the 

Figure 3.8—Photoluminescence spectra at 77 K. a. Comparison of room temperature (RT) 
and cryogenic spectrum of a typical hBN emitter in the wavelength region of interest. b. 
Higher resolution spectrum of the ZPL measured at 77 K pictured in (a), showing the 
narrow linewidth with a FWHM of 1.01 nm. c.  Consecutive acquisition of PL spectrum with 
an integration time of 1 s from the emitter in (b), showing an absence of spectral wandering 
events, while some spectral diffusion continues to occur within the acquisition time at 77 K. 
d. Three separate emitters within the ZPL λemisson= (580 ± 10) nm window are shown, 
displaying a high spectral overlap within a narrow spectral window of approximately 6–7 
nm, suggesting the potential for multiplexing quantum communication schemes with this 
material. 
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emitters was determined from PL versus laser power curves that were fitted with (see 

Appendix). Most of the measured emitters yielded saturation count rates in excess of 1 MHz. 

Finally, PL measurements were performed at 77 K (Figure 3.8). The linewidth of the hBN ZPL, 

which at room temperature is ~10-20 nm, can be seen to narrow significantly to a FWHM of 

1.01 nm. Up to 3 emitters at 77 K are found to display a high spectral overlap within a narrow 

spectral range of 6–7 nm, making our material possibly relevant for multiplexing quantum 

communication schemes. Kinetic spectral scans were performed to analyze the spectral 

diffusion of the emitters, finding an absence of large spectral ‘wandering’ events that known 

to occur for some visible region hBN SPEs,174 however, some spectral diffusion remains on 

the time scale of seconds. In concert, these optical properties confirm that the desirable qualities 

of SPEs comparable to those found in 3D van der Waals hBN crystals, can be realized in 2-3 

layer hBN films.  

 

3.1.5. Conclusions 

In summary, we have demonstrated a robust LPCVD method for the production of 

centimeter-scale, few-layer hBN, with stable, bright, and high-quality SPEs. The emitters are 

uniformly distributed in an almost atomically-thin hBN layer, and exhibit emission lines 

predominantly at (580 ± 10) nm, thus solving one of the most critical issues for hBN SPEs. 

The presence of uniform emitters within the flakes is crucial to enable faster and easier 

integration to photonic devices, while the reduced thickness (<2 nm) should finally allow for 

the claimed benefits deriving from the 2D nature of the host material. Additionally, the 

desirable SPE properties—well studied in 3D hBN Van der Waals crystals—are conserved for 

the 2D host material, down to a few nanometers. We predict that having a high density of hBN 

emitters with uniform properties will expedite critical experiments such as two-photon 

interference and indistinguishability. One particularly appealing aspect of our work is the 

implementation of LPCVD hBN emitters as a platform for multiplexing technologies requiring 

multiple SPEs operating within a narrow—but not identical—spectral range, to yield 

multichannel narrowband quantum device integration.29 Overall, our work provides important 

insights towards the design of scalable nanophotonic devices employing 2D materials, in 

particular hBN. 
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3.2 Selective Defect Formation in Hexagonal Boron Nitride 
This section summarizes our work on controlling the bottom-up growth of hBN SPEs 

through a “gettering” technique. We demonstrate ability to modify the observed distribution of 

ZPL emission lines and the resulting density of SPE incorporation by modifying the diffusion 

properties of boron during growth. This work was published in Advanced Optical Materials in 

2020[86].86 I am the co-first author of this work, and my contributions involved performing all 

optical and some materials characterization of the films, analysis of the results, and writing the 

manuscript. Some parts of the text in this section are reproduced from the published 

manuscript.86   

 

3.2.1.  Abstract 
Luminescent defect-centers in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) have emerged as a 

promising 2D-source of single photon emitters (SPEs) due to their high brightness and robust 

operation at room temperature. The ability to create such emitters with well-defined optical 

properties is a cornerstone towards their integration into on-chip photonic architectures. Here, 

we report an effective approach to fabricate hBN single photon emitters (SPEs) with desired 

emission properties in two isolated spectral regions via the manipulation of boron diffusion 

through copper during atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition (APCVD)—a process 

we term gettering. Using the gettering technique we deterministically place the resulting zero-

phonon line (ZPL) between the regions 550-600 nm or from 600-650 nm, paving the way for 

hBN SPEs with tailored emission properties across a broad spectral range. Additionally, 

rational control over the observed SPE density in the resulting films is demonstrated. Our 

ability to control defect formation during hBN growth provides a simple and cost effective 

means to improve the crystallinity of CVD hBN films, and lower defect density making it 

applicable to hBN growth for a wide-range of applications. Our results are important to 

understand defect formation of quantum emitters in hBN and deploy them for scalable photonic 

technologies. 

 

3.2.2. Introduction 
Robust and photostable single photon emitters (SPEs) underpin a number of promising 

quantum information science and technologies.4, 218-220 Solid-state quantum light sources are 

highly sought after for their ease of integration into on-chip architectures, and rapid progress 
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has been made recently with a variety of solid-state sources such as quantum dots,221, 222 color 

centers in diamond,223, 224 silicon carbide,225, 226 rare-earth materials,227 carbon nanotubes,228 

and layered van der Waals materials.219 One of the most promising candidates are quantum 

emitters in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), which have recently emerged as a robust solid-state 

platform capable of hosting bright,186, 229-232 linearly polarized,186, 233 and optically stable SPEs 

operating at room temperature with high photon purity.152, 234 While the zero-phonon lines 

(ZPLs) of hBN quantum emitters have been known to display a wide spread of energies (~1.6-

2.4eV), implying the existence of multiple defect species,15, 18,21-23 recent progress utilizing 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has shown that this spread can be reduced to ~100 meV.235, 

236 This reduced ZPL energy distribution is useful both for applications and for basic studies 

of the defects responsible for the emissions.  However, to fully understand and exploit the 

diversity of emissions reported in hBN further advances in controlling the observed emission 

spectra and emitter density are required.  

In order to target the incorporation of particular structural defects during CVD growth, 

a method to modify the dominant defect formation processes is required. In-situ monitoring of 

hBN growth on Cu has clarified that hBN growth is subject to complex interaction between the 

precursor species, and the catalyst surface/bulk.237 As a result, controlling the interactions 

between the precursor species and the catalyst is critical to achieve highly crystalline hBN 

growth, but also offers a promising avenue to controlled defect engineering during CVD 

growth of hBN. In other material systems such as InAs/GaAs quantum dots modifying catalyst 

properties such as lattice mismatch during epitaxial growth has been definitively linked to 

defect creation.238 Similarly graphene is known to be dependent of the interactions with the 

catalyst bulk/surface, where growth depends strongly on the relative phase of the catalyst and 

the supply of carbon in and out of the catalyst, controlling both defect formation and density. 
239, 240 Despite added complications for CVD growth of hBN, especially due to differences in 

precursor solubility, inspiration can be gleaned for the catalytic growth of III-V nanowires, 

which also suffered from similar issues, yet can be controlled to yield atomically precise 

growth by doping the Au catalyst with a precise concentration of Gallium.241 

In this work we modify the B diffusion into Cu through a process that we term backside 

boron gettering (BBG), to realize hBN of superior crystallinity compared to traditional pre-

oxidation techniques alone. More importantly, we use this technique to control the incorporated 

defects in CVD hBN, allowing us to place the resulting SPE ZPLs within a specific spectral 

window of either 550-600 nm or 600-650 nm, with near exclusive incorporation (>85%) under 

each growth condition. These results also suggest the operation of two different structural 
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defects within the isolated ZPL regions. The reliable positioning of the spectral properties 

surpasses that achieved with alternate top-down or bottom-up approaches,242, 243 paving the 

way for hBN SPEs with tailored optical properties across a broad spectral range. Furthermore, 

we are able to control the density of SPEs incorporated using these methods. Finally, we also 

explore the fabrication of in-plane graphene hBN heterostructures (G/hBN) and investigate the 

optical properties of incorporated SPEs in these structures and the proximity of SPEs to the 

(G/hBN) interface. Our work presents a template for the control of defect formation in hBN, 

yielding SPEs with predictable ZPL energies, through controlling the diffusion of B into copper 

during CVD. 

 

3.2.3. Methods 

 

3.2.3.1. APCVD Growth and Transfer 

Chemical vapor deposition of few-layer hBN films on copper substrates: The h-BN was 

obtained on the Cu foil via APCVD growth, using ammonia borane powder (AB) as a solid 

precursor. A schematic of the furnace setup is shown schematically in Figure 3.9. A piece of 2 

cm x 4 cm of 25 µm thick Cu foil (Alfa Aesar, 99.8%) was chemically polished in the acetic 

acid bath for 5 minutes followed by rinsing with water to remove all the contamination 

Figure 3.9—Schematic of CVD System. The schematic diagram showing the APCVD 
growth setup used in this work. Ammonia Borane powder was used as precursor for h-BN, 
placed upstream the furnace and sublimated by heating using resistive heating belt. The 
vapors were carried to the reaction chamber by the flow of carrier gas (Ar/H2). For 
standard growth, the cleaned Cu surface was used, while for pre-oxidized recipe, the Cu 
was oxidized at 200 ˚C for 5 minutes on a heating plate at ambient conditions prior to 
loading in the furnace. After a typical growth the furnace was slid away from the Cu sample 
for faster cooling. 
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adsorbed on the surface. The Cu substrate placed on quartz/nickel support substrate and loaded 

into the quartz tube furnace. The reaction chamber was flushed with a 500 sccm flow of Argon 

(Ar) for 20 minutes to remove entrapped air. The furnace heated to the growth temperature of 

1040 °C under the flow of Ar/H2 (20:1) mixture and annealed for 60 minutes, for “standard” 

growth conditions. For pre-oxidized conditions, after cleaning the Cu foil, it was prepared by 

heating at 200 °C for 5 minutes in air to obtain copper oxide layer on Cu surface prior to growth. 

Furnace ramping was then performed under a flow of pure Ar to preserve the oxide layer. 

Thereafter, h-BN growth was commenced by heating the AB powder at 100 °C to introduce 

the precursor into the reaction chamber with flow of carrier gas mixture (Ar/H2). The growth 

continued for certain time duration (5, 10 and 20 minutes) to obtain full coverage of the h-BN 

film. Finally, the growth terminated by taking the samples out of heating zone and cooled down 

to the room temperature under a 500 sccm flow of Ar. The detailed growth profile is illustrated 

in the schematic shown in Figure 3.10. 

Chemical vapor deposition growth of graphene/hBN in-plane heterostructures: Firstly, 

the graphene domains of micron sizes were obtained using APCVD method described in our 

previous report. Briefly, 25 µm thick Cu foil (Alfa Aesar, 99.8%) was chemically polished in 

an acetic acid bath for 5 minutes to remove native oxide layer and organic contaminations on 

the surface, followed by drying under N2 stream. The Cu foil is than placed on a Ni plate (at 

bottom) and loaded inside the CVD furnace. Then the furnace ramped up to growth temperature 

of 1040 °C under the flow of 350 sccm Ar and annealed for 60 minutes using mixture of Ar/H2 

(10:1). The graphene growth commenced by introducing 16 sccm of CH4 gas (500 ppm diluted 

mixture in Ar) into the system, the growth continues for 30 minutes to obtain certain graphene 

domain size. Afterwards, the CH4 supply is terminated, while continue the Ar/H2 supply. 

Simultaneously h-BN precursor vapors are introduced into the reaction chamber by 

sublimating ammonia borane (AB) powder at 100 °C. The growth sustained for 20 minutes to 

ensure the lateral stitching of h-BN continuous sheet with graphene domains. Finally, the 

growth is stopped by rapidly cooling down the furnace to room temperature under the flow of 

Ar.  

Transfer of hBN films: The h-BN films were transferred to 300 nm SiO2/Si substrate 

using polymer assisted wet transfer method. The 300 nm of PMMA were spin coating (3000 

rpm) on the as-grown h-BN films on Cu foil as a mechanical support for transfer. The stacks 

were baked at 180 °C for 5 minutes. The PMMA/h-BN stack was detached by etching the Cu 

into FeCl3 aqueous solution. The PMMA/h-BN stack was than cleaned using dilute HCl for 

half an hour. Then the samples were scooped up using desired substrate (300 nm SiO2/Si) and 
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dried at 70 °C for an hour. Subsequently PMMA is removed by acetone vapors and samples 

were blown dried using N2 stream.  

 

3.2.3.2. Materials Characterization 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM): AFM images were collected in tapping mode with a 

silicon cantilever (MikroMasch, 8 nm tip radius, CSC17/Ti-Pt back-coating) on a Veeco 

Dimension 3100 scanning probe microscope. The resolution for all scans was set to 512×512 

pixels. The software Nanoscope Analysis 1.5 was used for all topological analysis. 

Raman spectroscopy: An instrument (InVia micro-Raman system, Renishaw) was used, 

equipped with Ar+ ion laser with wavelength 514.5 nm. The Raman spectra were taken by 

focusing the laser beam with a 50x objective lens. The spectrometer was calibrated with a Si 

Figure 3.10—APCVD Growth profile. Diagram illustrating individual breakdown of the 
APCVD growth steps for a typical “standard growth” condition. (i) Purge: After loading the 
Cu sample inside furnace, the Ar gas was purged for 20 minutes to remove an residual 
entrapped air inside the reaction chamber. (ii) Ramping: The furnace was ramped up to the 
growth temperature of 1040˚C, which takes around 30 minutes. A mixture of Ar/H2 was used 
during this step. (iii) Annealing: the Cu foil was annealed at this temperature for 1 hour to 
get rid of surface contaminants, smoothening and grain refining of Cu surface prior to 
growth. (iv) Growth: the hBN growth was commenced by sublimating the ammonia borane 
placed at the upstream and generating the precursor vapors. The Growth was continued for 
5-20 minutes depending upon the growth conditions. (v) Cooling: After typical growth the 
furnace was slid away from the sample and switched off to terminate the growth and cooled 
down the samples. Ar flow was maintained during cooling until room temperature to avoid 
any potential oxidation of the samples.   
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substrate to 520 cm-1 before measuring the samples. Lorentzian line fitting was used to identify 

the E2g peak positions and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the data.  

Time-of-Flight Secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS): ToF-SIMS 

measurements were performed with a TOF-SIMS V (ION-TOF GmbH, Münster, Germany) 

instrument which is equipped with a Cs+ ion beam for sputtering and a bismuth liquid-metal 

ion source for analysis. Depth profiling of Cu foil and Ni substrate was performed using with 

3 keV‐Cs+ as sputter source and 25 keV‐Bi3+ as analysis source. 

Optical Images of hBN growth on Copper: Optical images of samples were taken using 

the LEICA DMLM optical microscope integrated with the LEICA DFC-290 camera. For as-

grown h-BN film on Cu, the samples were oxidized at 200 ˚C for 1 minute at heating plate at 

ambient conditions to enhance the contrast of h-BN domains.   

 

3.2.3.3. Optical characterization 
Optical studies of hBN single photon emitters: PL studies were carried out using a 

home-built scanning confocal microscopy with continuous wave (CW) 532-nm laser (Gem 

532, Laser Quantum Ltd.) as excitation. The laser was directed through a 532 nm line filter and 

a half-waveplate and focused onto the sample using a high numerical aperture (100x, NA = 

0.9, Nikon) objective lens. Scanning was performed using an X−Y piezo fast steering mirror 

(FSM-300). The collected light was filtered using a 532-nm dichroic mirror (532 nm laser 

BrightLine, Semrock) and an additional long pass 568-nm filter (Semrock). The signal was 

then coupled into a graded-index multimode fiber, where the fiber aperture of 62.5 μm serves 

as a confocal pinhole. A flipping mirror was used to direct the emission to a spectrometer 

(Acton Spectra Pro, Princeton Instrument Inc.) or to two avalanche photodiodes (Excelitas 

Technologies) in a Hanbury Brown and Twiss configuration, for collection of spectra and 

photon counting, respectively. Correlation measurements were carried out using a time-

correlated single photon counting module (PicoHarp 300, PicoQuant). All the second-order 

autocorrelation g2(τ) measurements were analyzed and fitted without background correction 

unless otherwise specified. 

Wide-Field EMCCD Imaging of hBN: Quantum emitters in hBN samples were recorded 

on a EMCCD camera with an exposure time of ∼200 ms for 100 acquisitions. Excitation was 

done with a continuous wave 532 nm laser using a power of 3 mW, recording an area of 

approximately 3μm2. 
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3.1.4. Results and Discussion 
At the elevated temperatures, often used in CVD growth of hBN, diffusion of B and N 

species through the metallic catalyst play a critical role for layer-controlled growth and 

fabrication of high-quality hBN.244-246 Due to the difference in solubility of B and N 

constituents in Cu, where B is readily incorporated into the bulk lattice while N experiences 

negligible incorporation, the interaction between the catalyst surface/bulk will dictate the 

supply of the precursor molecules and thus control the growth process.237 Furthermore, growth 

past the monolayer occurs only at the interface of the hBN and Cu catalyst, so interaction with 

the bulk catalyst continuous to be the dominant factor in growth past 1 layer,237 suggesting any 

rational control of defect formation should target modifying the properties of the Cu catalyst. 

As the properties of the Cu catalyst are directly tied to the absorption of B into the bulk, 

resulting in an expansion of the Cu lattice constant, and the leaching of adsorbed boron species 

back to the surface during the cooling process, modifying this B uptake is a promising route to 

control defect formation. Specifically, the diffusion of B through Cu can be mitigated by 

stacking the Cu foil on a getter substrate such as nickel (Ni),247, 248 provided the solubility of 

boron is higher in Ni than in Cu.249 

Figure 3.11—APCVD growth of h-BN on Cu. (a) Schematic of APCVD of h-BN on Cu foil 
resting on quartz (Cu/Quartz) or nickel (Cu/Nickel) support substrate. The h-BN growth on 
top and backside of the Cu foil (indicated by arrows) is studied in this work. The optical 
images of as-grown h-BN on Cu top side (b-d) and backside (e-f) after 10 minutes of growth, 
is shown. The acronym Cu(O) represent the conditions where pre-oxidized Cu is used for 
the growth. On the Cu topside, for the same growth time duration, Cu(O)/Nickel (d) shows 
lower nucleation density as compared to Cu/Quartz (a,c), as h-BN fully covered the Cu 
surface in 10 minutes. On the Cu backside, the nucleation density decreases while using 
pre-oxidized Cu on quartz (f) resulting in large single-crystals of h-BN. In contrast, there is 
no h-BN growth for Cu/Nickel configuration (g). 
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Figure 3.11a displays a schematic of the APCVD setup used for hBN growth on Cu 

foil. To investigate the role of the Cu support on hBN growth, the Cu foil was stacked on one 

of two support substrates during growth–quartz as an inert control substrate (Cu/Quartz) and 

nickel as a gettering substrate (Cu/Ni). Ammonia borane (NH3BH3) powder was used as a 

precursor for hBN growth and was placed upstream in the CVD tube furnace. During growth, 

ammonia borane is decomposed at 100 °C to produce gaseous species such as aminoborane, 

borazine and hydrogen,250, 251 which are carried upstream by a flow of H2/Ar, and delivered to 

the Cu foil, kept at 1040 °C (see section 4.2.3.1. for additional details). In addition to the use 

of pristine Cu, we also fabricated reference substrates in which the Cu surface was oxidized by 

annealing in ambient conditions at 200 °C for 5 minutes prior to hBN growth.213 These are 

designated Cu(O)/quartz and Cu(O)/Nickel for substrates placed on quartz and Ni support 

substrates. The respective sample compositions are depicted in Figure 3.12 and are referred to 

hereafter as “standard” for Cu/Quartz, “pre-oxidized” for Cu(O)/Quartz, and “gettered” for 

Cu(O)/Nickel. 

Figure 3.11b-g show optical images of the top and backside of the Cu foil after 10 

minutes of CVD growth, highlighting the variation in growth kinetics from the three substrate 

types. Figure 3.11b and 3.11c reveal that for the standard and pre-oxidized growths, the Cu 

top-surface is almost completely covered with hBN film after 10 minutes of growth, while the 

hBN coverage is substantially lower for gettered growth conditions, Figure 3.11d. This 

variation in nucleation and growth rates result in different growth kinetics towards full 

coverage of hBN on the top Cu surface, Figure 3.13. The substrate effects become even clearer 

when evaluating the backside of the Cu foil, Figure 3.11e-g. hBN growth on the backside of 

Figure 3.12—Schematics of three different growth types. Three different sample 
architectures were utilized for growths in this work. (a) The ‘Standard’ samples consisted 
of a piece of copper foil being placed on a quartz backing, and hBN was subsequently grown 
on top of the copper. (b) The ‘pre-oxidized’ samples also consisted of a piece of copper foil 
placed on a quartz backing, however, in this case the copper was pre-oxidized before the 
hBN growth. Note: despite the appearance of the schematic, the copper oxide decomposes 
during growth, and the hBN is grown directly on the copper, not the oxide. (c) The ‘gettered’ 
samples consisted of a piece of copper foil which was backed with a piece of nickel foil. In 
this case the copper was also pre-oxidized prior to the hBN growth but decomposes upon 
heating leading to hBN growth directly on the copper. 
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Cu is the result of diffusing precursor vapors at the interface of Cu foil and the support 

substrate. The leakage of the precursor gas starts from the edges of the backside of the Cu foil, 

and diffuses to the center over the growth time as evident in Figure 3.14, therefore, slower 

growth kinetics can be attributed to the CVD reaction in a confined space.252   

Figure 3.11f reveals the critical role of oxygen in further lowering the nucleation density 

of hBN domains, resulting in large size single-crystal domains ~10 times larger than observed 

without pre-oxidation.213  However, the influence of the Ni getter is even more dramatic, as no 

hBN backside growth is observed, Figure 3.11g, even after a growth duration of 2 hours, Figure 

3.15. Furthermore, the effect of modifying the bulk catalyst properties is manifested on the top-

side growth surface as well, as changes to the single crystal domain shape and a reduction in 

growth rate are observed, indicating a modification in the supply dynamics of B species for 

growth from the catalyst. This effect can be elevated further using a nickel foam backing 

instead of nickel plate, slowing the growth rate even more, Figure 3.13.The discrepancy 

between hBN growth on Cu/Quartz and Cu/Nickel is similar to that observed for carbon 

gettering growth of graphene.247, 248 Therefore, our results indicate a similar gettering 

mechanism for boron species can be realized by the nickel support on the backside of the Cu 

Figure 3.13—Optical images of as grown hBN showing hBN coverage as a function of 
growth time for various substrate configuration. The time required for full hBN coverage 
is (a) 5 minutes (c) 10 minutes (e) 20 minutes and (g) 30 minutes for standard, pre-oxidized 
standard, gettered (Ni-plate) and gettered (Ni foam) growth conditions, respectively. The 
slower growth rate is attributed to the lower nucleation by passivation and removal of the 
active sites using oxygen assisted and B gettering by Ni, respectively. It is noted that Ni 
foam shows the lowest nucleation density thus amplifying the B gettering effect of Ni. 
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foil during CVD growth of hBN.  The appeal of this method is furthered by its ease of 

implementation, low cost, and the absence of dangerous chemicals such as are common for 

electropolishing.253 

For each unique sample type, we observed different times required to achieve full hBN 

coverage, and subsequently the growths were performed for different durations so that full film 

coverage was achieved with all. Such different growth rate originates from the suppression of 

the active nucleation sites for hBN domains. For instance, presence of oxygen on the Cu surface 

for pre-oxidized standard conditions, passivates the preferable defect or other high energy sites 

for initiating the hBN nucleation. Therefore, it takes longer (10 minutes) for full hBN coverage 

for pre-oxidized sample, as shown in Figure 3.13. Similarly, for gettering conditions, the 

Figure 3.14—Photographs of the backside of Cu foil after 5, 10, and 20 minutes growth 
time, showing the slow diffusion of precursor gas from the foil edges, and thus slower hBN 
growth rate at the center as compared to the edges of the backside of the Cu foil. The 
photographs are taken after slightly oxidizing the as-grown hBN/Cu foil to visualize the 
hBN coverage.  

Figure 3.15—Gettered Growth for Longer Growth Time. Photographs and optical images 
of (a,c) top-side (b,d) backside of as-grown hBN/Cu samples after 2 hours of gettering CVD 
growth. The samples are oxidized at 200˚C in air to reveal the hBN contrast on oxidized 
Cu. The red color shows the oxidized Cu, which reflect no growth of hBN on backside of the 
Cu foil even though longer growth time of 120 minutes. These results show the gettering 
effect is sustained for longer growth time. 
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nucleation sites further lowered down by mitigating the B diffusion from the backside of Cu 

foil, that resulting in removal of the additional source of B on the top surface. Hence, the time 

required for the full hBN coverage extended to 20 minutes for gettering growth. While we 

extend the growth for 120 minutes using gettering conditions, yet we do not observe any hBN 

growth on the backside, as shown in Figure 3.14. These results showed gettering is effective 

even for longer time of growth and nickel is a perfect getter element for B.   

Despite the observed differences in growth kinetics, all three sample types were 

confirmed to produce high quality hBN thin-films on the top growth surface. Figure 3.16a 

shows the Raman spectra taken from hBN films grown for 10 minutes and transferred onto 300 

nm SiO2/Si wafers. The peak at ~1369 cm-1 is the characteristic Raman hBN E2g vibrational 

mode,134, 254 while the peak at ~1450 cm-1 results from the Si 3TO mode,213 generated from the 

underlying substrate. The E2g modes were fit with a Lorentzian, giving full-width at half 

Figure 3.16—Revealing the B Gettering Mechanism of Nickel Support Substrate. (a) 
Representative Raman spectra of h-BN films obtained by different growth conditions used 
in this work. (b) Schematic illustrating backside B gettering mechanism of h-BN growth on 
Cu. Nickel support is used as B getter substrate at backside of the Cu foil during CVD 
growth. (c) ToF-SIMS depth profile of B- ions from backside of the Cu foil after CVD 
growth, backed by nickel (getter growth) and quartz (standard growth). The higher 
concentration of B- for Cu/quartz indicates the B diffusion through Cu during standard 
CVD growth, while B diffusion is mitigated for gettering growth. (d) ToF-SIMS depth profile 
of B- ions within the nickel support after CVD growth. The higher concentration of B- deep 
inside nickel substrate reveals its role as gettering the B species at the Cu/Ni interface. 
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maximum (FWHM) of 24.35 cm-1 for the standard grown hBN, which decreases to 17.60 cm-

1 and 15.90 cm-1 for pre-oxidized and gettering growth conditions, respectively, Figure 3.17. 

This confirms the superior crystallinity of hBN grown films by the gettering method.119, 134 The 

increasing crystallinity can be ascribed to modification of the Cu catalyst during gettering 

growth, which slows nucleation and growth kinetics, and reduces the effects of lattice constant 

changes, and high defect density growth during cooling by boron precipitation from the 

catalyst.237, 244  

We also observed a corresponding decrease in the roughness of the transferred hBN 

films via AFM, Figure 3.18, where Ra values decreased from 1.29 to 1.09 to 0.82 respectively 

for the standard, pre-oxidized, and gettered samples, suggesting a smoother, more crystalline 

surface. The hBN film thickness for each film was found to be below 4nm, with measured 

values ~3.5 nm, ~2 nm and ~1.5 nm, for the standard, pre-oxidized, and gettered growths 

respectively. The roughness of the film is also quantified by the roughness parameters Ra and 

Rq being the mean deviation and root mean squared values respectively, where we find that 

the standard sample is the roughest, the pre-oxidized in the middle, and the gettered sample 

displaying the lowest roughness, Figure 3.18. 

To explain the increasing crystallinity of the hBN films, and the observation that no 

growth occurs on the backside of the Cu foil with Ni present, we propose a gettering 

mechanism, shown schematically in Figure 3.16b. Where given the higher solubility of B in Ni 

versus Cu,249 it is expected that as precursor species accumulate at this interface, the B atoms 

preferentially diffuse into the Ni foil instead of into Cu or remaining on the back-side surface 

Figure 3.17—Raman Spectra and respective Lorentzian fitting, of h-BN films grown by 
three growth conditions. The dotted spectra are the original data acquired from Raman 
spectroscopy of the h-BN films grown by standard, pre-oxidized and gettered growth 
conditions. The solid black lines are the Lorentzian fitting of each spectrum. The FWHM 
derived from these fittings are 24.35 cm-1 for the standard grown hBN, which decreases to 
17.60 cm-1 and 15.90 cm-1 for pre-oxidized and gettering growth conditions, respectively. 
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to catalyze hBN growth. To confirm the proposed BBG mechanism we analyzed the 

concentrations of B within the Ni and Cu foils post growth and compared this with the Cu foil 

in the absence of Ni backing by time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) 

depth profile analysis, after the respective CVD growths. Figure 3.16c illustrates the B ion 

depth profile as a function of sputtering time within the bulk Cu from the back-side surface, 

i.e., that facing the quartz or nickel support. The higher concentration of B within the Cu/quartz 

specifies the B diffusion through the bulk Cu during standard CVD growth. However, the depth 

profiling of Cu backed with nickel shows the distribution of B only on the Cu surface, which 

diminishes rapidly with increasing depth, indicating the lack of B diffusion within the bulk Cu 

for gettering CVD growth. Moreover, the intense B signals generated by the post-growth depth 

profile of the nickel support, reveals the preferential B diffusion within nickel, Figure 3.16d, 

confirming nickel as an effective B gettering substrate. Note that N signals were below the 

detection limit of ToF-SIMS within Cu for all investigated growth conditions, which is 

attributed to the very low solubility of N in Cu at this growth temperature.134, 255 Hence, our 

gettering approach enables us to mitigate B diffusion into Cu, improving the crystallinity of 

resulting hBN growth on the top-side Cu surface, and offering a controllable way to engineer 

defect formation during CVD growth.  

This effective modulation of B diffusion, not only afford a facile means to improve 

crystal quality of the hBN but has two important consequences relevant to defect creation in 

hBN. First, the modification of the Cu lattice constant, which expands due to the B diffusion,251 

which can induce strain into the growth process256 and modify defect creation during epitaxial 

growth.257 And second, modifying the Cu catalyst resulting in changes to the energetics of 

precursor decomposition and supply rates, as well as mitigating the resulting growth during the 

cooling phase of CVD growth as B is precipitated from the copper.237, 244 To quantify the effects 

of these changes on defect creation, and specifically the creation of single photon emitting 

defects, we characterized the photoluminescence properties of quantum emitters incorporated 

in the as-grown hBN films using a home-built confocal microscope setup, and a 532-nm 

continuous-wave (CW) excitation laser (see section 4.2.3.3. for additional details).  

We found that all three types of APCVD grown samples hosted luminescent defect 

centers, with the representative room-temperature spectra from each displayed in Figure 3.19a-

c. To confirm the single photon nature of the emission, we recorded second-order 

autocorrelation measurements using a Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) interferometer for all 

three growth types, with a representative measurement from each displayed in Figure 3.19d-f. 

The ZPLs in each case were filtered using a tunable bandpass filter (550-610 nm), and all three 
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samples showed g2(𝜏)<0.5, confirming the quantum nature of the emission. The lowest values 

were obtained consistently from the Ni backed samples with g2(𝜏)≤0.2, while the standard 

growth and pre-oxidized samples typically around g2(𝜏)=0.4, and g2(𝜏)=0.25 respectively. This 

can be attributed to the decreasing background luminescence from standard to pre-oxidized to 

gettered as is discussed in detail later. Note none of the autocorrelation measurements in Figure 

3.19d-f were background corrected. Observed SPE properties were found to be consistent 

across multiple growths attempts under each set of conditions.  

The spectra of 76 individual emitters were collected for each sample type, and all three 

types of APCVD materials displayed ZPLs almost exclusively occupying a narrow spectral 

window ≤50 nm. For standard growth samples, 100% of the 76 investigated emitters displayed 

ZPL positions from 600-650 nm, Figure 3.19g, hinting at the incorporation of a single structural 

defect. We next analyzed the ZPL positions of defects in the pre-oxidized samples, Figure 

3.19h, and found that they remained largely consistent with the standard growth samples as 

87% of the 76 measured ZPLs are localized between 600-650 nm. We interpret this result as 

suggesting that increasing the crystallinity of the films alone, by decreasing the nucleation 

Figure 3.18—AFM Scans of hBN sample types. (a) AFM trace of the APCVD hBN grown 
under standard conditions. (b) Height trace for the region in a marked with a white dashed 
line showing that the hBN material displays a flake thickness of 3.6nm or roughly 7-8 layers 
of hBN. (c) AFM trace of the APCVD hBN grown under pre-oxidized conditions. (d) Height 
trace for the region in c marked with a white dashed line showing that the hBN material 
displays a flake thickness of 2nm or roughly 3-4 layers of hBN. (e) AFM trace of the APCVD 
hBN grown under gettered conditions. (f) Height trace for the region in a marked with a 
white dashed line showing the hBN material displays a flake thickness of 1.6nm or roughly 
2-3 layers of hBN. 
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density and resulting growth kinetics, is not sufficient to alter the preferential formation of the 

structural defect responsible for emission from 600-650 nm. As both standard and pre-oxidized 

conditions experience similar B diffusion into Cu, and thus similar Cu phase and B feeding 

rates, only the number of defects observed is altered not the energetics of which defects are 

created. 

In contrast, the Ni backed gettered samples, showed a dramatic change in the observed 

ZPL position of the emitters, with 87% of the 76 investigated emitters now located in the 

Figure 3.19—Quantum Emission from APCVD hBN & Control over the ZPL energy of 
hBN SPEs. Three representative spectra from (b) pre-oxidized growth samples, and (c) 
gettered growth samples. (d-f) Autocorrelation measurements from all three sample types, 
denoted by color coding to match spectra in a-c, confirming the quantum nature of the 
emission from each representative sample type. (g-i) ZPL histograms showing the 
distribution of 76 hBN SPEs found under different growth conditions. (g) Standard growth 
samples show 100% of characterized emitters are found from 600-650 nm, and the 
narrowest spread of emission lines among the sample types. (h) Pre-oxidized samples show 
a distribution of emitters still primarily from 600-650 nm (87%) suggesting that decreased 
nucleation density, and increased film crystallinity alone does not modify ZPL location. (i) 
Gettered growth samples display a distribution of emitters now located between 550-600 
nm (87%). This suggests that the ZPL movement is due to the gettering effect. 
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spectral range from 550-600 nm, Figure 3.19i. By mitigating the boron backside diffusion, we 

can preferentially select for the formation of an alternative structural defect species populating 

the spectral region from 550-600 nm. These results also hint that boron vacancies may be 

involved in SPEs emitting in the spectral range of 550-600 nm, and substitutional boron defects 

may play a role in emitters in the 600-650 nm range. While both the pre-oxidized and gettered 

samples increase the crystallinity of the top side film growth, only the gettered samples show 

a shift in the ZPL histogram, definitively isolating the cause of this spectral shift to changes in 

the B diffusion into Cu. Note all other growth conditions are identical between the standard, 

pre-oxidized, and gettered samples other than the Cu substrate preparation. We also believe 

that the presence of Ni in the growth chamber can be ruled out as the cause of the shift, as 

previous studies have found that the same family of hBN defects were incorporated during 

growth on Cu and Ni, when all other parameters are held the same.235 Additionally, we can rule 

out other potential causes, such as sample thickness, precursor purity, copper foil batch, or 

transfer technique, as they were similarly held consistent. To the best of our knowledge, this 

constitutes the first systematic demonstration of targeting two distinct spectral regions for SPEs 

in hBN, providing a template for defect engineering of hBN SPEs across the entire observed 

ZPL distribution based on controlling catalyst bulk reservoir effects.244 

Prior studies utilizing top down techniques, such as plasma processing,243 strain 

engineering,242 and electron-beam processing258, 259 have found weak correlations between the 

method used and the spatial location of emitters created, however, offer no control over the 

ZPL energy distribution. Additionally, while bottom up techniques have previously been 

shown superior to top-down methods in terms of isolating a narrow region of emission 

Table 3.1—Comparison of emission energy and density of CVD hBN SPEs investigated to 
date. A comparison of the properties of CVD hBN films grown under different conditions and 
the corresponding photoluminescence analysis of the single photon emitters in each. Note that 
PL measurements for spectral locations and density vary between the studies and may account 
for additional variation in the values. a) These values were estimated from published articles 
without access to the entire data set. 
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energies, this localization has only been achieved for SPEs operating in the 550-600 nm 

range.24,25 By controlling the concentration of boron species supplied from the Cu catalyst, we 

can deterministically select the observed localized energy region to be positioned either from 

550-600 nm or from 600-650 nm. Through further modification of the CVD growth conditions, 

the entire range of hBN SPEs energies, ~1.6-2.4eV, should be possible to realize with such 

techniques. Our results are also significant in segregating the previously uniform distribution 

of emitters ZPL energies across the 800 meV range into at least three defined energy 

distributions, 550-600 nm, 600-650 nm, and 650-800 nm each likely representing a different 

structural defect. Further studies into the photophysical properties of each ZPL region, may 

finally permit the structural determination of defects responsible for each emission window. 

Interestingly, the region of ZPL localization for our standard growth samples is in 

contrast to that observed in LPCVD growth studies, where the bulk of the emission ZPLs are 

reported to occupy the region of 550-600 nm,235, 236 suggesting the standard conditions favor 

the formation of a different structural defect than found in previous studies, the observed 

differences are summarized in Table 3.1. Note the only substantial change to the growth 

conditions is operation under atmospheric pressure as opposed to low pressure, however this 

has been known to result is substantial changes to the resulting hBN films.  

While the structural nature of the defect(s) in hBN are still largely debatable within the 

field,90 the most straightforward interpretation of ZPL localization in discrete energy regions 

is the preferential incorporation of different structural defects, one with ZPL positions from 

~550-600 nm and another with ZPL positions from ~600-650nm. While alternate explanations 

involving variations in the local strain environments, or particular charge states of the same 

structural defect can be invoked and not definitively ruled out, the apparent homogeneity of 

strain or charge state required to explain the localization into two different regions appears 

unlikely. To date strain induced spectral shifts have only demonstrated maximum shift 

magnitudes of 2-3 nm making this an unlikely explanation for the observed spectral shift.234 

Conversely, while the potential of varying charge states of the same structural defect may be 

more suitable to explain the results based on demonstrations of spectral jumping of up to 100 

nm, this has been previously attributed to photochemical reactions taking place at the flake 

surface and/or trapped carrier induced stark shifts,174 neither of which appear suitable to explain 

the consistency of the localization observed in our study across multiple growths and samples. 

Furthermore, these conclusions are supported by recent photophysical characterization of SPEs 

within these specific spectral regions.260 
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We have also investigated the density of SPE incorporation through both wide-field 

imaging and confocal mapping, across all sample types. A clear trend correlating with 

increasing film crystallinity is observed. The standard growth conditions yield the highest 

density of incorporated SPEs (3.11/µm2), Figure 3.20a, as well as showing the highest 

background luminescence, suggesting the incorporation of both SPE and non-SPE defects at a 

higher rate, Figure 3.20d. In the pre-oxidized samples, having an intermediate crystallinity, we 

determine an average SPE density of 1.66/µm2, Figure 3.20b, and observe a substantial 

decrease in the typical background count rates, suggesting fewer SPE and non-SPE defects, 

Figure 3.20e. This is consistent with the increasing single crystal domain size, clearly 

observable in the optical images seen in Figure 3.11f. For the Ni backed gettered samples, we 

find the lowest density of SPE incorporation, with an average value of 1/µm2, Figure 3.20c. 

Figure 3.20—Controlling the Density of hBN SPE incorporation during CVD growth. 
(a-c) Wide-field EMCCD imaging of hBN films taken from a 3x3µm area with a 532nm 
excitation source operating at a power of 3mW. (a) Standard growth sample with 28 distinct 
SPEs visible, or a density of 3.11/µm2 (b) Pre-oxidized growth sample with 12 distinct SPEs 
visible, or a density of 1.66/µm2 (c) Gettered growth sample with 9 distinct SPEs visible, or 
a density of 1/µm2.  (d-f) Confocal PL maps taken from a 50x50µm area, with excitation by 
a 200𝜇W 532 nm source. Each confocal map is scaled to the maximum count rate observed 
within the scan region. (d) Standard growth samples display a high density of luminescent 
point defects, and a high background luminescence making the individual SPE domains 
difficult to resolve. (e) Pre-oxidized samples show a decrease in overall background 
luminescence, as well as the population of point defect like emission. (f) Gettered growth 
samples showing the lowest population of SPE related defects and the lowest background 
luminescence of the three growth types. Only with the background count rates at such a 
diminished level can the individual SPE domains begin to be resolved at such a scale. 
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The trend of decreasing SPE density fits well with our assumptions about the typically 

crystallinity of hBN films from each growth type, as the largest change is expected between 

the standard and pre-oxidized conditions, while the gettering method is expected to improve 

the crystallinity only moderately over pre-oxidized methods. Additionally, the typical 

background luminescence observed from the gettered growth hBN films, Figure 3.20f, 

decreases to the lowest levels of any of the sample types, registering as only ≤1-2 kcps greater 

than dark count rates. As a result, in the gettered hBN samples, the individual SPE domains 

can begin to be visualized on a 50µm2 confocal scan, as well as the large-scale uniformity of 

SPE incorporation, appearing homogenous. This trend in decreasing background count rates 

also explains the lower average g2(𝜏) values obtained from SPEs in the gettered sample.  

This constitutes the first controlled approach to deterministically modify the density of 

SPEs hosted within hBN, which is desirable for integration into hybrid quantum systems such 

as cavities and waveguides which often require a single isolated emission center coupled to the 

structure. Furthermore, hBN All three sample types also display very low background count 

rates, 2-10 kcps, which is critical for obtaining the highest single photon purity possible for 

hBN. This constitutes a significant improvement over other hBN material sources which can 

Figure 3.21—Epitaxial In-Plane 2D Heterostructures Hosting Quantum Emitters. (a) 
Optical image of the in-plane graphene hBN heterostructure, showing a strip of hBN 
surrounded by a continuous two sheets of graphene. (b) Confocal PL map of an interface 
between G/hBN heterostructure. (c) The representative spectra obtained from an emitter 
near the G/hBN boundary, showing both an hBN quantum emitter ~635nm, as well as the 
raman peaks of graphene. (d) Autocorrelation function displaying the single photon nature 
of the emission from G/hBN heterostructure. (e) Histogram of ZPL locations from emitters 
lying ~200 nm of the G/hBN interface region, where only hBN SPE spectra also displaying 
the graphene Raman bands were considered to be at the interface. (f) Histogram of ZPL 
locations found away from the hBN/graphene boundary region, i.e. >200nm away from the 
interface, both display similar emission patterns suggesting that the incorporation of carbon 
impurities at the boundary region is not responsible for these SPE emission peaks. 
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display high background count rates, and offer no route to select preferred SPE density, further 

bolstering the potential of CVD grown hBN.234 

To further demonstrate the benefits of bottom-up hBN fabrication techniques for 

quantum photonics applications, we demonstrate that hBN SPEs can be readily incorporated 

into pre-existing 2D material scaffolds, creating in-plane heterostructures of hBN and graphene 

(G/hBN). Figure 3.21a displays a strip of hBN that was grown between two larger graphene 

regions on a ~5μm scale, while larger scale optical images of the G/hBN heterostructure can 

be seen in figure 3.22. Single crystal graphene islands were first grown on Cu, and subsequently 

the hBN regions were grown on the remaining pristine Cu areas by our standard APCVD 

technique (see section 4.2.3.1. for details), giving a lateral heterostructure.  

To quantify the influence of the pre-existing graphene regions on the hBN SPE 

incorporation, we investigated the proximity of incorporated SPEs to the interface of the two 

materials, finding that the defects are routinely incorporated within a few hundred nanometers 

of the interface in the confocal map in figure 3.21b. The spatial proximity is confirmed by the 

observation that spectra in this region display both the graphene Raman peaks and the hBN 

ZPL peaks within the same confocal spot, as is shown in figure 3.21c. Upon 532 nm excitation 

the peaks at ~575 nm and ~583 nm corresponds to the D and G stretching modes of graphene 

respectively, while the other observable Raman signatures of graphene are masked by the hBN 

ZPL but can be seen clearly in figure 3.23. Given the spot size of the laser ~350-400 nm we 

can estimate that the hBN SPE is incorporated within ~200 nm of the G/hBN interface, 

assuming that to achieve sufficient signal from both the Raman, and SPE peaks the laser is 

roughly centered at the G/hBN interface. We also performed AFM traces of the heterostructure 

edge and G/hBN interface, finding that the hBN edge reasons displayed a height of 2.9 nm or 

~4-5 monolayers of hBN, and that the interface between graphene and hBN is quite smooth, 

Figure 3.22—Optical images of graphene/hBN heterostructure. Paddles of single crystal 
graphene with hBN grown in between at different magnifications. 
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with only a ~1 nm bump at the interface, figure 3.24. We have also confirmed that SPEs in the 

G/hBN heterostructure are indeed single photon emitters, figure 3.21d. Our bottom-up method 

to fabricate 2D heterostructures hosting hBN SPEs should be applicable to other 2D materials 

such as TMDCs, suggesting the potential for complex integrated quantum photonic solutions 

based on all 2D components through a bottom-up approach. 

To probe if the defect centers incorporated near the G/hBN boundary have different 

properties to those in the bulk hBN region, potentially suggesting the involvement of a carbon 

defect center, we recorded the spectra of 40 emitters within 200 nm of the interface, figure 

3.21e, and contrasted these with the position of 40 emitters found within the hBN bulk region, 

or >200 nm from the boundary, figure 3.21f. The two histograms show that there is no 

noticeable change in the occupied ZPL positions within the two isolated regions, suggesting 

that either both are carbon related defects, or that the proximity to the graphene carbon layer 

has no impact on the structural nature of defect centers produced nor their corresponding 

optical properties. 

 

3.1.5. Conclusions 
In Conclusion, we have adapted a gettering based approach to the APCVD growth of 

hBN, improving the crystallinity of the resulting hBN films over existing pre-oxidation 

methods. More importantly, we show that the gettering approach allows for the deterministic 

selection of SPEs with a particular emission energy, at a probability of greater that >85%, 

providing a template for the rational incorporation of hBN SPEs with desired properties. This 

also hints that SPE defects with ZPL energies in the region 550-600 nm are of a different 

structural nature than those from 600-650 nm, and likely suggesting that those >650 nm are the 

Figure 3.23—Raman spectra of graphene/h-BN lateral heterostructure. The Raman 
spectrum was acquired from the graphene and h-BN regions individually from the in-plane 
heterostructures of G/hBN. Each of the spectrum shows characteristics peaks of graphene 
and h-BN, respectively. 
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result of yet another structural defect. We also leverage the increasing crystallinity across the 

three as-grown sample types to demonstrate rational control over the density of incorporated 

SPEs, from 3.11/µm2 to 1/µm2, while simultaneously achieving extremely low background 

fluorescence from CVD samples. The ability to pre-select ZPL energy and emitter density 

makes bottom up fabrication techniques a leading solution for quantum photonics based on 

hBN. And finally, we demonstrate the fully bottom-up fabrication of in-plane heterostructures 

of hBN/G hosting large numbers of SPEs near the material interface opening the door to 

integrated quantum photonics with all 2D components. 

 

3.3 Grain Dependent Growth of Bright Quantum Emitters in 

Hexagonal Boron Nitride 
This section summarizes our work on investigating the SPE incorporation dynamics 

during bottom-up growth of hBN on polycrystalline Ni. We discover that SPEs are only 

incorporated on Ni (001) grains despite evidence of hBN growth on all grain types, and 

attribute this to differences in B diffusion during growth. We also find that the optical 

Figure 3.24—AFM characterization of G/hBN heterostructure. (a) AFM trace of the edge 
of the heterostructure transferred to Si/SiO2(300 nm), where the displayed edge corresponds 
to a hBN region. (b) Height trace for the region in a marked with a white dashed line 
showing that the hBN material displays a flake thickness of 2.9 nm or roughly 4-5 
monolayers of hBN. (c) AFM trace at the interface between graphene and hBN regions in 
the sample. (d) Height trace for the region in c marked with a white dashed line. The height 
trace shows a small bump at the interface of the materials with a height of 1.1 nm, 
suggesting that either a ripple occurs at the boundary, or that for ~1µm an extra layer of 
hBN is found. The thickness of the hBN region quickly mirrors that of the graphene region, 
and that this bump only persists for ~1µm. 
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properties, specifically the brightness and stability of these SPEs grown on Ni (001) surpasses 

that observed for similar growths on Cu. This work was published in Advanced Optical 

Materials in 2020[261].261 I am the first author of this work, and my contributions involved 

hBN growth, performing all optical and materials characterization of the films, analysis of the 

results, and writing the manuscript. Some parts of the text in this section are reproduced from 

the published manuscript.261  

 

3.3.1.  Abstract 
Point defects in hexagonal boron nitride have emerged as a promising quantum light 

source due to their bright and photostable room temperature emission. In this work, we study 

the incorporation of quantum emitters during chemical vapor deposition growth on a nickel 

substrate. Combining a range of characterization techniques, we demonstrate that the 

incorporation of quantum emitters is limited to (001) oriented nickel grains. Such emitters 

display improved emission properties in terms of brightness and stability. The results advance 

the understanding of single photon emitter incorporation during chemical vapor deposition 

growth of hBN and offer a route towards spatially controlled incorporation during bottom-up 

fabrication. 

 

3.3.2. Introduction 
Atomic defects in solid state hosts that act as single photon emitters (SPEs) are 

promising hardware components for a range of emerging quantum technologies,4 such as 

quantum network nodes, quantum repeaters, and quantum key distribution. Despite rapid 

advances culminating in these proof of principle demonstrations, reliable fabrication 

techniques and subsequent integration with nanophotonic components remains challenging.9 

Recently, layered van der Waals materials such as hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) have 

been explored as hosts of SPEs.8, 58 This class of materials is of a particular interest as their 

layered nature provides avenues for nanoscale manipulation and reliable integration with 

photonic devices.92, 262-264 hBN SPEs are especially promising due to the stability of the host,164 

room temperature operation,81 outstanding optical properties,82 and the presence of optically 

detected magnetic resonance signals.111, 165, 265 

 SPEs in hBN can be engineered through chemical vapor deposition (CVD),161, 179, 192 

molecular beam epitaxy,265, 266 or metal organic vapor phase epitaxy.265 Bottom up fabrication 

encompasses two primary advantages over top down fabrication methods. The first is the 
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ability to fabricate cm scale thin films with controlled thickness that are ideal for transfer and 

incorporation with nanophotonic platforms.119 The second is the ability to manipulate the 

photophysical properties of the incorporated SPEs during growth, such as defect density,86 

emission energy,86 and the fabrication of homogeneous ensembles.265 

 In this work, we report on low-pressure CVD growth of hBN on polycrystalline Ni 

foils. We demonstrate that SPEs are selectively incorporated only in hBN grown on (001) Ni, 

despite confirming that growth occurs on all grain orientations. Remarkably, the SPEs 

incorporated on (001) Ni display superior emission intensity and stability compared to previous 

CVD growth studies on metallic catalysts.145, 161, 179, 192 Our results advance the understanding 

of SPE formation in layered materials and provide a unique and promising route to 

deterministic SPEs for quantum photonics. 

 

3.3.3. Methods 

 

3.3.3.1. LPCVD Growth 
Low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) was used to grow thin-film hBN on 

nickel and copper foils (Sigma-Aldrich), following a previously established method.161 In brief, 

Brasso (a commercial metal polisher) was used to polishing the foil and remove oxide residuals 

from the surface. The foil was then cleaned by sonication in dilute HCl, acetone, and isopropyl 

alcohol for 15 mins each followed by rapid drying under an N2 stream. The cleaned foil was 

instantly placed in a quartz tube at the center of a ceramic tube furnace.  Ammonia borane 

powder (Sigma-Aldrich) was loaded into a metal crucible and attached to the system. Prior to 

growth the sample was annealed in an Ar/H2 environment for 2 hours to increase the grain size 

of the foil. Growth was performed for 45 minutes at a furnace temperature of 1030˚C, a 

pressure of 2 Torr, a 50 sccm flow rate of Ar/H2, a precursor temperature of 95⁰C. 

 

3.3.3.2. Materials Characterization 
Raman spectroscopy: Raman spectroscopy was performed on an In-Via confocal 

Raman (Renishaw) system with a 633 nm excitation source. Calibration of the Spectrometer 

was carried out using a Si substrate to 520 cm-1. The peaks were then fitted to a Lorentzian line 

profile.  
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Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR): Infrared spectra were measured using 

an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) setup (Nicolet 6700, Thermo-Scientific). 

Electron beam secondary diffraction (EBSD): EBSD mapping and scanning electron 

microscope imaging was performed on a Thermo Fischer Scientific Helios G4 feg SEM. The 

EBSD measurements were recorded using a 5 keV electron beam at a 10 mm working distance 

with a 70° sample tilt. The signal was collected using an Oxford C-Nano Electron backscatter 

diffraction detector and processed using AZtec. 

 

3.3.3.3. Optical Characterization 
Confocal PL on Ni: PL studies were carried out using a custom-built scanning confocal 

microscopy with continuous wave (CW) 532 nm laser (Gem 532, Laser Quantum Ltd.) as 

excitation. The laser was directed through a 532 nm line filter and a half-waveplate and focused 

onto the sample using a high numerical aperture (100×, NA = 0.9, Nikon) objective lens. 

Scanning was performed using an X−Y piezo fast steering mirror (FSM-300). The collected 

light was filtered using a 532 nm dichroic mirror (532 nm laser BrightLine, Semrock) and an 

additional long pass 568 nm filter (Semrock). The signal was then coupled into a graded-index 

multimode fiber (0.22 NA), where the fiber aperture of 62.5 μm serves as a confocal pinhole. 

A flipping mirror was used to direct the emission to a spectrometer (Acton Spectra Pro, 

Princeton Instrument Inc.) or to two avalanche photodiodes (Excelitas Technologies) in a 

Hanbury Brown and Twiss configuration, for collection of spectra and photon counting, 

respectively. Correlation measurements were carried out using a time-correlated single photon 

counting module (PicoHarp 300, PicoQuant). All of the second-order autocorrelation g(2)(τ) 

measurements were analyzed and fitted without background correction unless otherwise 

specified.  

Wide-field-imaging: For Wide-field imaging experiments, a lens system was used to 

focus the excitation beam at the Fourier plane of the objective, creating a collimated 

illumination spot to collectively excite a large area of the sample. 532 nm CW excitation at a 

power of 5 mW was performed in conjunction with a 0.55 NA objective, allowing for an 

approximate field-of-view of ~50 × 50 μm2. Quantum emitters in various hBN samples were 

recorded on an EMCCD (Andor iXon Ultra 888) with an exposure time of 200 ms for 100 

acquisitions.  
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3.3.4. Results and Discussion  
Figure 3.25a displays a schematic illustration of the CVD hBN growth on 

polycrystalline Ni foil. The growth of hBN via low-pressure CVD was performed following an 

established protocol.161 Figure 3.25b displays a Fourier-transform infrared spectrum recorded 

from as-grown multilayer hBN films. The spectrum is from a large area that contains all Ni 

grain orientations, and displays the three characteristic FTIR active stretching modes,215 

confirming the growth of thin-film hBN. Figure 3.25c displays an optical image of a selected 

region of the Ni film covered with thin-film hBN. A clear contrast in the colors of the different 

Ni grains can be observed, consistent with previous reports.267 Figure 3.25d displays the same 

region analyzed by scanning electron microscopy, where the grain boundaries are similarly 

visible.  

To determine the orientation of each Ni grain, we analyzed the region with electron 

beam secondary diffraction (EBSD), Figure 3.25e. The image displays the orientation of the 

Ni domains at the surface, and it can be seen that (111), (101), and (001) oriented grains are 

distributed randomly across the foil with individual grains showing surfaces areas of ~10-

50µm2. To probe for local variations in the material quality of the as-grown hBN film (i.e. 

within a particular single crystal grain), we collected the Raman spectra from (111), (101), and 

Figure 3.25—CVD growth of hBN on polycrystalline Ni foil. a. Schematic illustration of 
hBN growth on Ni (111), (101), and (001) grains, where orange spheres represent SPEs 
which are only observed on (001) oriented Ni grains. b. FTIR spectrum from the as-grown 
hBN on nickel, showing the LO and TO active modes. Optical (c) SEM (d) and EBSD (e) 
images of as-grown hBN on Ni. Inset in e displays the legend relating the grain orientation 
to color.  f. Raman spectroscopy of hBN on different Ni grains (111), (101), (001). The spot 
of each collection is marked with a white circle in panel e. 
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(001) oriented grains displayed in Figure 3.25f. hBN displays only one prominent Raman 

active stretching mode – an E2g mode at ~1367cm-1.268 Note that the collection parameters were 

held constant across the measurements, and the individual peaks were normalized to the (001) 

spectrum, permitting a direct comparison of relative intensity. For (101) and (001) grains we 

observe a strong resonance at 1368.1cm-1 and 1367.5cm-1, respectively. The signal is ~20% 

weaker on the (101) grain, while both display a near-identical peak full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) of ~33.5cm-1. The similar widths suggest similar material quality,245 while the hBN 

film may be slightly thicker on the (001) grains.268 In contrast, we only observe a weak Raman 

signal for hBN grown on (111) oriented Ni grains. The presence of the E2g mode centered at 

1367.4cm-1 confirms that hBN is present on (111) grains. The signal is ~5 times weaker, 

suggesting that less material has been grown. However, the peak displays a narrower FWHM 

(18.7 cm-1) than observed on the (101) and (001) grains, indicating a slightly higher material 

quality of the hBN grown on (111) grains. Additionally, we transferred the hBN thin-film to a 

Si/SiO2 substrate observing a continuous film results from the growth. Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) was used to characterize the thickness of the transferred film.  

Figure 3.26a displays the AFM scan of an 80 x 80 µm area analyzed by AFM. 

Unfortunately, after transferring from the Ni growth substrate we can no longer directly 

correlate portions of the film to the orientation of the Ni grains on which they were grown. 

Instead, we choose three random film edges to probe for variations in the thickness of the hBN 

film. Figure 3.26b-d shows three such line traces, yielding hBN film thicknesses of ~6, 10, and 

Figure 3.26—AFM of hBN transferred to Si/SiO2. a. AFM map of CVD hBN transferred 
to Si/SiO2. b. Line scan of hBN edge showing a film thickness of ~10 nm. c. Line scan of 
hBN edge showing a film thickness of ~ 6 nm. d. Line scan of hBN edge showing a film 
thickness of ~12 nm. e. Line scan across continuous hBN film portion. 
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12 nm, suggesting substantial variation in the film thickness, likely the result of hBN grown 

on different Ni grain orientations. Importantly, this is consistent with our findings for variations 

in the intensity of the Raman signal on the Ni growth substrate. Figure 3.26e displays a line 

trace recorded across a continuous portion of the hBN film and shows variations of ~2-3 nm 

across the film, suggesting some heterogeneity within grains as well, and/or the presence of 

residual polymer residue. Continuous film coverage and variations in the film thickness are 

consistent with the conclusions drawn from the Raman data, as well as with the inhomogeneity 

of hBN grown on polycrystalline Ni observed previously in the literature.126, 269 We further 

discuss the implications of the grain dependent growth rate, and underlying mechanism below. 

We next characterize the photoluminescence (PL) of hBN grown on different Ni grains 

to examine potential variations in SPE incorporation. Note that all measurements were 

performed with the hBN adhered to the Ni growth substrate. Figure 3.27a displays a selected 

region where the grains are sufficiently small to be investigated in-tandem, within the field of 

view of our optical setup. Utilizing a custom-built scanning confocal PL setup, we mapped a 

Figure 3.27—Grain dependent incorporation of hBN SPEs. a. EBSD map demonstrating 
the Ni grain orientation in the characterized area. The black (white) dashed box 
corresponds to the area mapped in b (d) respectively, while the white circle marks the SPE 
in c. b. Confocal PL mapping (532nm 300µW) of the black dashed area. The white circle 
marks the SPE displayed in c. c. Spectrum of representative SPE localized at the white circle 
in a and b. Inset displays the g(2)(τ) from the same emitter. d. Wide-Field imaging of white 
dashed area marked in a. A high density of SPEs on (001) Ni grains is apparent while no 
SPEs appear in alternative grain orientations. 
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selected area (indicated by the black dashed line in figure 3.27a). Figure 3.27b displays the 

resulting confocal scan, where we observe a clear dependence of emission intensity from the 

hBN film on the orientation of the underlying Ni substrate. Specifically, hBN on (001) grains 

display a bright fluorescence, whilst that on (101) and (111) grains are drastically reduced.  

We further checked for the presence of SPEs in each subsequent grain orientation, by 

recording the spectrum from localized excitation spots. Figure 3.27c shows a representative 

spectrum of an SPE located in a (001) Ni grain, displaying the characteristic line shape of hBN 

SPEs in the visible spectral range. The emitter has a zero-phonon-line (ZPL) at ~573nm and a 

phonon side-band (PSB) consisting of 2 peaks at ~644nm and ~653nm.173 To probe the nature 

of the emission we performed second order auto-correlation measurements on the emission 

peak, and obtained g(2)(0) < 0.5, confirming the quantum nature of the emission, inset Figure 

3.27c. While SPEs are easily located within corresponding (001) Ni grains, we were unable to 

locate any narrow emission peaks resembling hBN SPEs in either (101) or (111) Ni grains 

within the entire 125x125µm scan area in Figure 3.27b.  

To directly visualize the grain dependent incorporation of SPEs and to evaluate the 

density of SPEs in (001) grains we additionally performed wide-field imaging, as shown in 

figure 3.27d. The imaged area corresponds to the white dashed area in figure 3.27a. Each 

localized emission center is attributed to an SPE. These results confirm the high density of 

SPEs incorporated in (001) Ni grains, while SPE are not observed on alternative grain 

orientations. Figure 3.28 displays six additional areas where both EBSD mapping and wide-

Figure 3.28—Wide-field imaging of different sample locations. a-f all display an area 
mapped by EBSD and a corresponding wide-field image of the same location. Note refer to 
Figure 3.27 for the relationship between EBSD color and grain orientation. 
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field image were performed on the same areas. In each case regions of the sample displaying 

various grain orientations lying adjacent to (001) grains were selected, accentuating the SPE 

incorporation dynamics. In each example, (001) oriented grains display a high density of point 

defect-like emission centers, while (111) and (101) grains show no observable localized 

emission centers.  

Interestingly, in grains which are predominantly (111) oriented, but rotated slightly 

towards the (012) or (112) directions, we observe incorporation of some SPEs but at a reduced 

density and brightness to those located on adjacent (001) grains. For instance, in Figure 3.28b 

 
Figure 3.29. SEM imaging of area characterized in Figure 3.27. a. EBSD Mapping of the 
area analyzed. b. Color scale of the corresponding map in a. c. Low magnification SEM 
image of the entire area. d. SEM image of the area marked with a black box in panel a&c. 
e. Magnified SEM image of the area marked in purple in panel d. f. Magnified SEM image 
of the area marked in teal in panel d. g. SEM image of the area marked with a double lined 
black box in panel a&c. h. Magnified SEM image of the area marked in red in panel g. i. 
Magnified SEM image of the area marked in blue in panel h. j. SEM image of the area 
marked with a dashed black box in panel a&c. k. Magnified SEM image of the area marked 
in green in panel j. l. Magnified SEM image of the area marked in purple in panel k. 
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near the bottom where the reddish-pink tinted area—suggesting a (001) grain rotated towards 

the (112) direction—shows evidence of SPE incorporation. Additionally, in Figure 3.28c we 

observe a similar trend in the orange-colored region, suggesting (001) grain tilted towards the 

(012) direction. Importantly, grains which are fully (012) or (112) oriented at the surface show 

no incorporated SPEs, like the (111) or (101) grains. This observation further highlights the 

unique role of growth on (001) oriented Ni grains during CVD growth to incorporate SPEs, 

and qualitatively supports a diffusion related hypothesis comprising the key mechanistic 

underpinning of grain dependent SPE incorporation. 

One potential explanation for these observations is grain dependent variations in the 

surface structure or roughness of differently oriented Ni grains. To probe this, we performed 

both AFM mapping of the hBN on Ni as well as SEM imaging to probe for nanoscale structural 

differences between the grain orientations. SEM imaging reveals clear differences in the 

nanoscale structure across the grain types, specifically that (111) and (101) grains display a 

ridged wave like surface pattern, while (001) grains display a tiled appearance, with the 

respective patterns occurring within a single crystal grain, Figure 3.29. By correlating these 

images with wide-field PL maps taken from the same areas we can likely rule out the 

nanostructure of the Ni surface as being primarily responsible for our observations, Figure 

3.30. 

Surface roughness measured with AFM showing various grains orientations, Figure 

3.31. We find that (001) grains in general display the smoothest surfaces, as expected from the 

SEM analysis, yet even rough grains with a predominantly (001) orientation at the surface 

Figure 3.30—SEM imaging of area characterized in Figure S4a. a. EBSD mapping of 
the grain orientation of the characterized region. b. Wide-field imaging of the 
characterized region. c. SEM imaging of the characterized region. 
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display highly efficient SPE incorporation. These findings are inconsistent with a hypothesis 

linking the surface roughness to the incorporation of SPEs. 

To summarize, despite variations in nanoscale surface structure it remains an 

inconsistent explanation for observed grain dependent of SPE incorporation. First, our AFM 

analysis on Ni suggests that the surface roughness is not as significant as it may appear from 

the SEM images alone, while grain dependent Raman analysis suggest a relatively 

homogeneous hBN thickness between the (001) and (101) grains despite the observed 

variations in surface structure. Similarly, when comparing the (101) and (111) grains, which 

display similar surface nanostructures, Raman measurements suggest very different growth 

kinetics and hBN material quality. These results suggest that the nanoscale surface structure 

plays a relatively minor role in determining the growth kinetics and more importantly in SPE 

incorporation. As a result, we can quite reliably discount surface structure and/or roughness as 

a dominant feature in SPE incorporation during growth. 

Figure 3.31—AFM of hBN on Ni foil. a. EBSD map of the analyzed area of hBN grown 
on Ni. b. AFM map of the same area. Colored boxes show data collection areas for c-e, and 
dashed colored lines correspond to data collection areas for f-i. c-e. Histogram of pixel 
heights for the collection areas outlined in corresponding colors in panel b. f-i. Line height 
traces for the 4 color coded dashed lines in panel b. j. Wide-field imaging for the area boxed 
in white in panels a&b. 
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Having precluded surface roughness and nanoscale surface texture as the origin of 

selective incorporation of SPEs on Ni (001) grains, we reflect on the current understanding of 

the growth mechanism of hBN on Ni. It has been well documented that interactions between 

the metallic catalyst and the precursor are of critical importance to the growth process,245, 246, 

270 while interactions between the substrate and the as-grown hBN film can also influence the 

properties of the first hBN layer.123, 271  It has previously been postulated that variations in the 

surface energy,267 or the sticking coefficient of the precursor compounds,126 on different Ni 

grain orientations is responsible for the observed growth rate dependencies. However, more 

recent work has confirmed that the role of diffusion and segregation of precursor species within 

the Ni catalyst also play a central role.269 Boron in particular is known to readily diffuse through 

bulk Ni at high temperatures, effecting hBN growth,272 while both Ni self-diffusion and 

impurity diffusion (B, N, etc.) are tied to vacancy generation and mobility within the nickel 

bulk catalyst.273, 274  In fact, at temperatures near that used during growth in this study (1030˚C), 

the diffusivity of atoms both within the bulk and as near surface impurities in nickel is highest 

on the (001) plane.275-277 

It is also pertinent to consider the role of impurity atom diffusion, such as carbon and 

oxygen. In fact, interstitial carbon atoms in Ni have been shown to alter the kinetics and hBN 

growth process during CVD,278 and carbon has also been utilized to aid in the decomposition 

of ammonia borane on the nickel surface.279 Importantly, this decomposition process is thought 

to proceed through a boron oxide intermediate which prevents sub-surface diffusion into the 

Ni by B and N species. 279 More generally surface oxidation is also known to be of critical 

importance for the CVD growth of 2D materials.280 To probe experimentally the degree of 

surface oxidation for individual Ni grains we performed an annealing process of the Ni foil, 

identical to that used prior to growth, but instead of performing hBN growth we instead 

analyzed the pre-growth surface oxidation levels on individual Ni grains by correlating EBSD 

mapping with elemental mapping via energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDS). We 

observed that the concentration of oxygen on (001) grains is significantly reduced compared 

to those on (101) or (001) grains, suggesting that diffusion will be enhanced on (001) Ni grains, 

Figure 3.32. This is direct evidence that even prior to introducing the hBN precursor into the 

growth chamber that variations in the surface chemistry and the relative concentration of 

impurity atoms across the different grain orientations exists. The lower concentration of 

oxygen in the (001) grains is expected to influence the diffusion kinetics of B, N, and even 

impurities like C within the Ni substrate during growth, as both near surface and bulk impurities 

are known to be critical for the resulting material growth.278, 281 Furthermore, previous studies 
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have demonstrated that modifying catalyst diffusion effects can control both the density and 

emission energies of hBN SPEs during CVD growth on copper.86 

As a result, we propose that grain-dependent variations in atomic diffusion processes 

provide the most straightforward interpretation of the selective incorporation of SPEs on Ni 

(001) grains. The consequences of the proposed mechanism are twofold. The first is through 

modified feeding rates of B and N to the surface, a parameter known to influence the formation 

energies of atomic defects.198 The second is via the incorporation dynamics of heteroatom 

impurities such as carbon, which has recently been linked to SPEs in hBN.265, 282 Our 

interpretation is strengthened by noting that while grain dependent diffusion effects are also 

observed in CVD of hBN on Cu, they are relatively minor in comparison to Ni showing 

negligible variations in the observed growth kinetics.283 This is consistent with previous reports 

demonstrating that SPEs are incorporated homogeneously across various Cu grain types,161 

suggesting grain based diffusion variations are not significant enough to affect SPE 

incorporation on Cu.  

Having established the grain dependent incorporation of SPEs on Ni (001), we explore 

in further depth their optical properties. Figure 3.33a displays a histogram of ZPL energies for 

84 separate SPEs localized on Ni (001). Emitter ZPLs are found to be clustered around 580 

nm, with ~87% <600nm, in agreement with previous studies on SPEs in CVD grown hBN 

materials.161, 179 The inset for Figure 3.33a shows a typical stability trace for a Ni (001) emitter 

at an excitation power of 300µW, demonstrating a stable emission rate despite the nanoscale 

Figure 3.32—Evaluating grain dependent surface oxidation before growth. a. EBSD 
mapping of the area of interest. b. SEM image of the area of interest. c. EDS mapping of 
relative Oxygen content in the area of interest. d. EDS mapping of relative nickel content in 
the area of interest. e. EDS mapping of relative carbon content in the area of interest. 
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dimensions of the film (~10 nm). This stability is notably in contrast to previous studies on 

CVD hBN growth on a range of metal foils, including copper, which displayed a high affinity 

for blinking and bleaching.145, 161, 179, 192 

Next, we compare the overall intensity of the emitters grown on Ni and Cu foils. Figure 

3.33b (bottom panel) plots the emission intensities of 10 representative SPEs characterized on 

Ni (001) grains (blue) contrasted with 10 SPEs grown on Cu foil (red). To confirm that 

differences in the collection efficiency from Cu and Ni were not substantial, we performed 

laser reflection experiments from multiple spots on both annealed Cu and Ni, and well as from 

each metal with hBN grown on top, finding no significant effect on observed reflection 

efficiency. Each sample was grown under otherwise identical growth conditions, and their 

brightness compared by evaluating the fitted spectrometer counts under equivalent excitation 

conditions (300µW, 10sec acquisition). Brightness was evaluated via spectral comparison (as 

opposed to photon counting) to reduce the potential contribution of varying background 

emission rates between the samples. To ensure spectrometer collection efficiency did not 

influence the findings, only SPEs with a ZPL at 580 ± 10 nm were analyzed. SPEs incorporated 

on Ni (001) display an average ~2.5-fold enhancement in emission compared to those on 

copper (dashed lines Figure 3.33b). The enhancement fluorescence of SPEs on Ni (001) planes 

is likely the result of favorable environmental influences—such as a decreased in the 

prevalence of nearby charge traps or additional point defects—as quantum efficiency and 

brightness are known to vary even locally,83, 204 however, the exact mechanism responsible for 

emission rate fluctuations in hBN SPEs remains unknown. Figure 3.33b (top panel) displays 

Figure 3.33. Optical properties of hBN SPEs incorporated on Ni (001) grains. a. 
Histogram plotting the ZPL positions of 84 analyzed SPEs on Ni (001) grains, with a 5nm 
bin width. The emission lines are clustered around 580nm. The inset shows a representative 
stability trace from an SPE at 300µW b. The lower panel is a scatter plot comparing the 
relative brightness of 10 representative SPEs on Ni (001) grains (blue triangles) and on Cu 
(red triangles). Dashed lines indicate the average count rates for each set of 10 SPEs. The 
upper panel records the brightest SPEs observed from Ni (001) grains, which are separated 
due to their higher relative brightness.  
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the three brightest emitters characterized on Ni (001) grains, the brightest of which displayed 

a fluorescence signal roughly 10x the average SPE observed on Ni (001) with an estimated 

count rate of ~7.6*106 cps, Figure 3.34. The extreme brightness of this particular SPE 

highlights the potential for ultra-bright emission centers fabricated via bottom-up growth. The 

origin of these extremely bright SPEs is not entirely clear, however, previous works showing 

the hybridization of hBN at the hBN/Ni interface provides an intriguing potential answer.271 

To further investigate the level structure of SPEs incorporated on Ni (001) grains, we 

probed the intensity dependence of second order auto-correlation measurements on a hBN SPE 

incorporated on Ni (001), at two different time scales. Figure 3.35a displays the g(2)(τ) curves 

for an hBN SPE on Ni (001) with varying excitation power. Bunching at short delay time is 

seen to increase substantially as the excitation power incident on the SPE is raised. This trend 

is indicative of the occupation of a meta-stable state exhibiting a power dependent shelving 

behavior, leading to enhanced bunching at short delay times (1-100 ns) with increasing 

excitation power.  

Previously, SPEs displaying such characteristics have been well described with an 

expanded three-level model,284-286 which is depicted schematically in Figure 3.36. In such a 

model, K12 and K21 are the rate coefficients for excitation from the ground to excited state, and 

the relaxation from the excited to ground state respectively.284 K23 describes the rate coefficient 

corresponding to the transition from the excited to meta-stable state. The nature of available 

meta-stable states in hBN is not known definitively and could be the result of a change in spin 

multiplicity (e.g., transition from a singlet to triplet state), transition to states that cannot be 

excited optically due to selection rules, or due to a change in the charge state of the defect. 

When the system occupies a meta-stable state, no photons are detected from the system. 

Figure 3.34: Extremely Bright Emitter on Ni (001). a. Spectrum of the brightest emission 
center characterized on Ni (001). The inset displays the corresponding g(2)(𝜏) measurement. 
Both were collected at an excitation power of 50 µW, 532 nm. b. Spectrum of the same SPE 
at 50 µW (red) and 300 µW (blue), displayed as their relative spectrometer counts summed 
over a 10 sec acquisition, showing a 6.1-fold enhancement in the observed signal. Inset 
displays the same spectral traces but normalized. c. Relative brightness of SPE as measured 
at 50 µW and estimated at 300 µW based on the enhancement observed in the recorded 
spectrum. 
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Finally, the two rate coefficients are required to describe the relaxation from the occupied meta-

stable state to the ground state, one being intensity independent (denoted K31), while the other 

displays a saturation type behavior (denoted K031). The saturation like behavior of the rate 

coefficient K031 leads to the intensity dependent bunching changes observed in Figure 3.35a. 

To further probe the bunching dynamics of the SPE at longer time scales, Figure 3.35b 

displays the extended autocorrelation measurements of the same emitter utilizing an identical 

excitation power series. We make two important observations. Firstly, in the extended second 

order autocorrelation measurements, probing correlations at intermediate time scales (~0.1-10 

µs), each measurement was best fit with a double exponential function, suggesting PL 

contributions from two metastable states. Secondly, as the excitation power increases, the 

contribution of the longer-lived metastable state (~2-4 µs) systematically decreases, while the 

population of the shorter-lived metastable state (~0.1-0.4 µs) increases. The variations in 

relative occupation rates of each state with excitation power suggest both contain power 

Figure 3.35—Power Dependent Second Order Autocorrelations. a. Power dependent 
g(2)(τ) curves for a Ni (001) SPE, showing an increase in bunching with increasing 
excitation power (532nm). b. Power dependent extended auto-correlation function for the 
emitter in b, revealing a decrease and an increase in population of states at ~2-4 µs and 
~0.1-0.4 µs, respectively, with excitation power. 

Figure 3.36—Expanded 3-Level model. The ground, excited, meta-stable, and intensity 
dependent shelving states are numbered as 1,2,3 and 4 respectively. The rate coefficients 
for the corresponding transitions are listed next to the arrow detailing the associated 
transition. 
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dependent rate coefficients. Our results indicate at least three independent meta-stable states 

can be populated during optical excitation of hBN SPEs grown on Ni (001), with each 

displaying an intensity dependent behavior, and operating on different time scales. The nature 

of the meta-stable states can be further understood by looking at variations in the photon count 

rates, otherwise known as blinking, and performing auto- and cross- correlation experiments 

for the metastable states being occupied. Further correlation experiments should be undertaken 

in the future as they have previously been successful in obtaining critical information about the 

defects, their charge states, the surrounding material environment, to better understand the 

relative bunching observed.287-289 

 

3.3.5. Conclusions 
In summary, we have demonstrated that hBN SPEs grown on polycrystalline Ni foil 

are incorporated preferentially in hBN on Ni (001) grains. We propose that the origin of the 

effect is variations in the diffusion and subsequent supply of atomic species during growth, a 

parameter known to vary with the grain orientation of the Ni catalyst. Intriguingly, controlling 

these diffusion effects on a nanometer scale could enable spatially controlled SPE 

incorporation during growth. These emitters display an enhanced fluorescence intensity 

(~2.5x) compared to those incorporated during hBN growth on Cu, with select SPEs on Ni 

(001) displaying an emission intensity 10x greater than average.  
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4 
Identifying Carbon as the Source of Visible Single-

Photon Emission from Hexagonal Boron Nitride 

_________________________________________ 
 
This chapter focuses on investigation of the potential structural nature of the defects 

responsible for single photon emission in the visible region in hBN. To investigate this 

problem, we collaborated with groups around the work who specialized in various types of 

hBN growth techniques, specifically those techniques which could systematically dope the 

resulting hBN films with carbon during growth. We observed that there is a direct link between 

SPE emission and carbon incorporation, suggesting the defects responsible for SPE emission 

are carbon based. Furthermore, we demonstrate that fabrication of dense SPE ensembles in 

hBN for the first time and demonstrate room-temperature ODMR on these samples. We 

supplement these bottom-up approaches with ion implantation experiments demonstrating the 

SPEs are created with carbon implantation, but not with alternative ions. Finally, we perform 

extensive electronic structure calculations, and identify a good structural candidate to explain 

the emission, the VBCN- defect. 

This work was published in Nature Materials in 2020[80].80 I am the first author of this 

work, and my contributions involved all optical characterization, as well as analysis of the 

results, and writing the manuscript. Materials growth and electronic structure calculations were 

done by collaborators. Some parts of the text in this section are reproduced from the published 

manuscript.80  
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4.1.  Abstract 
Single photon emitters (SPEs) in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) have garnered 

significant attention over the last few years due to their superior optical properties. However, 

despite the vast range of experimental results and theoretical calculations, the defect structure 

responsible for the observed emission has remained elusive. Here, by controlling the 

incorporation of impurities into hBN via various bottom-up synthesis methods and directly 

through ion implantation we provide direct evidence that the visible SPEs are carbon related. 

Room temperature optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) is demonstrated on 

ensembles of these defects. We perform ion implantation experiments and confirm that only 

carbon implantation creates SPEs in the visible spectral range. Computational analysis of the 

simplest 12 carbon-containing defect species suggest the negatively charged VBCN- defect as a 

viable candidate and predict that out-of-plane deformations make the defect environmentally 

sensitive. Our results resolve a long-standing debate about the origin of single emitters at the 

visible range in hBN and will be key to the deterministic engineering of these defects for 

quantum photonic devices. 

 

4.2. Introduction 
Single defects in solids have become some of the most promising frontrunner hardware 

constituents of applications in quantum information technologies and integrated quantum 

photonics.4 Significant effort has been devoted to isolate and deterministically engineer such 

defects in wide bandgap materials such as diamond and silicon carbide.290, 291 This collective 

effort resulted in spectacular proof of principle demonstrations ranging from quantum networks 

to spin-photon interfaces, 291 while simultaneously and steadily leading to understanding the 

fundamental level structures of these defects. 

Recently, hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) has emerged as a promising host material for 

defects which display ultra-bright single photon emission (SPE)94, 162, 186, 292, 293. They exhibit 

remarkable properties: a strong response to applied strain and electric fields (Stark shifts),160, 

294, 295 stability under high pressure and elevated temperatures,78, 158 potential for resonant 

excitation above cryogenic temperatures,85, 87, 167 and addressability via spin-selective optical 

transitions.111, 165 Yet, despite the numerous experimental characterizations and in-depth 

theoretical attempts to model their possible crystalline structure,152, 186, 189, 204, 296-299 the nature 

of these defects remains unknown.  
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Part of the challenge stems from standard hBN bulk crystal synthesis via high pressure 

high temperature not being amenable to the deterministic control of impurity incorporation. 

This is aggravated by the induced impurities often segregating and forming regions of 

inhomogeneous defect concentration.209 In addition, the two-dimensional, layered nature of 

hBN makes ion implantation difficult to control. These limitations have precluded identifying 

the exact origin of the single photon emission in the material.  

Here, we address this problem by carrying out a detailed study surveying various hBN 

samples grown in different laboratories by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and 

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). We find compelling evidence that to observe 

photoluminescence from SPEs the inclusion of carbon atoms in hBN is required. By 

systematically growing samples with different carbon concentrations, we show that the carbon 

content determines whether the photoluminescence signal originates from an ensemble of 

emitters (high carbon concentration) or isolated defects (low carbon concentration). Defect 

ensembles are demonstrated to display room temperature optically detected magnetic 

resonance (ODMR). We carry out multi-species ion-implantation experiments on both 

MOVPE films and exfoliated hBN, showing that only carbon implantation creates SPEs and 

that the density of emitters scales directly with the implantation dose of carbon. Our results are 

supported by rigorous modelling analysis of carbon related defects. 

 

4.3. Methods 

 

4.3.1. hBN Fabrication 

 

4.3.1.1. Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy  
hBN layers were grown on commercially available 2” sapphire substrates using metal 

organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE), as described in.114 Triethyl boron (TEB) and ammonia 

were used as the boron and nitrogen precursors, respectively, while hydrogen was the carrier 

gas. The precursors were introduced into the reactor as short alternating pulses, in order to 

minimize parasitic reactions between TEB and ammonia. hBN growth was carried out at a 

reduced pressure of 85 mBar and the growth temperature was set to 1350˚C. In the present 

study, the TEB flux was varied from 10 µmol/min to 60 µmol/min to study the effect on carbon 

incorporation on sub-bandgap luminescence from the hBN films. For ion implantation, PL and 
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SPE measurements, cm-sized hBN films were transferred from sapphire on to SiO2/Si 

substrates, using water-assisted self-delamination.114 Thickness of the hBN films was also 

measured using atomic force microscopy, as shown in the supplementary information. X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy was used for determining the impurity levels in the as-grown 

MOVPE-hBN films, as shown in the supplementary information. A gentle etching using Ar 

beam was performed in-situ to remove adventitious carbon and impurities from the surface; all 

spectra were collected from the bulk of hBN films. 

 

4.3.1.2. Molecular Beam Epitaxy 
BN epilayers were grown using a custom-designed Veeco GENxplor MBE system 

capable of achieving growth temperatures as high as 1850 °C under ultra-high vacuum 

conditions, on rotating substrates with diameters of up to 3 inches. Details of the MBE growth 

have been previously published.115  In all our studies, we relied on thermocouple readings to 

measure the growth temperature of the substrate. For all samples discussed in the current paper 

the growth temperature was in the range 1250–1390 oC. We used a high-temperature Knudsen 

effusion cell (Veeco) or electron beam evaporator (Dr. Eberl MBE-Komponenten GmbH) for 

evaporation of boron. High-purity (5 N) elemental boron contains the natural mixture of 11B 

and 10B isotopes. To contain boron in the e-beam evaporator we used boron nitride and vitreous 

carbon crucibles. We used a conventional Veeco RF plasma source to provide the active 

nitrogen flux. The hBN epilayers were grown using a fixed RF power of 550 W and a nitrogen 

(N2) flow rate of 2 sccm. We used 10 × 10 mm2 (0001) sapphire and on- and 8o-off oriented 

Si-face SiC substrates. Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) provided the 

thickness of the hBN layers. 

 

4.3.1.3. Graphene to hBN conversion 
The conversion takes place in a graphite crucible. A HOPG crystal is placed in the 

center of the crucible on a separate graphite holder. Small holes in the stage holding the HOPG 

allow vapors from the boron-oxide powder, placed at the bottom of the crucible, to flow to the 

HOPG crystal. A radio frequency induction furnace is then heated to 2000 ˚C, and N2 gas is 

introduced as the nitrogen precursor. A central tube mixing the nitrogen gas with the boron-

oxide vapor pre-mixes the precursors prior to arriving at the HOPG crystal. Further details can 

be found here.300 
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4.3.2. Materials characterization 
Raman Spectroscopy: Raman spectroscopy measurements were carried out on an In-

Via confocal Raman (Renishaw) system using a 633-nm excitation source. Calibration of the 

Spectrometer was carried out using a Si substrate to 520 cm-1. The peaks were then fitted to a 

Lorentzian line profile, from which the corresponding peak center position and full width at 

half maximum (FWHM) were extracted. Samples were analyzed after transfer to SiO2. 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM): The thickness of the hBN films transferred on to 

SiO2/Si substrates was measured using tapping mode AFM (ScanAsyst-Air, MultiMode 8, 

Bruker). The AFM scan was performed at the film boundary to facilitate thickness 

measurement across the step-edge. 

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS): Quantitative impurity levels in the as grown 

MOVPE hBN were evaluated using XPS (ESCALAB 250Xi, Thermo Scientific). A gentle 

etching with an Ar beam was done to remove adventitious surface carbon prior to measurement 

to obtain best results. 

 

4.3.3. Ion Implantation 
Ion implantation was carried out on 40 nm-thick MOVPE-hBN films, grown using a 

TEB flux of 10 µmol/min. For this, the hBN films were first transferred on to SiO2/Si 

substrates. A copper grid with a square mesh (GCu300, ProSciTech) was used as the 

implantation mask. Carbon, silicon, and oxygen were separately implanted into the hBN films. 

During implantation, the ion energy and fluence were 10 keV and 1013 ion/cm2, respectively. 

 

4.3.4. Optical characterization 
Confocal Microscopy: PL experiments were performed with a lab-built scanning 

confocal microscope utilizing a continuous wave (CW) 532-nm laser excitation source (Gem 

532, Laser Quantum Ltd.). The CW pump laser was passed through a 532 nm line filter and a 

half-waveplate before focusing onto the sample with a high numerical aperture objective 

(100×, NA = 0.9, Nikon). A fast-steering X−Y steering mirror (FSM-300) was used for 

scanning. Light emission was filtered through a 532-nm dichroic mirror (532 nm laser 

BrightLine, Semrock), with an additional 568-nm long pass filter (Semrock) to fully remove 

laser light. The sample emission was then collected through a graded-index multimode fiber 

with an aperture of 62.5 μm, and subsequently directed to a spectrometer (Acton Spectra Pro, 
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Princeton Instrument Inc.) or to two avalanche photodiodes (Excelitas Technologies) in a 

Hanbury Brown and Twiss configuration for spectroscopy and photon counting measurements, 

respectively. Time-correlated single photon counting was performed via a (PicoHarp 300, 

PicoQuant). All g(2)(τ) measurements were analyzed and fit without background correction, 

and without additional spectral filtering. 

ODMR: The ODMR spectra were measured with a confocal microscope setup. A 100× 

objective (Olympus MPLN100X) was used to focus a 532-nm laser (LaserQuantum opus 532) 

onto the sample and collect the PL signal. The PL signal is collected back through a 650-nm 

short-pass dichroic mirror for separation from scattered laser light. Additionally, a 532nm and 

550nm long-pass filter were used before the PL was detected by a silicon avalanche photodiode 

(Thorlabs APD440A) to filter out the laser light. The microwave field was applied through a 

signal generator-plus-amplifier system (Stanford Research Systems SG384 + VectaWave 

VBA1000-18 Amplifier); the sample was placed on a 0.5-mm-wide copper stripline. In order 

to detect the ODMR signal (i.e. the relative ∆PL/PL contrast) by lock-in technique (Signal 

Recovery 7230), the microwaves were driven with an on-off modulation. The resonant 

condition was changed with the external magnetic field by mounting a permanent magnet 

below the sample. 

 

4.3.5. Electronic Structure calculations 
Many innovative approaches are used in order to model defects with large 3D spatial 

deformations, as described in detail in Supplementary Information. The core elements are the 

use of Gaussian-16* to perform TD-DFT calculations within a Quantum Mechanics/Molecular 

Mechanics (QM/MM) model utilizing CAM-B3LYP and an AMBER h-BN force field fitted 

to mimic CAM-B3LYP.  Spectra are simulated with the Huang-Rhys model based on 

analytically obtained second-derivatives for both ground and excited states. 

 

* Frisch, M. J. et al. Gaussian 16 Revision C.01.  (Gaussian Inc., Wallingford, CT, 2016).  

 

Further details of the methods employed for electronic structure calculations can be 

found in the supplementary material section of Ref [80].80  
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4.4 Results and Discussion 

 

4.4.1.  Experimental results 

 

4.4.1.1. Optical Properties of Carbon Doped hBN 

Table 4.1 summarizes the materials analyzed. They are epitaxial hBN samples grown 

by different methods and under various conditions. The rationale was to understand whether 

the single defects are intrinsic to hBN (e.g. substitutional or interstitial nitrogen or boron 

complexes) or they involve foreign atoms (e.g. carbon). We investigated hBN samples grown 

by four methods. 1) Metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) with varying flow rates of 

the precursor triethyl boron (TEB)—a parameter known to systematically alter the levels of 

incorporated carbon. 2) High temperature molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on sapphire with and 

without a source of carbon. 3) High-temperature MBE on SiC with a varying orientation of the 

Si face to explore the possibility of carbon incorporation occurring from the substrate. 4) 

Growth by the conversion of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) into hBN. Note, that 

in the current work we focus on bottom up growth of hBN as it offers an opportunity for large 

Table 4.1—Epitaxial hBN Samples with Varying Carbon Concentrations. The 9 different 
hBN sample types used in the study, their growth methods, SPE characteristics, and 
shorthand names used for each sample type are defined. Color coding correlates with the 
growth methods. See methods for additional  synthetic details. 
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(centimeter) scale films of desired thickness (down to ~1 nm), as well as better control over 

the inclusions of impurities.  

We first explore the photoluminescence (PL) from a series of hBN samples grown by 

MOVPE114 as the triethyl boron (TEB) flow rate is increased and the ammonia flow is kept 

constant shown in Figure 4.1a. The aim of this measurement is to engineer an ensemble of hBN 

emitters, and to compare their properties with isolated SPEs grown using the same growth 

technique. A region of the TEB 10 (µmol/min) sample with the lowest percentage of carbon 

shows negligible fluorescence. Increasing the flow rate to TEB 20 is accompanied by the 

appearance of a bright fluorescence signal with two clear peaks appearing at ~585 nm and ~635 

nm. Further increasing the flow rate to TEB 30 and 60 provides a similarly structured PL 

signature, with higher fluorescence intensity, confirming that higher PL intensity directly 

Figure 4.1—Photoluminescence from MOVPE hBN Samples. a. MOVPE hBN grown with 
increasing flow rates of triethyl borane (TEB). As TEB flow increases, the fluorescence of SPE 
ensembles increases. b. Percentage of B-C bonding with increasing TEB flow evaluated by 
XPS. c.  Percentage of N-C bonding with increasing TEB flow evaluated by XPS. d. Room 
temperature ODMR displayed as relative contrast, spin-dependent variation in 
photoluminescence (∆PL/PL), observed from the ~585 nm ensemble emission of MOPVE hBN 
(TEB 60) at applied fields of 19, 24, and 29 mT respectively. e. Spectrum of a representative 
SPE found in MOVPE hBN TEB 10. Inset displays the corresponding autocorrelation 
measurements from the spectrum. 
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correlates with higher TEB flux. Moderate fluctuations in the peak positions, and intensity ratio 

of the 585 nm and 635 nm peaks at different sample locations are consistent with emission 

from dense ensembles of hBN emitters. This also confirms previous findings showing that hBN 

emitters possess zero-phonon line (ZPL) wavelengths clustered at ~585 nm when the sample 

is grown epitaxially.161, 179  

Given the broad nature of the emission observed from MOVPE samples with triethyl 

boron (TEB) flow rates above 10 µmol/min, it is important to confirm the behavior of the 

photoluminescence is consistent with that of an ensemble of single photon emitters. We find 

several characteristics confirming this hypothesis. For example, the position of the ZPL lines 

changes slightly for different confocal spots, there are minor variations in the intensity of the 

ZPL and PSB on the scale of seconds in a single spot, consistent with certain emitters blinking 

on and off. Critically, the linewidth of the ensemble emission is consistent with the observed 

distribution of ZPL lines found from single emitters in the MOVPE hBN (TEB 10) sample, 

shown in Figure 4.6. Furthermore, the separation between the ZPL and LO1&2 modes, which 

comprise the typical first order phonon sideband in hBN, show the expected energetic 

separation known in the literature.163, 173 Figure 4.2a, demonstrates that in particular confocal 

spots we can resolve the individual LO phonon modes, with energetic separations of ~161 meV 

Figure 4.2—MOVPE hBN ensemble ZPL to PSB separation. a. An ensemble spectrum 
taken from MOVPE hBN (TEB 30) showing energy separation between the ensemble of 
ZPLs to the resolved phonon sidebands. The detuning from the ZPL centroid at 2.122 eV to 
the LO1 phonon mode at 1.961 eV is 161 meV. While the detuning from the ZPL to the LO2 
mode at 1.927 eV is 195 meV. b. An ensemble spectrum taken from a different confocal spot 
of the MOVPE hBN (TEB 30) sample where both the first and second order PSBs can be 
observed. The ZPL ensemble centroid is positioned at 2.116 eV, and the first PSB (which 
appears as a single peak due to the convolution of the LO1 and LO2 modes) is centered at 
1.937 eV, a detuning of 179 meV. Additionally, a dimmer broad peak can be observed at 
lower energy spanning from roughly 1.789 eV to 1.725 eV, corresponding to the second 
order phonon modes which are comprised of three independent emissions, 2LO1, LO1+LO2, 
and 2LO2. 
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and ~195 meV from the ZPL to the LO1 and LO2 phonon respectively. As seen in Figure 4.2b, 

other confocal spots clearly display the 2nd order phonon modes as well. The 2nd order PSB 

is comprised of the three individual peaks, the 2LO1, LO1+LO2, and 2LO2 modes, found at 

ZPL energy detuning values of ~330 meV, ~360 meV, and ~390 meV respectively.163, 173 

Consistent with this distribution we find the resolvable 2nd order PSB to span ~64 meV, and 

first appearing at ~327 meV downfield from the ZPL. 

XPS was performed on bulk samples with ~40 nm to estimate the levels of carbon 

incorporated in the hBN films during MOVPE growth. Figure 4.3 displays the C1s XPS data 

collected from the MOVPE hBN samples with varying TEB flow rates. There are three primary 

peaks occurring the C1s portion of the spectra: 

1. The peak at ~283.0eV is attributed to C-B bonds.114, 301 

2. The peak at ~284.4eV is attributed to C-C bonds. 114, 301 

3. The peak at ~285.5eV is attributed to N-C bonds. 114, 302, 303 

Adventitious surface carbon appears in the XPS spectra as C-C bonding. Importantly, 

the rate of C-C bonding remains approximately consistent across the samples, suggesting that 

the C-C contribution is the result of adventitious carbon sources, and not incorporated within 

the hBN material itself. The B-C and N-C bonding contributions are attributed to bonding 

within the hBN itself. Both B-C and B-N bonding increase with TEB flow.  Figure 4.1b(c) 

Figure 4.3—XPS C1s Spectra from MOVPE hBN TEB series- MOVPE hBN Samples with 
increasing TEB flow. a. MOVPE hBN (TEB 10). b. MOVPE hBN (TEB 20). c. MOVPE hBN (TEB 
30). d. MOVPE hBN (TEB 60).  
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demonstrate a near linear correlation between C-B (C-N) bonding and increasing TEB flux, 

with C-B bonding being roughly an order of magnitude more prevalent than C-N bonding. The 

reason for the much higher value of B-C bonding relative to N-C bonding is attributed to 

preexisting B-C bonds in the boron precursor, and the nature of the flow modulation growth.114 

Meaning that during hBN growth, the precursors –triethyl borane (TEB) and ammonia 

(NH3)—are not pushed into the reactor chamber simultaneously. They are introduced as short 

alternating pulses. TEB pulse is 1 sec and NH3 pulse if 3 sec. Accordingly, when TEB is 

pulsed, there is no ammonia flow, so boron atoms will occupy hBN lattice sites. During the 

NH3 pulses most of the carbon containing ethyl groups are removed as volatile impurities, but 

a small fraction of carbon can also be incorporated into hBN as an impurity. As TEB flow rate 

increases, the volatilization of carbon is not completed during the ammonia pulse sequence, 

and more carbon is incorporated into the hBN lattice directly. 

Quantifying the relative percentages of B-C and B-N bonding for the series of MOVPE 

films additionally permits a direct comparison of the measured carbon content (B-C + N-C 

bonds) to the observed fluorescence intensity from carbon ensembles. Figure S4 shows the 

average intensity of ensemble emission vs. the combined percentage of C-B and C-N bonding. 

confirming a near perfectly linear trend for TEB 10, 20, 30. We attribute the slight deviation 

from this trend (i.e. a decrease in PL signal) observed for the TEB 60 sample to increased 

disorder in the material—which has been reported to quench photoemission from SPEs due to 

Figure 4.4—PL intensity of MOVPE hBN with increasing TEB flow vs the B-C +B-N 
Bonding %. The intensity of the ZPL peak from each MOVPE sample (as plotted in figure 
1a) is plotted against the bonding percentage of C-B + C-N as determined by XPS. For TEB 
10,20,30 we see an almost perfectly linear trend. For TEB 60 we observe a slightly reduced 
intensity increase. 
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non-radiative decay pathways.304 It should be noted that previous structural analysis of hBN 

samples synthesized with increasing TEB flow rates concluded that the layered nature of the 

material is preserved, which confirms the material is C-doped hBN rather than a hybrid BNC 

material.114 As a result of the fact that PL intensity of the resulting ensemble emission displays 

a linear correlation with carbon concentration, Figure 4.4, based on these results, we advance 

that the SPE emission at ~580 nm in hBN is likely to originate from a carbon-related defect 

complex. 

Figure 4.1d shows the ODMR spectra recorded from the TEB 60 ensemble. The highly 

symmetric shape of the signal does not reveal a structure that would allow a clear assignment 

to a specific intrinsic or extrinsic defect. However, it is clearly a spin-carrying defect, likely 

with a spin state higher than S=1/2. By varying the static magnetic field B, we measure 

resonances at ~523, ~668.5 and ~815.4 MHz for B = 19, 24 and 29 mT, respectively. To 

determine the ge value of ODMR resonance observed, yet without knowledge of the spin state 

or nuclear coupling of the observed ODMR resonance, we fit the data with the generalized 

equation: 

∆E=µB*g*B       (Eq 4.1) 

Where E is the observed ODMR resonance frequency, µB is the Bohr magneton, and B is 

the applied magnetic field. Figure 4.1d displays the observed ODMR contrast as a function of 

the resonant frequency when varying the external magnetic field. To extract the value for ge, 

we fit the data with equation 4.1, extracting a ge value of 2.09, Figure 4.5a. We did not observe 

a zero-field splitting, evidence of a second transition frequency, or hyperfine splitting in our 

measurements. As a result, these results do not allow us to be conclusive about the multiplicity 

of the spin sublevels we are probing, as our observation may be consistent with either a S=½ 

or S≥½ system with a small ground state splitting.  

When comparing our room-temperature ODMR results from ensembles emitting at 

~580 nm to that recently found at low temperature for a single or few peaks with a primary 

ZPL at ~727 nm, we find remarkable similarities.165 Both display a single resonant peak again 

consistent with either a S=½ or S≥½ system with a small zero-field splitting. The peak width 

is narrow, as low as ~30–35 MHz, and a lack of observed hyperfine splitting. These similarities 

may point to a single structural origin of the visible region SPE emission which ranges from 

~550-800 nm. 

Finally, we investigated the temperature dependence of the OMDR resonance linewidth 

from the MOVPE (TEB 60) sample. In some color centers like the silicon vacancy in silicon 

carbide the ODMR linewidth decreases with temperature because the linewidth of the 
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resonance can be fully described given the spin coherence time of the defect, which increases 

with decreasing temperature.305 In such a case the linewidth is the inverse to the coherence 

time. Figure 4.5b displays the temperature dependence of the ODMR resonance observed in 

our sample, where no narrowing of the resonance is observed upon cooling. This observation 

is important, suggesting that the resonance is not governed simply by the coherence time. As 

mentioned in the previous demonstration of ODMR from hBN SPEs in the visible region, 165 

a D value within the line width is likely, which would display a temperature dependent 

behavior. As a result, the most likely broadening mechanism at play is the dipole-dipole 

coupling, i.e. by hyperfine interactions with nearby nuclei. 

We next employ a lab-built confocal PL setup with a 532 nm excitation source, to study 

in detail the TEB 10 sample. The level of carbon doping is such that we can isolate single 

quantum emitters; a representative spectrum for one such emitter is shown in Figure 4.1e. The 

quantum nature of the emission was confirmed by measuring the second order auto-correlation 

function; the value of g(2)(τ = 0) < 0.5 (Figure 4.1e inset) is conventionally attributed to a single 

photon source with sub-Poissonian emission statistics. We measured the zero-phonon line 

(ZPL) wavelength of 77 SPEs in the MOVPE hBN (TEB 10) sample, finding that ~78% of the 

emitters are located at (585 ± 10) nm, and 95% at wavelengths < 600 nm (Figure 4.2a).161, 179 

This histogram is reminiscent to that observed previously from CVD hBN grown on copper 

using ammonia borane as a precursor, reproduced in Figure 4.2b from ref [161].161 Such a 

clustering of emission lines in this region has also been reported for CVD hBN grown on 

platinum foil using a borazine precursor.179 As a result we can classify the clustering of 

Figure 4.5—Room temperature ODMR (TEB 60). a. ODMR resonance frequencies as a 
function of applied magnetic field, extracted from figure 4.1e. The data points are fit with 
equation 4.1 and yield an extracted g value of ~ 2.09. b. ODMR from the highly carbon 
doped MOVPE (TEB 60) sample at four temperatures between 295-13 K. A similar FWHM 
of the resonance suggests the broadening is dominated by unresolved hyperfine 
interactions. 

a b 
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emission lines near 585 nm as an emergent feature during bottom up growth of hBN despite 

using different growth techniques, precursors, and growth surfaces. Further understanding of 

this phenomenon would greatly aid the deterministic fabrication hBN SPEs during growth. 

The typical line shape of these emitters at room temperature is also consistent with 

previous studies,163, 173 including the ZPL and a PSB centered at ~177 meV from the ZPL 

energy. This suggests that when the carbon concentration is sufficiently low, individual 

quantum emitters can be isolated. Their optical properties and spectral distribution are 

consistent with those observed in samples with higher carbon doping, with the difference 

merely being due to the density of emitters.  

To further confirm that carbon-based defects are responsible for SPE emission from 

hBN we analyze a series of hBN samples grown by a different method, high-temperature 

MBE.115, 266 Figure 4.7a displays the PL spectrum observed from undoped MBE hBN grown 

on sapphire substrate. The resulting PL signal was relatively low; no SPEs could be found 

despite the material being of good quality as shown by a clear hBN E2g Raman line. However, 

when the elemental boron source was placed inside a carbon crucible—with otherwise identical 

growth conditions—we observed the appearance of sharp spectral lines, shown in Figure 4.7b. 

The carbon crucible used for e-beam evaporation of the boron shows clear signs of sidewall 

etching, which suggests that carbon was present in the gas phase during growth.  

Figure 4.6—Histograms of ZPL positions from various epitaxial sources. a. 77 SPEs 
characterized in MOVPE hBN (TEB 10) display ZPLs clustered around 585±10 nm. b. 248 
SPEs characterized from CVD hBN on copper display ZPLs clustered around 580±10 nm, 
reproduced from Ref[161]. c. 65 SPEs characterized in carbon doped MBE hBN on sapphire 
display ZPLs ranging across the visible spectrum. d. 26 SPEs characterized in undoped MBE 
hBN on silicon carbide displaying ZPLs ranging across the visible spectrum. 
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The carbon doped MBE growth resulted in a high density of emitters such that we could 

not isolate at single sites. We instead probed the polarization dependence of particular emission 

peaks by placing a fixed polarizer in the collection path and rotating a half-wave plate. Figure 

4.7c shows one such collection, where emission from a ZPL at ~577 nm is linearly polarized, 

with the PL intensity dropping to the background level when the polarizer is perpendicular to 

the polarization direction of the probed emitter. Additionally, we recorded the ZPL locations 

of 65 different emitters from the carbon doped MBE hBN on sapphire, Figure 4.6c. The ZPL 

wavelength spectral distribution of the samples grown by MBE is approximately ~31% <600 

nm, ~55% in the 600–700 nm range, and ~14% >700 nm. This lies in stark contrast to the ZPLs 

observed in the CVD and MOVPE samples discussed above and for which ~95% of the ZPL 

wavelengths is <600 nm. 

We next explored MBE growth of hBN on silicon carbide (SiC), investigating different 

crystal orientations: specifically, with the top Si face-on (0˚) and slightly off (8˚). 

Representative spectra from both sample types (Si at 0˚ and at 8˚) are displayed in Figure 2d. 

When growth was performed with the Si face at 0˚, only a single SPE peak was located across 

a 40 µm2 scan. In contrast, when the Si face is oriented at 8˚ we again find a high density of 

SPE incorporation. We attribute the incorporation of these SPEs during hBN growth on SiC to 

carbon diffusion from the substrate. At the growth temperature of 1390˚C, some sublimation 

Figure 4.7—Photoluminescence from MBE and HOPG Conversion hBN Samples. a. 
Undoped MBE hBN on sapphire displays no SPEs. b. Carbon doped MBE hBN on sapphire 
displaying a number of isolated peaks spanning the visible range. Typically, many SPEs are 
found within the laser excitation spot. c. Polarization resolved photoluminescence of a 
single peak in carbon doped MBE hBN on sapphire (b), demonstrating the polarized nature 
of the emission. d. Undoped MBE hBN on silicon carbide, with the Si face oriented at 0˚ 
(blue) and 8˚ off (red). While growth of the Si 0˚ face SiC shows no SPEs, growth on the Si 
8˚-off face incorporates SPEs via diffusion of C from the substrate. e. Raman spectra of the 
HOPG to hBN conversion sample. f. Converted hBN displays an SPE ensemble emission 
centered around ~585 nm. 
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of Si from the surface of the SiC substrates is expected, with the subsequent formation of an 

extra carbon layer on the surface of SiC.115, 306 While these temperatures are sufficient to 

sublime Si, they are not sufficient to evaporate C from the SiC surface.115 Interestingly, C 

incorporation into hBN appears significantly enhanced when the Si face is oriented 8˚ out of 

plane. The observed dependence of SPE incorporation during MBE growth further supports 

the role of carbon in the origin of hBN SPEs in the visible spectral range. 

The incorporated SPEs from the MBE hBN on SiC (Si 8˚) sample display a similar ZPL 

distribution to the carbon doped MBE hBN on sapphire, Figure 4.6d. Specifically, 26 measured 

ZPL lines were distributed across the visible range as follows: 35% <600 nm, 46% in the range 

600–700 nm, and 19% >700 nm. This suggests that in contrast to many previous studies of 

bottom-up hBN growth, where clustering of ZPLs is typically observed, MBE performed at 

these conditions yields a more random ZPL distribution, which is observed on multiple growth 

substrates, and at different growth temperatures. A possible explanation is that in the MOVPE 

samples only one type of carbon-based defect is formed while in the MBE sample different 

defects do form. Critically, the observation of the extended energy range of ZPL occurrences 

in the MBE sample (appearing only in the presence of carbon) hints that the entire range of 

visible SPEs may be due to carbon-related defects: either multiple defects (e.g. carbon-related 

complexes) or a single structural defect with variations in the ZPL energy due to local strain 

and Stark effects.157, 159 Regardless of the interpretation of one or many defects, future studies 

involving a detailed comparison of the material properties of carbon doped MBE films to that 

of MOVPE or CVD films, may shed light on what dictates the natural occurrences of ZPL 

positions during bottom up growth. 

Finally, we analyze a third technique for hBN growth, the conversion of HOPG to hBN, 

known to yield high quality porous hBN.300 Conversion was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy 

(Figure 4.7e).307 The conversion from graphite, proceeding via atomic substitutions, provides 

a high availability of carbon for incorporation as defects in the resulting hBN. Figure 4.7f 

displays a typical PL spectrum from the sample. We observe a bright SPE ensemble, displaying 

a structured emission profile with ZPL and PSB peaks displaying similar transition energies as 

observed for high carbon MOVPE ensembles. 

 

4.4.1.2. Ion Implantation 
We now turn our attention to using ion implantation for defect creation, in an attempt 

to confirm the role of carbon. We performed a series of implantation experiments (dose: 1013 
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ions/cm-2, energy 10 keV) with carbon as well as silicon and oxygen used as controls to rule 

out the possibility for the photoemission to be due to native vacancy defects. First, we 

implanted MOVPE (TEB 10) samples which were 40 nm thick.  

Figure 4.8a shows the confocal scan of the TEB 10 sample after carbon implantation, 

but prior to annealing, where a TEM grid with 50 µm2 square apertures was used as a mask. 

The implanted region is labelled I, while the masked region is labelled II. Figure 4.8b displays 

spectra collected from emitters within the implanted region (I), and a representative g(2)(τ = 0) 

< 0.5, confirming the quantum nature of the emission from these centers. Figure 3c displays a 

Figure 4.8—MOVPE hBN (TEB 10) Samples Implanted with Carbon. Implantations were 
done at a dose of 1013 ions/cm2 and an energy of 10 keV, using a TEM grid with 50 µm2 
square apertures as a mask. a. Confocal scan of carbon implanted sample, where square 
areas marked (I) were implanted, and those marked (II) were masked. b. Spectra from 
implanted areas (I) display narrow ZPLs with almost no PSB and are attributed to emitters 
created via implantation. A representative g(2)(𝜏) is shown to the right. c. Spectra and g(2)(𝜏) 
from the masked area (II) display borderer ZPLs, and prominent PSBs. d. Confocal scan of 
the carbon implanted sample, post annealing, where areas marked (I) and (II) were 
implanted, while area (III) was masked. e. A representative spectra and g(2)(𝜏) from area 
(I), showing an ensemble of hBN emitters, and a corresponding g(2)(𝜏) measurement 
showing no dip as expected for ensemble emission. f. A representative spectra and g(2)(𝜏) 
from area (II) showing evidence of quantum emission but with significant spectral 
contributions from nearby SPEs resulting in a g(2)(𝜏) value of ~ 0.75. g. A representative 
spectra and g(2)(𝜏) from the masked area (III) post annealing showing a well-resolved SPE 
and PSB and a g(2)(𝜏) confirming a single emission center. 
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representative emitter from the masked region (II), showing the typical line shape of the ZPL 

and the PSB peaks found in TEB 10 films, with the corresponding g(2)(τ = 0) shown to the right.  

Inside the C-implanted region, most emitters (~ 80%) display narrow ZPL peaks (~5 

nm FWHM) and extremely weak PSBs, compared to the typical ZPL/PSB found in these TEB 

10 films. The remaining ~20% of SPEs within the implanted region display similar line shapes 

and phonon coupling to those for the emitter in figure 4.8c and are attributed to preexisting 

SPEs in the region. Our results indicate that the sharp emission lines belong to SPEs created 

via implantation of C ions.  

The findings are intriguing as the emission lines occur in roughly the same position as the 

typical ZPL for SPE created during growth. However, what significantly differentiates these 

SPEs, is they display extremely narrow emission lines, with very little coupling to longitudinal 

optical (LO) phonon modes. 

Figure 4.9 displays twelve selected SPEs from as-grown MOVPE hBN (TEB 10), 

shown in blue, and from carbon implanted MOVPE hBN (TEB 10) prior to annealing, shown 

in red. As it can be seen the linewidth, represented as the FWHM of the single Lorentzian ZPL 

fit, is significantly reduced for the emitters created via ion implantation. These emitters display 

a ZPL linewidth of ~5 nm on average, and a minimum of ~2.5 nm. Conversely, those found in 

the as-grown samples show a minimum FWHM of ~8 nm and an average value of ~20 nm, or 

nearly 4-fold broader on average. We also note while the comparison is made for only 12 

emitters each, of 77 analyzed SPEs in the as grown sample, the FWHM of ~8 nm is the lowest 

measured. The variation in the linewidth, as well as the lack of LO coupling allow us to 

confidently assert that these particular emitters are those created via the ion implantation 

process.  

Figure 4.9—ZPL FWHM comparison of SPEs located inside the C implanted region to 
as-grown single photon emitters in MOVPE hBN (TEB 10). Blue triangles correspond to 
SPEs analyzed from as-grown MOVPE hBN (TEB 10). Red triangles correspond to SPEs 
located within the C implanted region of the same sample. 
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To analyze in further detail the spectrum of these emitters, we selected the emitter 

displayed in Figure 4.8b with a mint green color. Figure 4.10a displays the spectrum for this 

particular emitter. Figure 4.10b displays the corresponding 3 Lorentzian fits utilized 

corresponding to the ZPL in green, the low energy longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons in 

purple, and the LO phonons in pink. hBN SPEs are known to couple strongly to 2 LA modes 

and 2 LO modes,163, 173 however, each phonon subset is only modelled by a single Lorentzian 

in our analysis as the separate modes are not resolved. Comparing the integrated peak 

intensities, we are able to roughly evaluate that ~57% of the photons are emitted through the 

ZPL, ~37% are emitted the low energy LA phonon sidebands, and only ~6% are emitted 

through the LO phonon modes. Figure 4.10c displays a zoomed region around the ZPL, a 

demonstrating the good fit to experiment obtained by modelling only a single LA mode. From 

this we can extract a ZPL centroid position of 578.1 nm and a FWHM of 3.5 nm. 

While it is not uncommon to observe relatively narrower ZPL lines and lower phonon 

coupling for visible region hBN SPEs with energy transitions <1.8 eV (~689 nm), it is far less 

common to observe such features for emission around 2.1eV as we see here.91 Furthermore, 

epitaxially grown hBN is typically of lower material quality than exfoliated flakes and has been 

shown to display broadened linewidths as a result. All these features make the narrow line 

shape of these centers very easy to distinguish, making the conclusion that those SPEs with 

narrow lines are those created upon implantation a relatively straightforward conclusion. This 

interpretation is reinforced by the fact that these narrow lines are not observed for either Si or 

Figure 4.10—Narrow SPE created by C implantation. a. Spectrum of narrow SPE created 
by carbon implantation. b. 3 single Lorentzian fits modelling the ZPL, coupling to low 
energy LA phonons, and coupling to LO phonon modes. c. Zoomed region of the ZPL and 
LA phonon modes, and the corresponding fit to the experimental signal. 
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O implantation, meaning the lines are unlikely to arise from vacancy generation or the 

activating pre-existing defect centers. 

 To further confirm the narrow emission lines, result from the same structural defect 

despite their quite different bandshape, we performed a detailed photophysical analysis of one 

such SPE found in carbon implanted MOVPE at a fluence of 1*1013 ions/cm2 prior to 

annealing. The goal of this set of experiments was to identify if the photophysical 

characteristics of the emission center were consistent with well-known properties of hBN SPEs 

in the visible spectral region. Such properties include their stability,78 a short-excited state 

lifetime of a few ns,91 at least two long live metastable states which show a power dependent 

behavior,261 and the potential for the misalignment of the excitation and emission dipoles.162  

Figure 4.11—Photophysical characterization of SPE created by carbon implantation. 
This particular emitter was characterized in a MOVPE hBN sample implanted with 
carbon at a fluence of 1013ions/cm2 prior to annealing. a. Typical spectrum of an emitter 
created via ion implantation, showing a sharp ZPL centered at ~585 nm with a minimal 
phonon side-band. The inset displays a stability trace of the SPE over two minutes, 
recorded at 500µW. b. Time resolved spectrum of the SPE, showing no observable 
spectral diffusion. c. Lifetime of the SPE recorded using a 512 nm diode with a repetition 
of 20 MHz. Fit with a single exponential we can extract a lifetime of ~1.02 ns. d. g(2)(0) 
measurements at 200 and 500 µW, both displaying values <0.5 confirming single photon 
emission, as displaying no apparent bunching at short delay times. e. Extended 
autocorrelation measurements probing time scales of  >1*10-7 s, fit with a double 
exponential function suggesting the presence of two meta stable states. f. Measurement 
of the excitation (~135˚) and emission dipole (~80˚) of the SPE showing a ~55˚ mismatch 
between the excitation and emission dipole. 
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Figure 4.11a displays the spectrum of the investigated SPE showing a sharp ZPL and 

very minimal coupling to LO phonon modes. The inset displays a stability trace taken at 500 

µW excitation power with a 532 nm source, showing stable emission. Figure 4.11b displays a 

time resolved spectral acquisition showing little to no spectral diffusion was observed. Figure 

4.11c displays the lifetime measurement for the SPE taken with a 512 nm pulsed laser at a 

repetition rate of 20 MHz. By fitting with a single exponential decay we obtain a good fit and 

extract as excited state lifetime of ~1 ns. Which this is quite fast for hBN SPEs, it is certainly 

within the expected range of decay times, typically 2-6 ns.162  Figure 4.11d displays the g(2)(0) 

measurement for the SPE at two excitation powers of 200 and 500 µW. Interestingly, any 

bunching at short delay times was not observed, which is relatively rare for hBN SPEs. 

However, Figure S17e displays the extended 2nd order autocorrelation measurement probing 

longer time delays and is this case we do observe some bunching of the order microseconds. 

In both cases the curves were best fit with a double exponential function, suggesting the 

presence of two meta-stable states. Additionally, as the pumping power was increased for the 

measurement we observed a decrease in the relative bunching, a feature which has previously 

been observed for hBN SPEs.  

Figure 4.11f displays the excitation and emission dipole orientation for the SPE 

displaying a clear misalignment between the orientation of the respective dipoles. The 

excitation dipole is oriented at ~135˚, while the emission dipole is oriented at ~80˚, 

representing a rotation of ~55˚ between the two dipoles, which has previously been suggested 

as evidence of multiple excited states in the defect structure.160, 162  It has also been suggested 

that phonon assisted Stokes excitation via the LO modes—which is the most efficient off-

resonant excitation mechanism for these defects54—is the most accurate predictor for whether 

the excitation and emission dipoles will be misaligned and also the most efficient excitation 

method for hBN SPEs.162 However, in this case this does not appear to be likely as the detuning 

from excitation to emission is ~200meV which is within the detuning expected to comprise the 

LO assisted emission region. The extremely small coupling to the LO modes evident in the 

spectrum of the SPE may explain this discrepancy. 

Despite the narrow linewidths observed for these particular defects created via carbon 

implantation, all the measured photophysical properties of the carbon implantation created 

sharp ZPLs are in line with that expected from hBN SPEs in the visible spectral region. Among 

those measured, the misalignment of the excitation and emission dipoles provides the strongest 

evidence, as it is a quite unique photophysical properties for hBN SPEs in the visible region,162 

and not common in other solid state color centers, a strong indication that the narrow SPEs 
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created by C implantation are indeed of the same structural origin as their counterparts with 

broader ZPLs and more significant coupling to bulk hBN phonon modes. The variations in line 

shape and phonon coupling across hBN defects emitting in the visible region are discussed via 

computational modelling further below. 

The samples were then annealed in high vacuum (1000 ˚C, <10-6 Torr, 2 hours), and the 

same set of measurements was performed. As shown in figure 4.8d, the implanted regions are 

still visible, they however show variations in PL intensity. This effect is likely due to ion 

scattering around the mask edges and vacancy diffusion—which have been observed for 

implantation in diamond.308 The PL spectra from three different areas are shown in figure 4.8e–

f, and correspond to (I) the implanted region of high PL intensity, (II) the implanted region of 

lower PL intensity, and (III) the masked region of the film. 

Figure 4.8e displays a representative spectrum from inside region I, where we found 

broad emission similar to those observed in the high TEB flux growths. This emission is 

confirmed to be due to an ensemble of SPEs as the corresponding g(2)(𝜏) measurements show 

no anti-bunching despite the associated ZPL/PSB structure. A similar spectral signature is 

observed consistently throughout region (I), again implying the creation of an ensemble of C-

based SPEs. Figure 4.8f displays a representative spectrum from the implanted region II, where 

we again observe luminescence with a similar line shape. The overall ensemble signal remains 

homogeneous in this region, although appears less dense and bright, and the g(2)(𝜏) 

measurement shows a value of ~0.75, confirming the presence of fewer emitters within a 

confocal spot. Note that in both implanted areas (I and II) we no longer find the narrow 

emission lines with low phonon coupling found prior to annealing. Finally, Figure 4.8g displays 

a representative spectrum from region III (masked area), showing a typical ZPL and PSB 

profile with a g(2)(0) < 0.5. 

It is quite common for solid state defect systems composed of impurity atoms, such as 

the group IV color centers in diamond, 51, 309 that post-implantation annealing is required to 

increase the yield of SPEs created upon implantation, to heal the damage to the lattice during 

ion implantation as well as provide sufficient energy for interstitial atoms and vacancies to be 

mobile. However, native vacancies such as the silicon vacancy and divacancy in silicon 

carbide,310 and the boron vacancy in hBN177 do not typically require post-growth annealing as 

these native defects can be formed directly through displacing lattice atoms. We also note, that 

indeed impurity based SPEs in silicon carbide do however require post-growth annealing,311 

so the need for post implantation annealing further supports the hypothesis of a impurity based 

SPE being responsible for the observed emission, in this case carbon. 
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In addition to the carbon implantation detailed in Figure 4.8, we performed identical 

implantation experiments with oxygen and silicon. As with carbon implantation, for both Si 

and O the implanted regions display an increased intensity prior to annealing. Figure 4.12a 

displays the typical spectrum from the implanted region of the oxygen-irradiated samples, prior 

to annealing. Only two notable spectral features are observed, the silicon Raman line from the 

underlying substrate, and a broad peak spanning over the spectral range ~720–820 nm. Note 

that the peak artifacts above 800 nm are due to the optics used in our confocal setup which are 

optimized for the visible region. Recent work has identified this broad emission at ~820 nm as 

the negatively charged boron vacancy (VB–).111 Importantly, the observation of the VB– 

emission spectra which is relatively strong and homogeneously distributed throughout the 

implanted region, confirms a high degree of vacancy creation upon implantation, consistent 

with our SRIM simulations, see below. No evidence of sharp emission lines similar to that 

from carbon implantation are found, and almost no SPEs were located within the 50-µm2 area, 

suggesting that potentially pre-existing SPEs were largely destroyed by oxygen implantation.  

Figure 4.12b displays the typical spectrum observed from the oxygen implanted area 

after high temperature annealing. The implanted region displays a broad signal centered at 

~630nm and shows no evidence of the ensemble emission at ~585 nm observed with high 

carbon doping during growths or carbon implantation. Additionally, the lack of a PSB or other 

Figure 4.12—MOVPE hBN (TEB 10) Samples Implanted with Oxygen and Silicon. 
Implantations were done at a dose of 1013 cm-2 and an energy of 10 keV, using a TEM grid with 50 
µm2 apertures as a mask. a. Typical spectra observed in the oxygen-implanted region pre-annealing, 
showing only background emission the VB

- peak ~ 800 nm are observed. b. Characteristic spectrum 
from oxygen implanted region post annealing, with the only spectral signature observed is a broad 
peak at ~ 630 nm. c. Typical spectra observed in the silicon-implanted region pre-annealing, 
showing only background emission the VB

- peak ~ 800 nm are observed. d. Characteristic spectrum 
from silicon implanted region post annealing, with the only spectral signature observed is a broad 
peak at ~ 630 nm. 
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features consistent with an ensemble of hBN SPEs allows us to exclude that this emission may 

originate from an ensemble of the carbon-based SPEs centered at ~630 nm. The silicon 

implanted MOVPE hBN (TEB 10) samples display nearly identical fluorescence properties 

within the implanted regions as the oxygen implanted samples. Figures 4.12c and 4.12d display 

the results for before and after annealing, with similar formation of (VB–) before annealing and 

broad emission in the visible spectral region after. 

Given the high concentration of VB- created during implantation with Si and O, we 

simulated the vacancy creation for all ion types using SRIM. Figure 4.13 displays the Monte 

Carlo simulations utilizing the Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) software. We 

note that for interpreting these results, it is important to consider the utilized ion implantation 

dose of ~1013 is the equivalent of 1 incident ion/10nm2 at the top hBN monolayer. For all plots 

the ion values are reported in concentration/cm3. The simulations were run for 50,000 incident 

ions into hBN. Figure 4.13a displays the average stopping depth for each implanted species, 

demonstrating that the relative doping concentration in a 40 nm film (400 Å) increases with 

the size of the implanted ions. While 100% of the implanted Si ions and ~93% of the implanted 

O ions stop within the 40 nm hBN film, only ~72% of the carbon atoms are stopped within the 

hBN film.  

Figure 4.13—Monte Carlo Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) simulations of 
ion implantation experiments. All simulations were performed for 50,000 incident ions and 
the values reported are listed in ions/cm3. a. Simulated average stopping depths of different 
ion species implanted into hBN. b. Simulated nitrogen vacancy creation by implantation 
depth for different ion species. c. Simulated boron vacancy creation by implantation depth 
for different ion species. d. A plot of total vacancies, and B&N vacancies per incident ion 
for different ion species. 
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Figure 4.13b&c display the simulated nitrogen and boron vacancy creation per incident 

ion. As expected from the average ion stopping depths, the vacancy creation of larger ions 

tends to take place at shallower depths than their lighter counterparts. Figure 4.13d displays 

the total vacancies and respective B and N vacancies per incident ion. It is clear that heavier 

ions create more vacancies. We finally note that the suggested vacancy creation simulations 

are based on an amorphous hBN material, and likely exaggerate the actual vacancy creation. 

Despite this, the high degree of vacancy creation is confirmed by the observation of 

homogeneous boron vacancy creation as evidenced in Figure 4.14.  

To further quantify the degree of vacancy formation suggested in the simulations, we 

compared the intensity of VB- for each ion species implanted, summarized in Figure 4.14. The 

importance of quantifying the intensity and formation of the boron vacancy in our implantation 

experiments is two-fold. First, and rather obviously the creation of native vacancies is enhanced 

as the atomic size of the ion is increased from C (Figure 4.14a) to O (Figure 4.14b) to Si (Figure 

4.14c), and second to rule out that native vacancy formation can in any way explain the positive 

results of SPE creation for carbon implantation. Note Figure 4.14a-e is all performed on 

Figure 4.14—Boron vacancy formation from ion implantation. a-e are all recorded from 
MOVPE implanted hBN samples. a. Carbon implanted MOVPE (TEB 10) hBN at a fluence 
of 1*1013 ions/cm2prior to high temperature annealing. b. Oxygen implanted MOVPE (TEB 
10) hBN at a fluence of 1*1013 prior to high temperature annealing. c. Silicon implanted 
MOVPE (TEB 10) hBN at a fluence of 1*1013 ions/cm2 prior to high temperature annealing. 
d. Comparison of implanted MOVPE (TEB 10) hBN for different ions at a fluence of 1*1013 
prior to high temperature annealing. Each spectrum was normalized according to the Si 
implanted sample. e. Comparison of the intensity of VB- emission for varying carbon 
implantation doses of 1*1011 to 1*1014 ions/cm2. f. Comparison of the intensity of VB- 
emission between exfoliated and MOVPE samples at an implantation dose of 1*1014 
ions/cm2, showing the enhanced emission intensity in MOVPE samples of nearly a factor of 
5. Both spectra were normalized to MOVPE implanted sample. 
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MOVPE (TEB 10) hBN. Figure 4.14d plots the intensity of VB- emission for the different ions 

all at an implantation fluence of 1*1013, normalized to the spectrum from the Si implanted 

sample. This is predicted in our SRIM simulations and is important as it suggests that native 

vacancy formation cannot explain our results, as in such a case the density of SPE creation 

should increase similar to the intensity of the VB- emission.  

Figure 4.14e also displays the increasing intensity of the emission for only carbon 

implanted samples from fluences of 1*1011 to 1*1014 ions/cm2. Finally, and most interestingly 

we see a large emission enhancement of the VB- emission at the same dose of carbon 

implantation between the MOVPE and exfoliates hBN samples, Figure 4.14f. We see an almost 

5x enhancement in the emission intensity which is most likely the result of the stabilization of 

created boron vacancies in the negative charge state, potentially the result of the carbon 

background present even in the low carbon MOVPE (TEB 10). This also offers a potential 

explanation for why the creation of VBCN- centers is so much more efficient in the MOVPE 

hBN materials upon implantation, as created VBCN- defects may be stabilized in their 

associated negatively charged states. 

 Next, to further study SPE formation via ion implantation we performed dose 

dependent experiments with carbon fluences over the range 1×1011-1014 ions/cm2, while 

oxygen and silicon implantation at 1×1013 ions/cm2 served as a control. Both MOVPE (TEB 

10) hBN and exfoliated pristine hBN flakes (HQ Graphene) were used. The samples were 

analyzed via wide field imaging, allowing for the direct visualization of the resulting SPE 

density. 

Figure 4.15a shows representative images from the exfoliated hBN flakes before and 

after annealing. The results demonstrate unambiguously that emitter creation scales with the 

dose of carbon implantation in both cases, which directly confirms the creation of SPEs. Only 

a few emitters are formed pre-annealing, even at higher doses, but a direct correlation between 

SPE formation and implantation fluence is clear post-annealing.  

Figure 4.15b shows a direct comparison for carbon, oxygen, and silicon ion 

implantations at a dose of 1×1013 ions/cm2. For the MOVPE samples implanted with oxygen 

and silicon we observe a similar SPE density to pristine TEB 10, while carbon implantation 

significantly increases the density. This is because all ions create vacancies which is indicative 

of them being involved along carbon in the defect structure. In the exfoliated samples, only 

carbon implantation results in the direct formation of single emitters at a high density.  
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Figure 4.15c shows two spectra recorded from the localized emission spots in the 

carbon implanted exfoliated samples, before and after annealing. Green and red circles in 

Figure 4.15a mark the position of the recorded spectra in each case. We next explore wide-

field imaging and spectral characterization for exfoliated and MOVPE hBN in more detail. 

Figure 4.15—Wide field Imaging of Ion Implanted MOVPE and Exfoliated hBN. Scale bars in 
each case are 2 µm. a. Exfoliated hBN samples for a series of carbon implanted samples with 
increasing fluences from 1011-1014 ions/cm2. The samples were analyzed before and after annealing 
in high vacuum (1000 ˚C, <10-6 Torr, 2 hours). Isolated bright spots (corresponding to SPEs) 
increase with the dose of carbon implantation. b. MOVPE (TEB 10) and exfoliated hBN samples 
implanted with carbon oxygen and silicon implanted samples at a fluence of 1013 ions/cm2. For both 
material types SPE density is not increased by O and Si implantation but increases upon C 
implantation. c. Spectra from carbon implanted exfoliated hBN before and after annealing. Red and 
green circles in panel a identify the position in which the spectrum was recorded. 
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Figure 4.16 shows the widefield images for MOVPE hBN implanted samples while 

also displaying a typical spectrum from each. Figure 4.16a shows the un-implanted reference 

sample, in which present emitters tend to show very broad ZPL lines, and strong coupling to 

the LO1&LO2 phonon modes as is typical from MOVPE SPEs which are created during 

growth. Figure 4.16b-e displays a representative spectrum located for the implanted samples 

at varying carbon fluences. In each case they display noticeably sharper ZPLs, which are 

attributed to those created during the implantation, similar to Figure 4.16b. Figure 4.16f-j 

displays the wide field images corresponding to the carbon implantation dose series of MOVPE 

(TEB 10) hBN after high temperature annealing (1000˚C, 2 hours, <1*10-6 mbar) with the 

associated representative spectrum in each case. Predominantly sharp emission lines give way 

Figure 4.16— Wide-field imaging and spectral analysis of MOVPE hBN implanted with carbon. 
The scale bar in each is 2 µm. a. Un-implanted MOVPE hBN reference sample. b. MOVPE hBN 
implanted with carbon at a fluence of 1*1011ions/cm2. c. MOVPE hBN implanted with carbon at a 
fluence of 1*1012ions/cm2. d. MOVPE hBN implanted with carbon at a fluence of 1*1013ions/cm2. e. 
MOVPE hBN implanted with carbon at a fluence of 1*1014ions/cm2. f-j samples were annealed at 
1000˚C for 2 hours under vacuum (<1*106mbar). f. Un-implanted MOVPE hBN reference sample. 
g. MOVPE hBN implanted with carbon at a fluence of 1*1011ions/cm2. h. MOVPE hBN implanted 
with carbon at a fluence of 1*1012ions/cm2. i. MOVPE hBN implanted with carbon at a fluence of 
1*1013ions/cm2. j. MOVPE hBN implanted with carbon at a fluence of 1*1014ions/cm2. 
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to SPEs showing a much stronger coupling to bulk LO phonon modes. As the implantation 

dose increases the isolated emission centers apparent in the wide field transition to a much 

denser emission pattern, and the associated spectra for each can be seen to similarly transition 

from single isolated SPEs to an ensemble of a few SPEs per laser spot. 

Next, we analyzed the typical spectra associated with the wide field images displayed 

in Figure 4.15 for high-purity exfoliated hBN. Figure 4.17 displays a representative spectrum 

observed from each respective implantation fluence corresponding to the associated wide field 

image. For the un-implanted sample, we were unable to locate any SPEs in the confocal scan, 

and the spectrum in Figure 4.17a shows a typical weak background emission as well as the 

clearly resolvable hBN Raman peak, shown here centered at ~574 nm (as expected for 532 nm 

Figure 4.17—Wide-field imaging and spectral analysis of exfoliated hBN implanted with carbon 
prior to annealing. The scale bar in each is 2 µm. a. Un-implanted exfoliated hBN reference sample. 
b. Exfoliated hBN implanted with carbon at a fluence of 1*1011ions/cm2. c. Exfoliated hBN implanted 
with carbon at a fluence of 1*1012ions/cm2. d. Exfoliated hBN implanted with carbon at a fluence of 
1*1013ions/cm2. e. Exfoliated hBN implanted with carbon at a fluence of 1*1014ions/cm2. f-j samples 
were annealed at 1000˚C for 2 hours under vacuum (<1*106mbar). f. Un-implanted MOVPE hBN 
reference sample. g. MOVPE hBN implanted with carbon at a fluence of 1*1011ions/cm2. h. MOVPE 
hBN implanted with carbon at a fluence of 1*1012ions/cm2. i. MOVPE hBN implanted with carbon 
at a fluence of 1*1013ions/cm2. j. MOVPE hBN implanted with carbon at a fluence of 1*1014ions/cm2. 
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excitation). Figure 4.17b-e display similarly representative spectra from each sample. Similar 

to the SPEs characterized upon carbon implantation of MOVPE prior to implantation we 

observe sharp ZPL lines in each, and very little coupling to LO phonon modes. The observation 

of these sharp ZPL lines upon carbon implantation of multiple material types supports our 

hypothesis that these defects are those created during implantation.  

Figure 4.17f-j displays the typical spectrum observed post annealing. We see very few 

bright defects created in the flat regions of the exfoliated flake upon annealing. The associated 

spectrum again displays the hBN Raman signature at ~574 nm, as well as the Raman signal 

from the underlying Si substrate. Figure 4.17g-j displays the carbon implanted samples with 

increasing dose post-annealing. In each case, we find localized SPEs showing typically broad 

emission lines and increased phonon coupling compared to their pre-anneal counterparts, 

similar to that observed for implantation into the MOVPE samples. 

Now we compare SPE creation via carbon implantation between exfoliated and 

MOVPE hBN types. Under nominally identical conditions both hBN materials show 

correlations between SPE creation with implant dose both before and after annealing, and sharp 

ZPL lines prior to annealing which appear broadened after annealing. It is also evident that the 

density of SPEs created appear to be higher in the case of the MOVPE hBN films as compared 

to the exfoliated hBN. The reason for this is not entirely clear but suggests that the efficiency 

of implanted ions to create SPEs is at least somewhat correlated to the initial hBN material 

type, potentially stacking configurations and initial defect concentrations play a key role. These 

results suggest that implantation into MOVPE is more effective in creating SPEs on a per ion 

basis, requiring lower doses, however, the MOVPE material already hosts SPEs making the 

implantation process not entirely necessary. On the other hand, for exfoliated hBN flakes, 

which typically host a relatively low dose of SPEs creation via implantation is more logical yet 

requires quite high implantation doses to observe moderate density of created SPEs, suggesting 

a very low yield of SPE creation per implanted ion.  

Considering the implantation results, we briefly consider a potential ancillary role of 

carbon.  This could occur through the stabilization or charge state modification of alternative 

defects, as well as modification of the material Fermi level. Critically, our implantation results 

allow us to rule out these possibilities. The creation of SPEs prior to annealing with C 

implantation only (i.e. not with Si and O implantation), despite clear evidence of increased 

vacancy creation excludes the secondary role of carbon as that of simply activating native 

vacancy complexes. Furthermore, complex native defects (e. g. VNNB) or non-carbon 

heteroatom impurities involving O and Si are similarly inconsistent with our results. Note also 
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that the dose dependent implantation experiments conclusively demonstrate that the density of 

created SPEs scales with the fluence of C ions in high purity hBN materials. 

 

4.4.2.  Electronic Structure Calculations 

To gain further insight into the structure of the carbon defect, we searched for defect 

transitions from which the observed photoemission could originate (see Ref[80] for extensive 

details). Four main defect candidates were considered: CB, CN, VNCB, and VBCN (Figure 4.18a-

d) in their neutral, negative (-1), and positive (+1) charged states. Two spin manifolds were 

considered for each (either singlet and triplet or else doublet and quartet), and at least ten 

excited states of each type. Figure 4.18e displays the 3-ring, 1-layer and 3-layer, model for 

VBCN-. 

Given the large number of possible defect candidates considered, we proceeded by 

eliminating unsuitable ones by benchmarking our calculations to known experimental 

properties. We focused on three well established experimental features of the SPEs, a ZPL 

energy transition  of ~ 2.1 eV,161, 179 a fast excited state lifetime of ~2-6 ns, 162 and a high 

quantum efficiency.83 Accordingly, computational results were filtered to reproduce first, a 

lowest-energy transition of 1.6 – 2.6 eV (based on the expected worst-case computational error, 

calibrated for this method to be ±0.5 eV),298 and second, an oscillator strength exceeding 0.1, 

compatible with the observed short photoluminescence lifetime and high quantum yield. Few 

defects have lowest transition energies in this range, and most transitions are predicted to have 

oscillator strengths one hundredth of this or much less. Based on these considerations, only 

two candidates remain of interest amongst the options considered:  the (1)?𝐵% → (1)?𝐴/ 

transition in VBCN-, and the (2)@𝐵% → (1)@𝐵% transition in VNCB.  Of these, VNCB is 

immediately eliminated as its spectral bandshape and most other properties are highly 

inconsistent with observed features; hence we focus on VBCN-.  

The ground state of VBCN- is predicted to be (1)?𝐴/, with unpaired electrons in 𝑎%	(𝜎), 

𝑏%	(𝜋) and 𝑏/	(𝜎) orbitals.  Four low-energy excited states are predicted, of which the lowest-

energy one would need to be (1)?𝐵%. One-layer models predict that this state undergoes out-

of-plane distortion which lowers the energy. The distortion however can be either removed or 

enhanced once multi-layer models are considered. Intriguingly, while the VBCN- was selected 

purely based on the 3 experimental filters, an interesting feature described in detail later is that 

single-layer models of the emitting state are predicted to undergo a small out-of-plane 

distortion.  The nature of this distortion is found to be environment and calculation-method 
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sensitive, with some calculations of 3-layer models indicating complete loss of the distortion 

and others predicting that it leads to large bowl-like structures, as are known for graphene 

layers.  This sensitivity to environment offer a plausible explanation to the well-known 

variation in emission properties of visible defects such as ZPL energy91, 172 and phonon 

coupling.173 Furthermore, the predicted high sensitivity to both local electric and strain fields, 

not common for other known point defects in hBN,111, 296 potentially explains the prevalence 

of spectral diffusion85, 174 and large tuning magnitudes157, 160 well documented for SPEs in the 

visible region.  

This transition has dominant 𝑎%(𝜎) → 𝑏/(𝜎) character, polarized in-plane and 

perpendicular to the defect’s 𝐶/A axis (Figure 4.18e), with an oscillator strength exceeding 0.1. 

Figure 4.18f compares calculated emission bandshapes 𝐸(𝜈)/𝜈B (obtained as the raw emission 

scaled by wavelength to the 5th power) with calculated ones. The (1)?𝐵% → (1)?𝐴/ emission 

is predicted to be slightly lower in energy and much broader. The calculated width is 

environment dependent (Figure 4.18f) and dominated by how the calculations perceive 

torsional changes at the defect associated with light emission that generate low-frequency 

phonons. The observed spectra in Region I are indicative of such effects, but their magnitude 

Figure 4.18—Computational Modelling. Properties were determined for defects in their 
neutral and ±1 charged states. Indicative high-symmetry defect structures are shown in (a)-
(d) (N- blue, B- peach, C- cyan): (a) for 𝐶C&, 𝐶C(, 𝐶C; (b) for 𝐶=&, 𝐶=(, 𝐶=; (c) for 𝑉=𝐶C(, 
𝑉=𝐶C&, 𝑉=𝐶C; and (d) for 𝑉C𝐶=(, 𝑉C𝐶=&, 𝑉C𝐶=.   It is concluded that the only feasible emission 
source is the (1)?𝐵% → (1)?𝐴/	transition in 𝑉C𝐶=(, with fully optimized 3-ring 1-layer and 
3-ring 3-layer structures shown in (e), along with the allowed in-plane-perpendicular 
electric polarization vector. In (f), its predicted band shape (black dashed: basic CAM-
B3LYP 3-ring 1-layer model, black solid: QM/MM EOM-CCSD 10-ring 3-layer out-of-
plane distorted model) is compared to observed ones from Region I (blue, Fig. 3b C-
Implanted) and Region II (red, Fig. 3c masked).  The observed spectra are shown after 
correction for instrument response functions and converted from raw emission 𝐸(𝜆) to 
bandshape 𝜆B𝐸(𝜆) plotted versus energy h𝜈 = ℎ𝑐/𝜆, displaying broadening to a resolution 
of 0.01 eV. The predicted spectra are both too low in energy and too broad than the 
experimental ones, but the assignment is within computational uncertainty. 
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is reduced to one third. The observed spectra in Region II are very different, primarily 

manifesting the effects of activation of BN-stretch phonons instead.  It could be that the 

perceived sensitivity of VBCN- photoemission to local environment can account for the stark 

contrast in the observed spectra (Figure 4.18f). 

The most significant shortcoming of the proposal of this defect as the dominant hBN 

SPE would be that intense absorption is predicted in only one polarization, whereas 

experiments suggest that higher-energy absorptions exist with alternate polarization.160, 162 

However, of the 24 defect manifolds considered herein, it is the only one to remain of interest.  

More complex carbon-cluster defects , including for instance C2CN and C2CV have been 

considered as alternatives312,313.  

 

4.5 Conclusions 
In summary, we have presented rigorous experimental results to confirm the central 

role of carbon in hBN quantum emitters in the visible spectral range. We compared samples 

grown by MOVPE, MBE, and HOPG conversion. All methods exhibited a direct correlation 

between the introduction of carbon as a precursor/substance and the formation of SPEs. 

Furthermore, MOVPE growth enabled us to deterministically control carbon incorporation and 

vary the density of the quantum emitters from singles to ensembles and observe room 

temperature ODMR. We have also generated SPEs using direct ion implantation of carbon and 

showed that their density scales with the implantation dose. Employing a TD-DFT method, we 

proposed the negatively charged VBCN- as a suitable transition to explain the observed results. 

Our results will accelerate the deployment of visible quantum emitters in hBN into quantum 

photonic devices and will advance potential strategies for the controlled engineering of 

quantum emitters in van der Waals crystals.  
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5 
Emission Tuning of hBN Single Photon Emitters 
_________________________________________ 

 
This chapter focuses tuning methods for hBN SPEs in CVD thin films by applying both 

electric (Stark) and strain fields. Tuning methods are critical for solid state SPEs, as they are 

needed to compensate for inhomogeneous emission properties due to the material environment, 

for instance in the generation of indistinguishable photons from two different sources, as well 

as to effectively couple SPEs to nanophotonic resonators and bring the SPE in and out of 

resonance. Both studies in the chapter utilize CVD hBN thin films grown on Cu (see section 

3.1). We are able to observe huge and reversible emission shifts using both Stark and strain 

methods. Stark based tuning using a polymer electrolyte method is performed, and we describe 

the unique mechanism which occurs. Furthermore, we demonstrate that this method can be 

used to mitigate unwanted spectral diffusion and blinking events through modifying the 

electrostatic environment surrounding the defect. We perform uniaxial stain tuning 

experiments as well by placing a CVD hBN film on a flexible polymer and straining. We 

observe strain shifts up to ~65 meV, constituting the largest shift magnitude to date form a 2D 

SPE, and also discover a multitude of changes to other photophysical properties of the SPEs 

upon straining, such as the reliable modification of the electron-phonon coupling of the defects, 

modifications in the occupation of meta-stable states, and the rotation of the optical dipole of 

the defect in response to applied strain. Furthermore, through collaboration we develop a group 

theory-based description of the strain shifts, which is applicable to other 2D light sources, and 

are able to describe the rotation of the optical dipole in response to the strain field confirming 

the presence of at least two excited states with excellent match between theory and experiment. 
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5.1 Photodoping Tuning of Quantum Emitters in Hexagonal 

Boron Nitride 
This section summarizes our work on Stark shift tuning of hBN SPEs embedded in 

CVD thin films (see section 3.1) using a polymer electrolyte method. This work was published 

in ACS Nano in 2019[161].161 I am the first author of this work, and my contributions involved 

growing the hBN material, constructing the polymer electrolyte device, performing tuning and 

optical characterization of the devices, analysis of the results, and writing the manuscript. Some 

parts of the text in this section are reproduced from the published manuscript. 161  

 

5.1.1.  Abstract 
Combining robust and photostable single photon emitters (SPEs), with nanophotonic 

components is of critical importance to integrated quantum photonics. Realizing these goals in 

room temperature devices requires SPEs to be widely tunable. Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) 

has recently emerged as a promising candidate to host bright and optically stable SPEs 

operating at room temperature. In this work we demonstrate hBN is also widely tunable 

through Stark shift mechanisms, making it an ideal candidate for room temperature integrated 

quantum devices. Utilizing LPCVD growth of large-area, few-layer hBN films where more 

than 85% of the emitters have a ZPL at (580 ± 10) nm, we explored a photodoping tuning 

method to control the emission energy. We demonstrate tuning of the ZPL wavelength using 

ionic liquid devices over a spectral range of up to 15 nm, well exceeding the resonance 

linewidths of nanodielectric, and even some nanoplasmonic resonators. Furthermore, using the 

devices we demonstrate the ability to mitigate spectral diffusion, and blinking events by 

depleting the charge environment around the defect. The fabricated devices illustrate the 

potential of hBN for the development of hybrid quantum nanophotonic and optoelectronic 

devices based on two-dimensional materials. 

 

5.1.2. Introduction 
Integrated and scalable quantum technologies require bright and tunable single photon 

emitters (SPEs).4, 7 Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) has emerged as a leading material platform, 

displaying bright, linearly polarized, and narrowband emission at room temperature.61, 78, 85, 149, 

161, 166, 172 Additionally, the 2D nature of the system, which lacks dangling bonds, is highly 

advantageous for integration with hybrid nanophotonic components,156, 314, 315 and coupling 
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with a range of nanophotonic components such as waveguides,264 photonic crystal cavities,316 

and microdisks317 has been demonstrated. However, spectral diffusion, blinking, and a broad 

inhomogeneous distribution of emission energies have slowed progress towards full integrated 

quantum devices based on hBN.89, 172, 174 

To overcome these issues, efficient means for tuning the zero-phonon line (ZPL) of 

SPEs is critical to develop. One of the most efficient means of emission tuning is through the 

application of electric fields, or Stark tuning. This has been demonstrated in a number of solid 

state quantum systems, such as color centers in diamond, 318, 319 defects in WSe2 and MoS2, 314, 

320, 321  and quantum dots. 322, 323  

In this work, we demonstrate a unique electrostatic tuning method for the emitters in 

CVD hBN films, employing an ionic liquid technique and elucidate the tuning mechanism. 

Employing the SPEs in few nanometer hBN we are able to achieve reversible emission tuning 

of over 15 nm or ~50 meV at room temperature, which is beyond the linewidth required to 

move on and off of resonance for plasmonic resonators at room temperature, which can be as 

narrow as 17 meV. 324, 325 Furthermore, we demonstrate that our method can mitigate spectral 

diffusion through locally modifying the charge environment surrounding the defect. 

 

5.1.3. Methods 
Note optical characterization is performed using the same methods as detailed in 

3.1.3.3. 

 

5.1.3.1. Device Construction 
To make the gold electrodes, silicon substrates with a 300-nm thick thermal oxide layer 

were patterned with standard optical lithography followed by sputter deposition of 5/25 nm 

Ti/Au. The hBN film prepared with CVD was transferred onto the gold electrodes using the 

PMMA-assisted transfer method as mentioned above. PMMA film was removed using a hot 

acetone bath (50 ˚C, 30 min), followed by rinsing with IPA and deionized water. The samples 

were baked at 100 ˚C for 30 min prior to coating with the electrolytes. The polymer 

electrolyte—comprised of polyethylene oxide (PEO, Mw ~10,000) and LiClO4 (1:0.12, w/w), 

was dissolved in acetonitrile and filtered with a polytetrafluoroethylene syringe filter (pore size 

0.2 um))—was spin-coated on top of hBN at 2500 rpm and dried for 30 min in air at 40 ˚C on 

a hotplate. 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate (BMIM-PF6) was also used, 

and the devices were prepared in the same way, except for the drying step which was not 
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performed in the case of BMIM-PF6. For the modulation measurements, a source meter unit 

(Keithley 2601) was used to bias the device while a long working distance objective (NA 0.7) 

was used for PL measurements of the devices. In devices utilizing PEO:LiClO4, the emitters’ 

ZPLs are stable under continuous excitation with a 532-nm, 200–300-uW laser. Similarly, the 

ZPL wavelengths and widths do not change when the emitters are kept in dark, and a gate 

voltage is applied. This illustrates that, in the case of the PEO:LiClO4 devices, the effects 

discussed below require simultaneous application both of a bias and a laser pump. 

 

5.1.4. Results and Discussion 
To further demonstrate the advantage of photostable SPEs in few-layer hBN (as grown 

by the method described in Section 3.1), we demonstrate electrical tuning of ZPL wavelengths 

using devices which are ready for on-chip integration. The devices are based on two different 

electrolytes: polyethylene oxide mixed with lithium perchlorate (PEO:LiClO4)326 and 1-butyl-

3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate (BMIM-PF6).327 PEO:LiClO4 has been used 

widely for 2D materials systems with exceptional performance,328 owing to a strong electric 

field derived from a charge double-layer at the interface.329 Meanwhile, BMIM-PF6 has been 

shown to be effective at mediating photocarrier transfer in the absence of an applied bias, and 

is used here as a control system.330 

Figure 5.1a shows a schematic diagram of the device structure used to control the PL 

emission from SPEs in few-layer LPCVD-grown hBN. The CVD hBN was transferred onto 

the gold electrode using a PMMA-assisted transfer method. A second electrode serves as a gate 

electrode. All tuning experiments utilized only emitters with a measured g(2)(0) of less than 0.5, 

and stable ZPLs that did not exhibit spectral diffusion comparable to the magnitude of the 

demonstrated tuning ranges.  

Figure 5.1—Electrically-controlled optical emission in hBN with a PEO:LiClO4 device. 
a. A schematic of the electrical device used to modulate the single photon emission. b. 
Normalized PL spectra of a SPE at gate voltages noted displaying a shift of 15 nm. Each 
spectrum was collected for 10 seconds; the spectra are offset for clarity. 
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In devices utilizing PEO:LiClO4, ZPLs are mostly stable under continuous excitation 

with a 532-nm, 200–300-uW laser. Similarly, the ZPL wavelengths and widths do not change 

when the emitters are kept in dark, and a gate voltage is applied. This illustrates that, in the 

case of the PEO:LiClO4 devices, the effects discussed below require simultaneous application 

both of a bias and a laser pump.  

Figure 5.1b shows a PL spectrum of an SPE with a ZPL at ~622 nm acquired under 

biases ranging from –6V to +6V. The PL was collected continuously every 10 s for 200 s at 

each voltage, and no spontaneous spectral jumps were observed. When the voltage was 

changed gradually from 0 to +6V (in steps of 2 V), the ZPL blue-shifted to ~615 nm, whilst 

switching the voltage to –6V caused the ZPL to red-shift to ~630 nm. Broadening of the ZPL 

under negative bias and narrowing under positive bias are also evident in the spectra. Overall, 

this SPE exhibited a continuous ZPL shift of over 15 nm when the voltage was changed from 

–6 V to +6 V. The observed Stark shift in this case appears to display a linear trend, however 

given the mechanism of the observed shift we cannot accurately quantify the E field strength 

felt by the defect. Interestingly, both linear and quadratic Stark shifts have been previously 

observed for hBN SPEs, with modelling suggesting that neutral vacancy-impurity (V-X) 

defects with a distorted C1h symmetry can explain linear Stark shifts, while quadratic Stark 

shifts may be the result of structural transitions between two possible defect orientations.156 

Next, we demonstrate dynamic modulation of a different SPE using a ±3 V square wave 

with a period of 200 s. The resulting ZPL wavelength modulation is shown in Figure 5.2a. A 

gate voltage of +3V induces a gradual red shift from 573 nm to 580 nm over the 100 s half-

cycle and reversing the bias polarity causes the emission to gradually blue shift back to ~573 

nm. Figure 5.2b displays corresponding changes in the FWHM of the emitter, showing a 

periodic broadening (narrowing) of the peak under positive (negative) gate bias, spanning a 

total of approximately 5 nm. Electron phonon induced ZPL broadening, as overserved here, 

can result from two possible origins, first-order and second-order acoustic phonon scattering.331 

First-order scattering results from the product of electron-phonon coupling and the density of 

acoustic phonon modes, and so it seems unlikely this could result in the observed effects as 

Stark effects are unlikely to significantly change the phonon dispersion. Thus we deem second-

order phonon scattering, which typically dominates at room-temperature,332 as a more likely 

origin of this broadening effect, and in fact this has been suggested in previous calculations on 

hBN strain tuning.173 We discuss these possibilities in greater detail in section 5.2.4.2., where 
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similar broadening effects during strain tuning experiments were found,160 as the origin in each 

case is likely the same. 

 The slight increase in FWHM observed on the third cycle results from the strong 

adsorption of hydrocarbons to hBN which causes inefficient depopulating of the trapped ions 

after a few cycles.333 After the tuning experiment, the ZPL was stable, as it is demonstrated in 

Figure 5.2c by a plot of ZPL wavelength versus time measured using a gate bias of 0 V. The 

spectrum was recorded for 300 s and shows that spectral drift was negligible over the time 

scale of the experiment, confirming that the observed modulation seen in Figure 5.2a was 

induced by the applied bias. We note, however, that both the effect of the bias and the degree 

of reversibility varied for different SPEs, and we found no discernible trend relating the ZPL 

energy of emitters and the observed shifting behavior. We note strain tuning experiments, 

detailed in section 5.2., also show bidirectional shifts, and show no relationship between dipole 

orientation and observed shift direction. 

Figure 5.2—Dynamic and reversible peak shifting of hBN SPE. a. Dynamic and reversible 
modulation a SPE ZPL by ~7 nm, where the emitter red shifts in response to a +3 V gate 
bias recorded over a 100 second interval, before returning to its original position upon the 
switching of the gate bias to –3 V for a subsequent 100 s acquisition. b. The same SPE as 
in a, displayed to show the dynamic changes in the FWHM of the SPE peak which mirror 
the ZPL shifts observed in a. c. The same emitter as in a which displays a stable ZPL position 
after the gate bias has been terminated. The acquisition was performed for 300 seconds. 

Figure 5.3—Diversity of shifting behavior observed with PEO:LiClO4 polymer electrolyte 
device. a. A 2nm blue shift which is induced by the application of a -6V bias, and which is 
conserved during the +6V scan. b. A 9nm shift is observed upon the application of a +20V 
bias. d. An emitter which does not display any shift upon the application of bias, despite 
undergoing cycles of up to +/-200V.  
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For example, in Figure 5.3, different emitters exhibit both red and blue shifts under a 

positive gate bias, and most of the shifts are unidirectional with respect to bias polarity—that 

is, both positive and negative biases cause a ZPL shift in the same direction, with magnitudes 

of up to 9 nm. In general, the shifts persist for hours after the laser is blocked and the gate bias 

is set to 0 V. A fraction of the emitters do not show any ZPL shifts in response to the applied 

gate bias, as is explained below. The modulation time constant also varies from emitter-to-

emitter and can be in the range of tens of seconds, which is not adequate for real-time correction 

of spectral diffusion. 

Additionally, we observed that SPEs could also undergo changes in emission intensity 

as a result of the biasing, Figure 5.4. Like the emission shifts there was a large variability in 

Figure 5.4—Diversity of PL intensity changes in response to applied bias. a. An emitter 
which is seen to 60% drop in PL intensity upon the application of a +6V bias. The intensity 
decrease is conserved upon the termination of electrical bias. b. An emitter which is seen 
to increase in intensity by ~25% during the application of a -20V bias and ~40% upon the 
application of a +20V bias. When the bias is then terminated the intensity returns to a 
similar level as before the applied voltage. c. An emitter which is shows no appreciable 
change in PL intensity upon the application of a -6V bias despite showing a shift of ~5.5nm. 
d. As emitter which shows no shift, as well as no change in PL intensity during a cycle of 
+/-20V bias. 
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the observed brightness changes for different SPEs, and again some displayed a conservation 

of the modified level of emission intensity after the bias was removed, suggesting that these 

changes also arise from the same fundamental mechanism.  

The above results are consistent with a field-assisted photodoping mechanism,334, 335 

where Stark shifts are induced by photocarriers that are injected into hBN and trapped at defects 

located in close proximity to the emitters. The observed variations in emitter behavior are 

attributed to corresponding variations in trap depth, type (electron or hole) and spatial/density 

distributions with respect to SPEs. In addition, photochemical modification of hBN may 

account for some irreversible changes in ZPL properties but cannot adequately account for our 

results since most of the observed effects exhibit either complete or partial reversibility. 

Consistent with the observed changes in ZPL FWHM, the electrolyte can also be used 

to stabilize spectral diffusion and blinking of emitters. Time-resolved PL spectral traces and 

plots of ZPL intensity vs time are shown in Figure 5.5. At 0 V (top panels), this particular 

emitter exhibits random spectral jumps and intensity fluctuations, consistent with prior studies 

of emitters in hBN.89, 174  However, a gate bias of +2 V (middle panels) suppresses both the 

spectral wondering and the blinking, and this beneficial effect on the emitter persists even after 

the bias is re-set to 0 V (bottom panels). This is consistent with the above model as it suggests 

that the device modifies the population dynamics of charge traps in the vicinity of the emitter 

and demonstrates that our devices can be used to alter the local dielectric environment and 

stabilize blinking emitters. 

Figure 5.5—Bias induced emitter stability. a. Time-resolved PL spectra collected at gate 
voltage series of 0,+2, 0 V, utilizing a 200-uW, 532-nm CW laser. The blinking and spectral 
wandering of the peak is lessened by the application of a gate voltage; this stability is 
maintained upon removal of the bias. b. The stabilizing effect of the same gate bias cycle as 
shown with normalized APD counts each shown over a period of 80 seconds. The two 
measurements were performed back to back for each gate voltage by utilizing a flip mirror in 
the confocal setup.  
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Finally, we performed control experiments using the BMIM-PF6, electrolyte.330 Figure 

5.6a shows the molecular structure of this electrolyte, and a schematic of the device 

configuration. The principal difference between devices based on PEO:LiClO4 and BMIM-

PF6 is that a gate bias is not needed to modify SPEs in the case of BMIM-PF6. This is 

illustrated by the PL spectra shown in Figure 5.6b, 7c where an SPE red-shift by 17 nm and 

blue-shift by 15 nm, respectively, are observed under 532-nm excitation (200 uW) and zero 

gate bias. These large magnitude shifts display unidirectional magnitudes up to 17nm within 

the localized ZPL region of 580 ± 10 nm. These shifts occurred faster than those observed 

using the PEO:LiClO4 device, with the shift in Figure 5.6c having occurred in just over 20 

seconds, however, emitters investigated using this device configuration tended to blech 

quickly, as the photodoping kinetics were not controlled with a gate bias. A comparison of the 

devices based on BMIM-PF6 and PEO:LiClO4 illustrates the difference in tuning caused purely 

by photodoping and by field-assisted photodoping, respectively. 

Our method for tuning of hBN SPEs offers distinct advantages over alternative 

techniques. First, the large magnitude of ZPL shifts observed. Second, the photocarrier transfer 

mechanism requires the simultaneous application of a gate bias and a laser and can therefore 

be used to tune individual emitters in a single device with a spatial resolution defined by the 

laser spot diameter. The primary drawback of the method is the variability in the response of 

different SPEs to the tuning stimulus due to the reliance on the nature and proximity of defects 

surrounding the SPEs. However, this problem is technological rather than fundamental, and is 

not limited to our tuning method—it is, in fact, present in all existing examples of tuning of 

Figure 5.6—ZPL shifting with BMIM-PF6 due to photoinduced electron transfer. a.  
Schematic of the BMIM-PF6 ionic liquid device. b. A gradual 17-nm red shift is observed by 
200-uW, 532-nm CW illumination to the sample, there is no gate voltage applied to induce 
this effect. In this case the electrons are liberated from the ionic liquid by the laser excitation 
alone using a λexc = 532 nm illumination source at 200 uW. The spectra are collected for 10 
seconds each during a time-resolved PL measurement and offset for clarity. The time axis 
maps the collection time of the spectra displayed. c. A red shift of 15 nm from another SPEs 
is observed under the same experiment condition. All spectra were collected at 1 second 
acquisition times, showing the rapid kinetics of the shift observed. 
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emitters in 2D materials.156, 158, 314 The electrolyte tuning approach is therefore competitive and 

appealing relative to other tuning methods. 

 

5.1.5. Conclusions 
Constructing 2D devices based on CVD hBN films and polymer electrolyte layer, we observed 

large and reversible emission shifts, while also finding modifications in the emission intensity 

for some SPEs. We further demonstrated controlled tuning of the emission wavelength, and 

stabilization of blinking SPEs using electrolyte-based devices. We proposed a photodoping 

model that explains our experimental results and used the devices to realize dynamic 

manipulation of individual emitters with nanoscale spatial resolution, over a spectral range of 

nearly 50 meV, all of which is possible only with high quality, few-layer, large-area hBN films. 

We envision that these device geometries can be further adapted for other 2D materials systems 

to advance progress of scalable quantum opto-electronic and nanophotonic technologies based 

on 2D materials. 

 

5.2. Strain‐Induced Modification of the Optical Characteristics 

of Quantum Emitters in Hexagonal Boron Nitride 
This section summarizes our work on in plane uniaxial strain shift tuning of hBN SPEs 

embedded in CVD thin films (see section 3.1). This work was published in Advanced Materials 

in 2020[160].160 I am the first author of this work, and my contributions involved growing the 

hBN material, constructing the hBN/PDMS substrate and mechanical straining device, 

performing tuning and optical characterization of the devices, analysis of the results, and 

writing the manuscript. Theoretical analysis was performed by collaborators. Some parts of the 

text in this section are reproduced from the published manuscript.160 

 

5.2.1. Abstract 
Quantum emitters in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) are promising building blocks for the 

realization of integrated quantum photonic systems. However, their spectral inhomogeneity 

currently limits their potential applications. Here, we apply tensile strain to quantum emitters 

embedded in few-layer hBN films and realize both red and blue spectral shifts with tuning 

magnitudes up to 65 meV, a record for any two-dimensional quantum source. We demonstrate 

reversible tuning of the emission and related photophysical properties. We also observe 
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rotation of the optical dipole in response to strain, suggesting the presence of a second excited 

state. We derive a theoretical model to describe strain-based tuning in hBN, and the rotation of 

the optical dipole. Our work demonstrates the immense potential for strain tuning of quantum 

emitters in layered materials to enable their employment in scalable quantum photonic 

networks. 

 

5.2.2. Introduction 
Single photon emitters (SPEs) embedded in solid state hosts are critical building blocks 

for a range of quantum technologies.4, 7, 22 Integrating SPEs with on-chip nanophotonic 

components provides a scalable route towards the engineering of quantum gates and quantum 

circuitry.336-338 However, unwanted interactions between the atom-like defects and the crystal 

host environment lead to spectral inhomogeneity that hinders device performance. To address 

this issue, methods for tuning emitter properties are critical for generating identical photons,339-

341 and for coupling to high-quality factor photonic resonators, where tuning magnitudes must 

be comparable to or greater than the cavity linewidths.342 

Recently, hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), has been shown to host a range of sub-band 

gap defects operating as room temperature SPEs.86, 142, 166, 167 These SPEs display a number of 

desirable properties, including high photon purity,152 bright emission,82 and favorable quantum 

efficiencies.83 However, the emitters have been shown to be susceptible to environmental 

influences, which lead to extreme inhomogeneity in their emission properties,148 including a 

broad, continuous spectral range of zero phonon lines spanning from the deep ultraviolet to the 

near infrared.91, 172, 343 Consequently, reliable tuning methods for controlling the emission 

properties are paramount for their implementation in quantum photonic applications. 

Initial reports on tuning of hBN emitters employed voltage-controlled Stark shift 

devices and hydrostatic pressure.84, 156, 158, 169  Strain-based tuning of hBN defects has also been 

investigated using either the application of surface acoustic waves,344, 345 or mechanical 

deflection of solid beams that translated vertical displacements to primarily horizontal strain 

tensors.159 However, contribution from both vertical and horizontal strain components in 

previous studies has precluded direct analysis of the in-plane response to strain, which is 

especially critical for 2D materials. In this work, we employ high degrees of tensile strain to 

tune the emission of hBN SPEs and achieve record tuning magnitudes for a layered material 

of up to 20 nm (65meV). Unlike all previous reports, we take advantage of large area (~ few 

mm2) ultrathin hBN films (~10 nm) that host a variety of SPEs.117, 161, 179, 192 These samples are 
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amenable to the direct application of tensile strain (as is detailed below), and we report both 

red and blue spectral shifts, relating our results to modifications of the defect energy level 

manifold and corresponding coupling to the bulk phonon bath. We demonstrate a rotation of 

the optical dipole in select SPEs, suggesting the presence of a second excited state. A 

theoretical model to describe strain tuning the emission frequency of SPEs in hBN is fully 

derived and further expanded to suggest that dipole rotation occurs via the influence of this 

additional energy level. The ability to tune emission frequency and additional photophysical 

characteristics of emitters offers a promising route to tailor light-matter interactions in these 

systems.346  

 

5.2.3. Methods 

 

5.2.3.1. Device Construction 
The hBN thin-films used in these experiments was fabricated via low-pressure chemical 

vapor deposition and transferred to the PDMS substrate following an established protocol.161 

Briefly, hBN was grown on copper, using ammonia borane as a precursor. Growth was 

performed at 1030°C and a pressure of 2 Torr, in a 5% H2/Ar atmosphere. The as-grown films 

were then transferred from copper to a PDMS polymer slab via a PMMA assisted wet transfer 

process. The polymer layer was then removed by soaking the sample in warm acetone (~50 

°C) overnight, before further cleaning by exposure to UV-Ozone environment for 20 minutes. 

At this point, the assembled hBN on PDMS sample was carefully clamped at each end of the 

linear strain apparatus with a distance of 2.7 cm between the respective clamps (inset of Figure 

5.7a).  

 

5.2.3.2. Optical Characterization 
Optical Characterization: PL studies were carried out using a home-built scanning 

confocal microscopy with continuous wave (CW) 532 nm laser (Gem 532, Laser Quantum 

Ltd.) as excitation. The laser was directed through a 532 nm line filter and a half-waveplate 

and focused onto the sample using a high numerical aperture (100×, NA = 0.9, Nikon) objective 

lens. Scanning was performed using an X−Y piezo fast steering mirror (FSM-300). The 

collected light was filtered using a 532 nm dichroic mirror (532 nm laser BrightLine, Semrock) 

and an additional long pass 568 nm filter (Semrock). The signal was then coupled into a graded-
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index multimode fiber, where the fiber aperture of 62.5 μm serves as a confocal pinhole. A 

flipping mirror was used to direct the emission to a spectrometer (Acton Spectra Pro, Princeton 

Instrument Inc.) or two avalanche photodiodes (Excelitas Technologies) in a Hanbury Brown 

and Twiss configuration, for collection of spectra and photon counting, respectively. 

Correlation measurements were carried out using a time-correlated single-photon counting 

module (PicoHarp 300, PicoQuant). All of the second-order autocorrelation g(2)(τ) 

measurements were analyzed and fitted without background correction unless otherwise 

specified. For each SPE, ZPL and PSBs were fit with Lorentzian functions to extract both the 

peak centroid position and the FWHM of the peak. 

 

5.2.4. Results and Discussion 

 

5.2.4.1.  Theoretical model 
First, we develop a theoretical model of strain interactions in hBN.347 We assume the 

defect to have Cs symmetry. The electronic levels of defects observing Cs symmetry can 

transform as one of two possible irreducible representations, A' and A''. For a specific defect, 

optical transitions may occur between two levels of the same representation (A'↔A' or 

A''↔A'') or two levels of different representation (A'↔A''). Ab-initio calculations of X-V type 

defects suggest that both the ground and first excited state transform as A' so here we consider 

the case of an A'↔A' optical transition.90, 156, 348 Importantly, the dipole moment of this 

transition must exist within the reflection of the defect. Applying group theory,347 the linear 

static strain interaction can be written as 

     𝑉D2+7E! = (∑ 𝜅EE ∈EE+ 2𝜅FG𝜖FGE )𝐿G + (∑ 𝜅′EE ∈EE+ 2𝜅′FG𝜖FGE )𝐿F             (Eq 5.1) 

The chosen coordinate system places z in the out-of-plane direction and x in the 

reflection plane of the defect (i.e. aligned with the optical dipole moment of the defect). The 

operators 𝐿G =
%
/
(|𝑒⟩⟨𝑒| − |𝑔⟩⟨𝑔|) and 𝐿F =

%
/
(|𝑒⟩⟨𝑔| + |𝑔⟩⟨𝑒|) are in the basis of the ground 

and excited  states {|𝑔⟩, |𝑒⟩} in their corresponding nuclear equilibrium configurations, while 

𝜅EH represent the linear strain susceptibility parameters, and 𝜖EH the strain components. Note 

primed operators such as  𝜅I	also represent the same parameters throughout. For tensile strain 

applied along a single direction, the strain tensor components are  

𝜖EH = 𝜖 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃E 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃H               (Eq 5.2) 
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where 𝜖 = ∆5
5

 is the strain magnitude and 𝜃E represents the angle between the axis of applied 

tensile strain and the 𝑖2K coordinate direction. We note that in the following derivation, the 

small out-of-plane shear strain induced by the Poisson effect for a strain applied along a single 

crystal axis of the hBN flake (i.e, 𝜖EG ≈ 0 and 𝜖GG ≈ 0) is ignored (see note in SI Section II for 

details). In which case the above simplifies to 

𝑉D2+7E! ≈ ^𝜅FF𝜖FF + 𝜅LL𝜖LL_𝐿G + (𝜅IFF𝜖FF + 𝜅IFF𝜖IFF)𝐿F = 𝜖^𝜅FF cos/ 𝜃F +

																																𝜅LL cos/ 𝜃L_𝐿G + 𝜖^𝜅′FF cos/ 𝜃F + 𝜅′FF cos/ 𝜃L_𝐿F                   (Eq 5.3) 

Equation 3 can be rewritten in terms of 𝜙, the angle between strain axis and the defect dipole 

moment as 

       𝑉D2+7E! = 𝜖^𝜅FF cos/ 𝜙 + 𝜅LL sin/ 𝜙_𝐿G + 𝜖(𝜅′FF cos/ 𝜙 + 𝜅′FF sin/ 𝜙)𝐿F   (Eq 5.4) 

The resulting first order change in the zero-phonon line (ZPL) energy is then 

∆𝐸 ≈ 𝜖^𝜅FF cos/ 𝜙 + 𝜅LL sin/ 𝜙_            (Eq 5.5) 

As a result, the linear strain susceptibility parameters 𝜅FF and 𝜅LL can be determined 

experimentally if the values 𝜖, 𝜙, and ∆𝐸 are resolved. Unfortunately, the uncertainty in the 

magnitude of strain transferred from PDMS to the hBN flake precludes an accurate 

determination of 𝜖 in the current work. However, this analysis will permit future studies to 

experimentally determine these values. The first order change in ZPL energy of a strained 

emitter is depicted schematically in Figure 5.7d in a simplified electron energy diagram where 

the initial ground state |g〉and excited state |e〉of a defect are modified upon the application 

of a strain field Vstrain. 

If one were to consider the Poisson induced effects of unidirectional strain, the retention 

of the 𝜖EG and 𝜖GG terms would introduce two additional terms into equation 5.5. One related to 

𝜖GG and the other to 𝜖FG. Both are proportional to the Poisson ratio times epsilon, while the 

second is also proportional to cos/ 𝜙. Despite this the key is that both are a factor of Poisson 

ratio smaller than the other terms. Assuming that the 𝜅GG and 𝜅FG are similar in size as 𝜅FF and 

𝜅LL, the additional terms are negligibly small and can be reasonably ignored.  

The reorientation of the dipole in response to strain (shown experimentally below in 

section 5.2.4.2.) is an unexpected and a surprising result. The strain model provided to this 

point cannot describe such a reorientation without modification. To compensate for a strain 

induced dipole rotation, we invoke the existence of a third electronic level, one that transforms 

as A'' and has the same spin multiplicity as the ground and first excited states. In such a case, 

the system can be represented as  
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𝑉′D2+ = (∑ 𝜅′′EE𝜖EE + 2𝜅′′FG𝜖FGE )𝑃G + 2^𝛾FL𝜖FL + 𝛾LG𝜖LG_𝑃F + 2^𝛾′FL𝜖FL +

																													𝛾′LG𝜖LG_𝑄F                  (Eq 5.6) 

where 𝑃G =
%
/
(|𝑒2⟩⟨𝑒2| − |𝑔⟩⟨𝑔|), 𝑃F =

%
/
(|𝑒2⟩⟨𝑔| + |𝑔⟩⟨𝑒2|), and 𝑄F =

%
/
(|𝑒2⟩⟨𝑒| +

|𝑒⟩⟨𝑒2|), where |𝑒2⟩ is the second excited state that transforms as A''. The mixing between the 

second excited state and the other two states, governed by the second and third terms, is 

responsible for the dipole reorientation. It can be seen that this process occurs via a significant 

contribution of shear 𝜖FL, and thus is only possible when the extension axis is not parallel with 

either the x or y coordinates of the defect, i.e. when 𝜙 = 0˚ or 90˚. To further illustrate how the 

above interaction can cause a reorientation of the defect dipole moment, consider the special 

case where 𝜖EG = 𝜖GG = 𝛾FL = 𝛾LG = 𝜅′EE = 0. The strain interaction can then be written as 

𝑉D2+ + 𝑉′D2+ = 𝜖^𝜅FF cos/ 𝜙 + 𝜅LL sin/ 𝜙_𝐿G + 𝜖^𝜅′′FF cos/ 𝜙 + 𝜅′′LL sin/ 𝜙_𝑃G +

																											2^𝛾′FL cos𝜙 sin𝜙_𝑄F              (Eq 5.7) 

And the eigenstates for the ground, 1st, and 2nd excited states are approximately 

|𝑔(𝜖)⟩ ≈ |𝑔⟩             (Eq 5.8) 

|𝑒(𝜖)⟩ ≈ 	 cos M
/
|𝑒⟩ − sin M

/
|𝑒2⟩           (Eq 5.9) 

|𝑒2(𝜖)⟩ ≈ 	 cos M
/
|𝑒2⟩ + sin M

/
|𝑒⟩           (Eq 5.10) 

where 

tanΩ = /NOPI01 QRST SUVTW

∆X)0&NY(ZII00(Z00) QRS%T&OZII11(Z11W SUV%T[
              (Eq 5.11) 

and ∆𝐸9F is the zero-strain energy difference between |𝑒⟩ and |𝑒2⟩. Applying group theoretical 

selection rules, the optical dipole moment of the |𝑔(𝜖)⟩ to |𝑒(𝜖)⟩ transition is 

𝑑(𝜖) ≈ 𝑑% cos
M
/
𝑥1 − 𝑑/ sin

M
/
𝑦1           (Eq 5.12) 

where 𝑑% = op𝑔o𝑑qo𝑒ro and 𝑑/ = op𝑔o𝑑qo𝑒2ro are the dipole moments of the transitions to the two 

different excited states at zero strain. The new magnitude and orientation of the dipole moment 

are 

𝑑 = s𝑑%/ cos/
Ω
2 𝑥1 + 𝑑/

/ sin/
Ω
2t

%
/
 

                   (Eq 5.13) 

                       ∆𝜙(𝜖) = tan(% u\%
\"
tan M

/
v  

This demonstrates that the changes in the dipole moment depend on both the relative sizes of 

the zero-strain dipole moments of the two excited states and the strain induced mixing of the 
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excited states.  The dipole rotation observed shows a near linear trend when plotting the dipole 

orientation vs. the ZPL shift, Figure 5.15. This is consistent with a first-order expansion of 

(equation 5.13) in  

∆𝜙(𝜖) ≈ \%
\"

PI01 QRST SUVT
∆X)0

𝜖            (Eq 5.14) 

 

5.2.4.2.  Experimental Results 

Strain experiments were performed on hBN films grown by chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD) on a copper foil to a thickness of ~7 nm.161 Additional characterization and properties 

of the hBN films can be found elsewhere. 161 The films were transferred from the copper foil 

using a polymer-assisted (PMMA) wet-transfer process to a PDMS slab of 2.7 cm in length, 

and ~200 µm thick (see section 3.1 for details). The hBN/PDMS slab was secured in a 

mechanical straining device and mounted for optical characterization via confocal microscopy, 

as shown in Figure 5.7a. The PDMS slab was subject to varying degrees of tensile strain, as 

Figure 5.7—Experimental setup and strain-induced blue shift of 13nm. a. Apparatus used 
to perform the strain tuning experiments. The red box highlights the PDMS slab with a ~7nm 
hBN film on top. Inset displays a closeup view of the red boxed region outlining the PDMS 
slab and hBN film, as well as the extension axis of the mechanical strain device. b. Schematic 
showing the application of tensile strain to the PDMS slab. c. Schematic illustration of hBN 
film displaying a defect wavefunction. In our experiments strain is applied exclusively in the 
intra-layer domain. d. A simplified model showing the ground (|g>) and excited state (|e>) 
state levels for an atomic defect in hBN. When tensile strain is applied, VStrain, the energy 
levels of the defect are modified, changing the emission energy of the defect ZPL by +/-∆E 
according to equation 5.  
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shown schematically in Figure 5.7b. Throughout the manuscript, we will discuss the strain 

applied to the PDMS substrate to interpret the corresponding results, expressed as the strain 

percentage (S), defined as 𝑆(%) = ∆]
]
∗ 100, where L is the original length of the PDMS slab, 

and ∆L is the applied displacement. This provides an upper bound on the strain applied to the 

hBN film. Strain transfer from PDMS to hBN is low due to a large difference in the Yong’s 

modulus of hBN and PDMS.349 However, the magnitude of transferred strain scales with the 

size of 2D sheet (greater strain transfer for larger flakes). In the case of large area CVD grown 

films can range from a few µm2 to a few mm2, giving a large variation in the transferred strain 

for different emitters350. As a result, the precise magnitude of strain transfer from PDMS to 

hBN varies for different emitters and is unresolved in our experiment. Incomplete strain 

transfer means the cited S values of up to 7.4% likely exaggerate the effective strain transferred 

from PDMS to hBN. In fact, the value of strain transferred to hBN may be significantly lower. 

Subsequent experiments utilizing, for example, multi-point bending schemes may be able to 

precisely determine the percentage of strain applied locally.351 

Emitters in hBN have been reported to exhibit a range of complex dependencies on the 

applied strain. For example, high-pressure measurements in which strain is applied 

isotropically have been interpreted in terms of a competition between the inter- and intra-layer 

strain tensors.158 This, however, is not relevant to our experiment, where tensile strain is applied 

predominantly along the intralayer axis of hBN, meaning that the in-plane strain tensors will 

dominate the resulting optical response. The response of emitters to in-plane strain has been 

investigated by simulations of defect complexes of the type X-V, where X represents B, N, or 

heteroatom impurities, and V is a vacancy.159 While the structural nature of the emitters 

remains unclear, recent simulations have confirmed X-V defects such as NBVN and CBVN are 

likely candidates, as also supported by our results.90, 159, 348 Figure 5.7c depicts a simplified 

illustration of an atomic defect that acts as an SPE in hBN. Note, in our experiments, the 

orientation of the defect in relation to the crystal axes of hBN is not known. 

We use the theoretical framework in section 5.2.4.1. to explore the effects of tensile 

strain on the optical properties of SPEs in CVD-grown thin films of hBN. Figure 5.8a shows 

an SPE at 0% strain (red trace), with an initial ZPL position at 573.40 ± 0.08 nm, and an FWHM 

of 21.9 ± 0.8 nm. The inset is the corresponding second-order autocorrelation function, g2(τ), 

confirming that the emitter is an SPE (g(2)(0)<0.5). Upon application of 3.70% tensile strain, 

the peak blue shifts to 560.82 ± 0.05 nm, a shift of ~12.6 nm (~ 49 meV). We note that this 

particular SPE had a dipole aligned with the strain field, i.e. 𝜙 » 0. In all cases the SPE dipole 
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moment was determined by measuring intensity fluctuations when rotating a linear polarizer 

placed in the collection path. In each case 0˚ was fixed as the angle perpendicular to the optical 

table, while the strain field was applied parallel to the optical table (Figure 5.8a inset) or at 90˚. 

Using equation 5, where in this case the contribution of the 𝜅LL » 0 we can determine that the 

𝜅FF value for this example must be positive. Solid traces in Figure 5.8a display the Lorentzian 

fits for the ZPL at each position, and the extracted FWHMs are shown in Figure 5.8b. We 

observe a significant decrease in the broadening of the ZPL which narrows from 21.9 ± 0.8 nm 

to 11.7 ± 0.5 nm after the shift. This represents a nearly two-fold reduction in the ZPL linewidth 

(~9.0 nm), a process discussed in detail later. 

Figure 5.8—Large red and blue strain-induced shifts. In a-b, d-e red corresponds to initial 
SPEs while blue corresponds to shifted emission lines. a. A tensile strain of 3.70% is applied 
to an SPE initially at 573.40 ± 0.08 nm (red trace), inducing a blue shift of ~12.6 nm to 
560.82 ± 0.04 nm (blue trace). Raw data for each (circles) is fitted with Lorentzian functions 
shown as a solid trace. Inset displays the g2(τ) function confirming the quantum nature of the 
emission at 0% strain. b. The FWHM of both peaks are plotted showing a ~9.0 nm decrease 
in the associated linewidth of the emitter from 21.9 ± 0.8 nm (0% strain) to 12.9 ± 0.5 nm 
(3.7% strain). c. A time-resolved spectral acquisition for an SPE at 0% strain (bottom), 
5.55% strain (middle), and returning to 0% strain (top). Each panel displays ten consecutive 
spectral acquisitions of 10 seconds each, demonstrating negligible spectral diffusion during 
the measurement, and the reversibility of the strain-induced red shift. There is a time offset 
between the three measurements, and each is normalized individually. d. Spectrum of the SPE 
at 0% strain (red trace) with a ZPL centered at 618.25 ± 0.09 nm, and at 5.55% strain (blue 
trace) with a ZPL centered at 639.06 ± 0.06 nm, showing a red shift of ~20.8 nm. Raw data 
for each (circles) is fitted with Lorentzian functions shown as a solid trace. See figure 5.10 
regarding shoulder peak in 0% strain spectra. e. A bar graph plotting the FWHM of the ZPL 
and the PSB peaks at 0% and 5.55% strain, respectively. Both the ZPL and PSB are 
significantly broadened upon straining. f. The g(2)(τ) collection for the unstrained and 
strained SPE, showing a decrease of ~2.5ns for the extracted excited state lifetime of the 
emitter upon straining. 
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Next, we investigate the observed shift of a second SPE upon applying tensile strain. 

Figure 5.8c shows PL spectra acquired versus time before straining (bottom panel), after the 

application of 5.55% strain (middle panel), and once the strain field is released (top panel). We 

observe a large and reversible red shift, and optical stability during the 100-second acquisition 

steps. The g2(τ) and spectrum for each collection step are shown in Figure 5.9. The fitted SPE 

peaks before (618.25 ± 0.09 nm) and after applying 5.55% strain (639.06 ± 0.06 nm) are plotted 

in Figure 5.8d and demonstrate a red shift of ~ 20.8 nm (~ 65 meV). This constitutes the largest 

tuning magnitude for any 2D SPE to date. It is noted that the shoulder peak apparent in the 

unstrained emission spectrum is due to the fluorescence signal from PDMS (Figure 5.10). For 

this red shifted SPE we again find the dipole orientation to be nearly aligned with the strain 

field, Figure 5.11, giving a value for 𝜙 » 8˚. Analyzing equation 5 for this value of 𝜙, we find 

the contribution of the 𝜅FF term to be ~50-fold that of the 𝜅LL term, suggesting that for this 

particular emitter 𝜅FF is likely a negative value, in contrast to the previous emitter. There are a 

number of possible explanations for this discrepancy—that 𝜅FF and 𝜅LL may vary from emitter 

Figure 5.9— Spectrum and g2(τ) for ~ 20.8 nm red shift in figure 5.8c-f. a. Spectrum of the 
SPE initially at 0% strain, centered at 618.25 nm, and displaying a FWHM of 8.1 nm. b. g2(τ) 
for the emitter in a, where t1 = 4.45 ns. c. Spectrum of the same emitter at 5.55% strain, 
which induces a corresponding red shift of ~ 20.8 nm (~ 65meV). The peak is centered at 
639.06 nm and displays a FWHM of 16.7 nm. d. g2(τ) for the emitter in b, where τ1 = 1.98 ns. 
This corresponds to an excited state lifetime decrease of ~ 2.47 ns, reducing the lifetime to 
only ~ 45% of its original value. e. Spectrum of the SPE after releasing the applied strain 
(i.e. returning to 0% strain). The spectrum shifts back its original position (within 0.4 nm), 
centered at 618.63 nm, and displaying a FWHM of 7.9 nm. f. g2 (τ) for the emitter in e, where 
τ1 = 4.53 ns. This demonstrates that the lifetime decrease observed upon straining is 
reversible, being restored to within 0.08 ns of its initial value of τ1=4.45 ns. 
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to emitter, that these values may differ by spectral location, or that the defects in question are 

not initially unstrained. Additionally, we highlight that confirmation of a variance in the values 

of 𝜅FF and 𝜅LL is only possible when the value 𝜙 can be determined, something that was not 

possible in previous studies where in-plane and out-of-plane strain was applied. 

Figure 5.8e plots the extracted FWHM of the zero-phonon line (ZPL) and phonon 

sideband (PSB) before (red) and after (blue) applying 5.55% strain, where a broadening of 8.6 

nm and 5.4 nm, respectively, are observed. For the ZPL peak this more than doubles the peak 

width from 8.1 ± 0.3 nm to 16.7 ± 0.4 nm, an increase of 106%, while the changes to the PSB 

are less prominent representing a FWHM increase of 25.5% from 21.1 ± 0.6 nm to 26.5 ± 0.8 

Figure 5.10—PDMS shoulder peak in figure 5.8d & figure 5.9a&e. The evident shoulder 
peak for the emitter in figure 2 at 0% strain and figure S1 is attributed to the fluorescence of 
the PDMS substrate as demonstrated above. The red trace is the initial 0% strain spectrum, 
and the blue trace is the PDMS substrate only. This peak is observed in both the shifted and 
return collections. 

Figure 5.11—Dipole orientation and extended autocorrelation measurement for 20.8 nm 
shift. a. Dipole orientation of the measured SPE before and after applying strain, showing 
no change. b. Extended autocorrelation measurements displaying a slight decrease in 
bunching of the emitted light. Both curves are fit with a double exponential function. 
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nm. The red-shift induced increase in electron-phonon coupling lies in stark contrast to the 

decrease observed for the blue-shift in Figure 5.8a. In-fact all strain shifted SPEs follow this 

relationship between changes to the homogeneous broadening of the ZPL and PSB and the 

direction of the shift observed. Blue shifts decrease the prevalence of phonon coupling, while 

red shifts increase the phonon coupling. We note that ZPL broadening accompanying red-shifts 

has also been reported for stark shifts of hBN emitters,161 but has not previously been explained. 

Below we focus on two potential explanations for this observation. Electron-phonon 

induced ZPL broadening can occur via two different mechanisms: first and second order 

acoustic phonon scattering.331 First-order scattering is determined by the product of electron-

phonon coupling and the density of phonon modes (i.e. Fermi’s Golden Rule). We don’t expect 

the density of phonon modes (i.e. phonon dispersion) to be significantly affected by strain. 

Thus, strain dependence of the ZPL width would be expected to result from modifying the 

electron-phonon coupling. As suggested in,173 this could arise from strain-induced 

modification of the defect’s electronic wavefunction. Although, we can’t identify another 

example of this occurring. Certainly, not in the context of quantum emitters in 3D solids. If 

this was the explanation, then these changes would need to correlate with the shift of the ZPL 

(i.e. blue shift is correlated with weaker coupling). Something that requires an ab initio theory 

survey in future work to properly assess.  

Second-order Raman-type phonon scattering involving at least two electronic states 

(i.e. ground and first excited or first excited and a third state) is typically dominant at room 

temperature352. It also offers a more natural explanation for the correlation between ZPL shift 

and broadening through the introduction of a third factor into the rate expression that is 

inversely proportional to the square of the energy separation between the two electronic states 

involved in the scattering.331 The observed blue shift with strain then correlates with an increase 

in this energy separation, and thus a reduction in the scattering rate a narrowing of the ZPL, as 

observed. The opposite also being true for the observed red shift with strain. Hence, we favor 

this second explanation as the simplest and most likely explanation.    

We now turn our attention to the photophysical modifications of the emission upon 

applying strain. To this extent, we analyze the polarization of an emitter and record its photon 

statistics at each step. Figure 5.12 (a – d) shows the results of increasing tensile strain, at the 

values of 0% (red), 1.85% (green), 3.70% (light blue), and 5.55% (royal blue), where individual 

fits are displayed in Figure 5.13 &5.16. The red shifted ZPL peak moves 2.3 nm (~6 meV) at 

5.5% strain, Figure 5.12a. The g2(τ) measurement at each strain value is shown in Figure 5.13 

&5.16, demonstrating the quantum nature of the emission, and showing no changes to the SPE 
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purity upon straining. Interestingly, the lifetime of the emitter stays approximately constant in 

this case. 

Consistent with investigations of higher energy defects (<690 nm), the red shift for this 

emitter is accompanied by a gradual broadening of the ZPL peak, suggesting an increased 

scattering between excited state energy levels, Figure 5.12b. Figure 5.12c displays the emission 

dipole angle as a function of the applied strain, showing a clear rotation upon straining. The 

dipole angle at 0% strain is ~ 158˚, and gradually rotates with increasing strain to a value of ~ 

144˚ at 5.55%, a ~ 14 ̊ rotation, moving towards the applied strain field at 90˚ (270˚).  At even 

higher relative levels of strain applied, shown below in figures 4.15 & 4.16, we find a maximum 

dipole rotation of ~20˚. The maximum value of dipole rotation is not known from our 

Figure 5.12—Strain tuning the photophysical properties of hBN SPEs. The first row (a-d) 
displays a gradual increase in tensile strain from 0% to 5.55%. The second row (e-h) 
displays the reversing the strain from 5.55% back to 0%. The legend for both rows displays 
the strain percentage for a corresponding color. a. A gradual ZPL red shift of ~2.4 nm 
(~6meV) is observed for increasing strain values. Each collection is fit with a Lorentzian 
function (solid trace). b. The extracted FWHM vs ZPL position with increasing strain, 
displaying a gradual increase mirroring the observed spectral shift. c. Emission dipole 
orientation of the SPE with increasing strain. The tensile strain field is applied along the 90˚ 
(270˚) axis, depicted with two arrows. A gradual rotation of the dipole to a maximum 
displacement of ~12˚ is observed. d. Extended autocorrelation measurements for each strain 
%, fit with a double exponential function, suggesting the presence of two metastable states. 
The probability of transition into available meta-stable states is cut roughly in half at the 
maximum applied strain. e. Reversibility of the 2.4 nm red shift, while the red dashed line 
shows the initial spectrum for reference. Each collection is fit with Lorentzian functions 
(solid trace). f. The extracted ZPL FWHM vs position, displaying reversibility of the 
homogeneous broadening. Data points from the initial forward strain cycle are plotted in 
the background. g. Emission dipole orientation returns to its original position. h. Extended 
autocorrelation measurements, again fitted with a double exponential function, demonstrate 
the relative bunching is restored to initial values. 
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experiments; however, the magnitude is limited by the initial value of 𝜙, which sets the degree 

of shear strain possible. Interestingly, dipole rotation in quantum dot systems has been 

demonstrated up to ~80˚.353 Note, the hBN film is not rotated relative to the PDMS substrate, 

as evidenced by the confocal maps at each strain value (Figure 5.14). To the best of our 

knowledge this is the first demonstration of a strain-induced dipole rotation for a room-

temperature SPE.353, 354  

Figure 5.13: Lorentzian fitting & g(2)(t ) functions of ZPLs in figure 5.12 &5.16. In each 
case on the left is the Lorentzian fit, and on the right is the g(2)(t ) collection. a. Initial SPE 
unshifted at 0% strain (red). b. First forward shift cycle at 1.85% strain (green). c. First 
forward shift cycle at 3.70% strain (light blue). d. First forward shift cycle at 5.55% strain 
(royal blue). e. First reverse shift cycle at 0% strain (purple). f. Second forward shift cycle 
at 7.40% strain (pink). 

Figure 5.14— Confocal maps of emitter in Figure 5.12 showing no rotation of the hBN 
film relative to the PDMS substrate: The confocal maps display the area in which the SPE 
characterized in Figure 5.12 was located, where the white circle notes the approximate 
location of the SPE at increasing strain values from 0% (a), 1.85% (b), 3.70% (c), to 5.55% 
(d). The continuous hBN film shows no apparent rotation as a result of the applied strain 
to the PDMS, even at a value of 5.55% applied strain. This suggests that the reversible 
rotation of the emission dipole orientation is due to distortions of the excited state orbitals, 
and not due to rotation of the hBN film on the PDMS substrate. 
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Our theoretical model, outlined in detail in section 5.2.4.1., suggests that the dipole 

rotation should display a near linear trend when plotting the dipole orientation vs. the ZPL 

shift, equation 5.14). To confirm this trend, we plotted the angle 𝜙 against the ZPL position 

for each of the 4 strain values, Figure 5.15, and we indeed observe a nearly perfect linear trend 

exists.  Alignment between our experimental data and the corresponding theoretical model 

provides strong evidence for the existence of a second excited state. The presence of a third 

electronic state in this particular SPE also further indicates that the ZPL broadening trend is 

likely due to increased scattering between energy levels. These results do raise interesting 

questions of why the red shifted SPE in Figure 5.8c-f, experiences a decrease in lifetime but 

no dipole rotation (Figure 5.11), while the red shifted SPE in Figure 5.12 displays dipole 

rotation however, no significant lifetime changes. The absence of dipole rotation in Figure 

5.8c-f may arise from the lack of shear strain (𝜖FL), as the optical dipole is nearly aligned with 

the extension direction (𝜙 = 8˚) prior to straining. Note that we cannot eliminate the probability 

that the defects are simply of a different structural origin. 

Figure 5.12d displays the second order extended auto-correlation measurements for the 

SPE as a function of applied strain. A significant and gradual decrease in long time photon 

bunching is observed as the strain field increases. Each curve is fitted with a double 

exponential, implying contributions from two available metastable states, see Appendix for 

Figure 5.15: Dipole rotation vs ZPL shift: a. A plot showing the orientation of the optical 
dipole in relationship to the extension axis of strain (i.e. 𝜙) vs the observed ZPL shift of the 
emitter for the first strain cycle only. The dashed line shows a linear fit applied to the data. 
b. A plot showing the orientation of the optical dipole in relationship to the extension axis of 
strain (i.e. 𝜙) vs the observed ZPL shift of the emitter for the first and second strain cycles 
together. The dashed line shows a linear fit applied to the data. c. A plot showing the 
orientation of the optical dipole in relationship to the extension axis of strain (i.e. 𝜙) vs the 
observed ZPL shift of the emitter for the first and second strain cycles together, 
incorporating the return to 0 strain in between cycles. The dashed line shows a linear fit 
applied to the data obtained from the first cycle, while the solid line simply traces the line 
between the return to 0 strain and 7.40% strain data points to demonstrate a decreasing 
slope of the change. 
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details. The degree of photon bunching observed is known to depend on the excitation power 

of the system,284 as the population of the meta-stable state increases with the relative population 

of the excited state. In the current experiment, however, identical excitation conditions were 

used at each strain value. In a standard three level model, the probability of transition to a meta-

stable state is governed by the rate coefficient K23.284 Long lived meta-stable states, such as 

those probed in Figure 5.12d, can be the result of change in spin multiplicity (e.g. transition 

from a singlet to triplet state), transition to states which cannot be excited optically due to 

selection rules, or due to change in the charge state of the defect. The exact nature of the meta-

stable states in hBN is not known, however, the data suggests that transition to the shorter lived 

meta stable state (with lifetimes on the order of a 1-10 µs) is significantly reduced, while the 

longer-lived metastable state (with lifetimes on the order of 10-100 µs) experiences slightly 

increased population. The most straightforward explanation involves the changing position of 

the two excited states, evidenced by the dipole rotation, which modifies the rate of intersystem 

crossing to the meta-stable states via changes in the spin-orbit coupling and the vibrational 

overlap of the available levels.  

We next explore the reversibility of the strain-induced changes for the same SPE. 

Figure 5.12e shows the ZPL position is restored to its initial position (dashed red) upon 

Figure 5.16: Second forward strain cycle of SPE in figure 5.12: This data corresponds to 
a second forward straining cycle from 0% (purple) to 7.40% (pink) strain of the emitter 
where the first forward strain cycle is depicted in figure 3. a. Spectral shift of SPE after the 
application of 7.40% strain (pink), showing a shift of ~ 4.7 nm (11.5meV). The raw data is 
represented as circles, while the solid line represents a Lorentzian fit of the ZPL peak. b. 
The extracted ZPL FWHM is plotted vs the peak position. At 0% strain the FWHM of the 
ZPL is 7.2 nm, broadening to 9.6 nm at 7.40% strain, an overall increase of ~ 2.4 nm in the 
peak width. The larger spectral shift of ~ 4.7 nm is accompanied by a correspondingly larger 
peak broadening as expected. c. The dipole angle at 7.40% strain once again rotates 
towards the strain field by almost ~ 20˚ from its original position. d. Extended 
autocorrelation measurements showing the probability of transition to the meta-stable state 
at 7.40% strain is less than half of the value at 0% strain. Each is fitted with a double 
exponential function, suggesting the presence of two metastable state. Each photophysical 
property displays a correspondingly larger change at 7.40% strain compared to that 
observed at 5.55% strain during the first forward strain cycle, further confirmation that the 
observed changes are a directly result of the applied strain. 
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releasing the applied strain (purple). Similarly, we find that the FWHM of the peak (Figure 

5.12f), the dipole orientation (Figure 5.12g), and the relative bunching (Figure 5.12h), are also 

restored to their initial values. Critically, this rules out the potential for layer slippage or 

permanent damage to the hBN lattice, such as ripping, confirming the strain-induced nature of 

the effects. Figure 5.16 displays a second forward strain cycle to higher maximum strain value 

of 7.40%, showing a larger red shift (~ 4.7 nm) and enhanced changes to the ZPL broadening, 

dipole rotation, and meta-stable state occupation rates.  

Finally, we turn our attention to the overall trends observed across all investigated hBN 

SPEs. Figure 5.17a displays the relative change in the FWHM versus the shift magnitude and 

direction. Each circle represents a different SPE. In all recorded examples, the trend of ZPL 

narrowing with blue shifts and broadening with red shifts is conserved. At low shift 

magnitudes, the changes to the relative electron-phonon coupling appear to change faster, while 

the shift to peak width ratio changes drops off slightly for larger shift values.  

Figure 5.17b displays the observed shift magnitudes as a function of the initial emission 

dipole angle, where the strain field is along the 90˚ axis. The inset in Figure 5.17b shows that 

both large red and blue spectral shifts are observed for with near alignment between the optical 

dipole and the extension axis, further confirming that the sign and magnitude of 𝜅FF changes 

between SPEs across the visible spectrum. As mentioned previously, reasons that that 𝜅FF and 

𝜅LL may vary from SPE to SPE, include that these values change based on spectral location, 

or that the defects in question are not initially unstrained. Figure 5.17c, blue boxes, displays 

the observed spectral shifts as a function of the initial (0% strain) ZPL position. The majority 

Figure 5.17: Overall trends of strain modified quantum emission. Each panel displays a 
plot of the observed shift magnitude vs another independent variable. Each data point 
represents a different strained quantum emitter. a. vs change in the FWHM of the ZPL upon 
straining, showing each observed shift obeys the red/blue shift rule (i.e. blue shifts decrease 
e-phonon coupling, while red shifts increase this coupling). b. vs the dipole orientation of 
the unstrained SPE, showing a clear trend towards larger shift magnitudes when the dipole 
is aligned with the applied strain field. c. vs the initial ZPL position (0% strain), showing 
no observable dependence of shift on initial ZPL spectral position (red triangles). And vs 
initial FWHM (0% strain), showing no dependence of shift magnitude on the initial peak 
broadening (blue squares). 
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of emitters exhibit a shift of up to ~ 5 nm; however, it was not uncommon to find extremely 

large spectral shifts exceeding 10 nm. We note again that variation in the magnitudes of 

changes for any given SPE is correlated to the strain applied, 𝜖, which depends on unresolved 

features of the experiment, precluding direct determination of the strain applied, and 

accounting for the majority of variation in the parameters. 

Figure 5.17c, red triangles, also plots the shift magnitude relative to the initial peak 

FWHM, showing no correlation between the magnitude of the spectral shifts and the 

homogeneous broadening of the SPE. This is an important observation, which suggests that 

similar shifts should persist even at cryogenic temperatures, where phonon broadening is 

reduced. This interpretation is supported by previous results showing up to ~ 9 nm shifts 

observed upon compressive strain applied through hydrostatic pressure at 20 K.158 To 

contextualize the degree of shift magnitudes, we consider the largest strain-induced shift to be 

105 times greater than the lifetime limited linewidth of the emitter at cryogenic temperature (~ 

0.15 μeV linewidth vs ~ 65 meV spectral shift). 

 

5.2.5. Conclusions 
In summary, we have demonstrated record tuning magnitudes for a 2D quantum emitter 

of up to 65 meV at room temperature. The results were enabled by our newly established 

technique to grow ultra-thin hBN layers that can be easily transferred to a substrate of choice.161 

Importantly, such shift magnitudes help explain the broad and homogeneous distribution of 

hBN SPEs across the visible spectrum (550-800 nm), and effectively put a lower limit on the 

influence of strain at ~ 65 meV. We derived a model based off group theory to describe strain 

induced emission shifts in hBN. We determined the direction and magnitude of shifts are 

influenced by the alignment between the defect emission dipole and the applied strain field 

(𝜙), the magnitude of strain applied 𝜖, and the strain susceptibility parameters 𝜅FF and 𝜅LL. 

We found that blue (red) spectral shifts decrease (increase) the homogeneous broadening of 

the ZPL, likely through scattering between multiple electronic levels. Remarkably we 

demonstrated that the optical dipole of select SPEs can be rotated towards the applied strain 

field by up to 22˚, showing a linear trend between dipole rotation and ZPL energy shift. We 

provide a detailed model predicting the linear dependence of dipole rotation, showing good 

agreement between theory and experiment, implying the presence of an additional excited state. 

Finally, we confirmed that all changes are reversible, and the original photophysical properties 

of the SPEs are restored when the strain field is released. 
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Our work has several immediate implications in the field of integrated quantum 

photonics. First, such large shift magnitudes can eliminate hBN defects with inversion 

symmetry. Such defects are not expected to be amenable to high shifts under applied strain 

fields.339 Therefore, the results support the assignation of the hBN defects in the visible range 

to defect of the XBVN geometry (where X can be a nitrogen or carbon element). Second, our 

experiments suggest the presence of two excited states in at least some hBN quantum emitters, 

providing critical information to understand the level structure and behavior of these defects. 

Third, our results pave the way for future strain engineering of indistinguishable photons from 

hBN. Recently, this approach was fruitful to demonstrate indistinguishable photons from 

silicon-vacancy center (SiV) defects in diamond.291, 341 We envision that two or more emitters 

in hBN can be put in resonance by employing the strain methods using cantilever geometries, 

as an example.340, 355 The technique is fully amenable to the engineering of emitter – cavity 

coupling, whereby the SPE ZPL can be strain tuned into resonance with the cavity mode.223, 

342 Finally, and most intriguingly, the strain could be employed to enhance the optically 

detected magnetic resonance contrast.356 Overall, our work constitutes a significant step 

forward in understanding light-matter interactions of quantum systems in 2D materials, in their 

leap towards scalable on-chip devices.  
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6 
Conclusions and Outlook 

_________________________________________ 

 
In this thesis I have presented solutions to some of these major issues plaguing hBN 

SPEs as a viable source of single photon emission. Prior to this work the majority of SPEs in 

hBN were studied using exfoliated crystals or hBN nanoparticles, which are not a scalable 

platform for on-chip quantum technologies and require difficult and random SPE creation 

techniques. By growing hBN through a bottom-up approach we have been able to control the 

optical properties and the incorporation dynamics of optically active defects within large-area 

few layer hBN films ideal for integration with nanophotonic components on-chip. 

Additionally, we have presented general strategies to modify this process even further, such as 

through controlling precursor diffusion within the substrate, chapter 3. Consequently, we have 

shown over an order on magnitude reduction in the distribution of ZPL energies, while 

demonstrating this energy distribution can be controlled through the pre-selection of growth 

parameters to target a desired emission energy. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the 

potential to modulate the density of defects incorporated during growth. Critically, our results 

for growth on polycrystalline Ni suggest that precise control of the growth mechanism may 

enable controlling the spatial location of defects created during bottom-up fabrication. Recently 

we have also demonstrated that large scale hBN SPE arrays can be achieved through these 

techniques by performing CVD growth on top of nanoscale pillar arrays.357 

The ability to fabricate large area near atomically smooth films of hBN with controlled 

SPE properties, have enabled advances on other fronts as well. The tuning methods shown in 

chapter 5 are only possible because of the material platform produced during bottom-up growth 

and would not be possible using bulk hBN sources. The wide tuning ranges demonstrated 

provide a potential solution to overcome the ~50meV distribution of ZPL lines still observed 
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in the films, opening the door towards indistinguishable photons from different hBN SPEs. 

CVD grown hBN films have also enabled significant advancements in fundamental studies into 

the nature of hBN SPEs,54, 83, 358 as well as the coupling of hBN SPEs with photonic resonators 

and incorporation with van der Waals heterostructures as well,168, 170, 261, 264, 316, 359, 360 topics 

which are not covered in this thesis but to which I have contributed to significantly, which were 

not previously possible with alternative hBN materials. This should enable accelerated progress 

for integrated quantum photonics with hBN SPEs, and their incorporation into van der Waals 

heterostructures. 

Finally, in chapter 4 we have given critical insight into the chemical nature of the defect 

structure, a fundamental aspect of the system which has remained unknown for over a half 

decade. The ability to control doping during bottom-up growth was a central feature of this 

study, without which it would not have been possible. As a result, we observed extremely bright 

defect ensembles in the visible region and demonstrated room-temperature ODMR from this 

family of defects, both constituting firsts for hBN. Recent progress has demonstrated the ability 

to isolate single hBN defects displaying ODMR at room temperature,358 opening the door to 

exciting applications, and potentially the ability to confirm the nature of the defect structure. 

 

7.1 Outlook 
Despite these advances, many important challenges remain in utilizing hBN defects for 

scalable quantum technologies. While advances in the bottom-up fabrication of these defects 

may have enabled many new demonstrations, the ability to control their spatial location, which 

is critical for integration with nanophotonic components, remains of paramount importance 

going forward. An option to address these problems in a bottom-up fashion may be the direct 

growth on hBN on nanostructured dielectric substrates, such as recently demonstrated with 

pillars,357 or growth onto masked substrates in which hBN growth on most areas can be 

removed after to create large scale arrays of hBN SPEs.357 However, with either approach 

additional progress to further control the range of emission energies even more precisely is 

needed to eventually enable indistinguishable hBN sources. 

Additionally, the stability of SPEs in hBN has remained an issue for most samples. 

Obtaining robust and photostable SPEs in few-layer films is possible, however, given the near 

atomically thin nature of the host, the majority suffer from detrimental interactions with the 

environment. Through additional work towards optimizing the material conditions surrounding 

the defect during growth, progress can be made in this area. Alternatively, stacking with other 
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2D materials to isolate the defects further from environmental influences, or controlling 

dynamically through electric field modulation may provide fruitful paths to address these 

problems as well. 

Another persistent issue with hBN SPE sources has remained mitigating the spectral 

diffusion often observed for the SPEs. Without the demonstration of indistinguishable photons, 

potential applications will remain limited. Compounding the difficulty of this problem, SPEs 

in a 2D material are sensitive to additional broadening mechanisms not found in 3D materials. 

Like any solid state SPE they are affected by intrinsic broadening mechanisms,361 but also are 

subject to interface effects such as interactions with the substrate,362 surface contaminants,148 

and interface disorder.363 All of these effects are enhanced for 2D materials. A potential 

solution to this issue is to extend our demonstration of modifying the charge environment of 

the lattice to stabilize the emission, chapter 5, such as was recently demonstrated with SPEs in 

SiC.364 Controlled doping during growth affords another possibility. Additionally, further 

understanding of the interactions between hBN SPEs and the underlying substrate will be 

critical to efficient deployment.89, 365 

Finally, while determining the defect center is likely carbon based represents a 

significant advance in the field, knowledge of the precise bonding configuration of the carbon 

containing defect structure is critical to their coherent operation and manipulation. One exciting 

avenue to pursue is combining ODMR and EPR experiments on the ensemble level to extract 

additional information on the system, and potentially through the observation of fine-structure 

in the signal determine the exact defect configuration. Furthermore, extending the observation 

of ODMR from ensembles down to a single level is critical to their potential for spin based 

quantum applications, which is an area of recent progress but still requires much further 

study.358, 366 

All of these problems are not insurmountable, but require new techniques tailored to 

the unique nature of to the material platform in order to be solved. A robust 2D SPE source 

displaying bright room-temperature emission, an efficient spin-photon interface, and the 

potential for room temperature lifetime limited emission,81 clearly has the potential to yield 

rich physics and deployment in a diverse range of emerging technologies if the issues above 

can be addressed. 
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A 
Appendix 

_________________________________________ 

 
Characterization of emitter photon statistics.  

Autocorrelation measurements were fit with a three-level model, where a represents a fitting 

parameter, while τ1 and τ2 represent the lifetimes of the excited and meta-stable states 

respectively.284  

 

    𝑔/(𝜏) = 1 − (1 + 𝑎)𝑒
2|(|
(" + 𝑎𝑒

2|(|
(%     (Eq A1) 

 

 

Extended autocorrelation data was fit to the four-level energy model with τ exc, τ 1, and τ 2 

denoting the excited state, first, and second metastable state lifetimes, respectively. The excited 

state lifetime τ exc, however, is not shown in this experiment due to resolution limitation of the 

hardware. Therefore, a fitting model reduces to a double exponential function: 

𝑌 = 𝑦^ + 𝐴%𝑒
_2(0205("

` + 𝐴/𝑒
_2(0205(%

`   (Eq A2) 

Characterization of emitter lifetime: The emitter lifetimes were fit to a double-exponential 

function, with τ1 and τ2 values denoting the total decay time of the background fluorescence 

and emitter emission, respectively—as given by the following equation: 

𝑌 = 𝑦^ + 𝐴%𝑒
_2(0205("

` + 𝐴/𝑒
_2(0205(%

`   (Eq A3) 

Decay rate of the background was measured adjacent to the emitter (τ1) and fixed, accordingly, 

during the fitting with the double-exponential function.  
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Power-dependent PL measurements: The saturation intensity of the emitters was determined 

from PL versus laser power curves. Power dependent PL measurements were fit with the 

following equation: 284 

𝑓(𝑃) = 	𝐼a
b

b67'	&	b
     (Eq A4) 

where I∞ is the saturated count rate and PSat is the saturation power. 
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